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Abstract

The modeling of neural processes in the human brain and the explanation of

learning human behavior has attracted the research areas of computational neu-

roscience, artificial neural networks, and cognitive robotics. Of particular interest

is the processing of sequences naturally occurring in the acquisition of cognitive

skills like learning how to play an instrument or to use language for the expression

of our thoughts. Gestures are a special and interesting research subject as they

display motor acts with linguistic properties. They are an essential, non-verbal

component of human communication and as such a significant body of research

investigated their evolutionary and developmental role in cognition.

Well-established neural models like recurrent neural networks were long a valu-

able method to learn sequential data. However, their gradient-based training exhib-

ited multiple convergence problems, which limited their application success. The

Reservoir Computing paradigm encouraged the development of novel recurrent

network implementations, suggesting a functional separation between the repre-

sentation of input data by a loosely coupled set of recurrent neurons (the “reser-

voir”) and a simplified training using linear models. Their design allows a fast

training circumventing the drawbacks from classic training algorithms, and thus

inspired research into network models implementing this paradigm in the scientific

community.

The present thesis investigates the Echo State Networks (ESN) for the task of

gesture recognition. This area is hardly explored in the current field of research,

however, it seems reasonable to exploit the benefits of simple training and the

performance success of ESNs in sequence tasks for gestures.

Our first experiment addresses the gesture representations and the performance

in a specific ESN architecture. We introduce two approaches for vision-based

processing of the gestures to support a natural gesture performance. For the feature

extraction we define a simple and a complex feature set, which represent different

characteristics of our data. Our performance evaluation on both sets reveal that

the processing differs, and that for complex, respectively, high-dimensional features

the architectural variant of an ESN is beneficial.

In the second chapter, we introduce the recurrence analysis for an adequate

visualization and quantification of gestures and reservoir dynamics. The rational

is to complement research on the underlying theoretical stability conditions for

proper functioning of the network. We demonstrate the validity of using recurrence

quantification analysis (RQA) to measure different intrinsic properties of the data

and their representation in the reservoir. Finally, we present examples of the
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reservoir stability with respect to the spectral radius of the reservoir matrix and

suggest a criterion for the detection of the transition phase between stable and

unstable state, expressed by the fluctuation of crucial RQA measures.

Finally, we investigate statements and explanations for the successful perfor-

mance of ESN. In particular, we address the stochastic initialization process which

is often debated in the research community due to high performance variations.

We show that using orthogonal matrix is beneficial to obtain good performance

network with reduced experimental variations. The results are contrary to the

explanation, that the diversity of eigenvalue magnitudes in random reservoirs are

responsible for a sufficient input representation. They also complement other re-

search into deterministic rules of reservoir initialization and ESN architectures.

Further, we address the sparsity factor and the reservoir size, which are also usu-

ally considered to be effective factors for ESN performance.

All three chapters investigate a different aspect of ESNs connected to the ges-

ture input and the performance in prediction or classification tasks. We show, that

ESNs are a complementary method for gesture recognition, and substantially add

to possible applications in this area.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Modellierung neuronaler Prozesse im menschlichen Gehirn und das Verstehen

von Lernprozessen menschlichen Handelns stehen seit jeher im wissenschaftlichen

Fokus der Neurowissenschaften, dem Gebiet der künstlichen Intelligenz und der

kognitiven Robotik. Von besonderem Interesse ist die Verarbeitung von Sequenzen,

die in vielerlei Ausprägungen kognitiver Kompetenzen auftreten, so z.B. wenn wir

das Spielen eines Instrumentes erlernen oder uns mithilfe von Sprache verständi-

gen wollen. Als Gesten werden vielfältige motorische Hand-, Arm-, oder Körper-

bewegungen beschrieben, die in weiten Teilen linguistische Eigenschaften bein-

halten. Sie sind eine fundamentale Komponente menschlicher nonverbaler Kom-

munikation, und aufgrund ihrer Besonderheit der Kopplung von Motorik und

Sprachelementen vielbeachteter Untersuchungsgegenstand zur Erklärung evolu-

tionärer Sprachgenese, und der entwicklungspsychologischen Rolle von Gesten auf

den Erwerb kognitiver Fähigkeiten.

Für das automatische Lernen von Sequenzen sind besonders rekurrente neu-

ronale Netze geeignet. Traditionelle Trainingsalgorithmen solcher Netze basieren

auf gradienten-basierten Verfahren, die jedoch zu verschiedenen Konvergenzprob-

lemen führen können. Diese Problematik begrenzt ihren praktischen Einsatz. Das

Reservoir Computing Paradigma hingegen beruht auf einer funktionellen Teilung

der Netzwerkarchitektur: das sogenannte Reservoir besteht aus zufällig initial-

isierten, rekurrent verbundenen Neuronen, welche den Netz-Input repräsentieren.

Lediglich die Verbindungen zwischen dem Reservoir und der Netzausgabe werden

mit Hilfe einfacher linearer Modelle trainiert. Diese Trainingsstrategie zum Ler-

nen rekurrenter neuronaler Netze ist, im Vergleich zu den bekannten gradienten-

basierten Algorithmen, schnell und hat neue Wege zur Erforschung der entsprechen-

den Netzwerke eröffnet.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuchen wir die Eigenschaften von Echo State

Networks (ESN) unter dem Gesichtspunkt der Gestenerkennung. Über die Kop-

plung der Netze und der Applikation ist bisher wenig bekannt, dennoch ist die

gute Performanz der Echo State Networks in der Verarbeitung von Sequenzen ein

schlüssiges Argument zu Erforschung wesentlicher Eigenschaften dieser.

Im ersten Kapitel dieser Arbeit präsentieren wir Gestenrepräsentationen zur

Gestenerkennung und untersuchen die entsprechende Performanz in einer speziellen

ESN-Architektur. Dazu werden zwei verschiedene Verfahren zur Merkmalsextrak-

tion vorgestellt, die zur Erstellung einfacher und komplexer Repräsentationen di-

enen. Unsere experimentellen Resultate zeigen, dass das Netzwerk Performanzun-

terschiede in Hinblick auf die Architekturgegebenheiten aufweist, wobei vorallem
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Abstract

die komplexe Repräsentation davon profitiert.

Im zweiten Kapitel fokussieren wir uns auf das Konzept der Stabilität in ESNs

und demonstrieren, dass Analysemethoden von Rekurrenzen valide Instrumente

zur Visualisierung und Quantifizierung dynamischer Prozesse im Reservoir sind.

Sie ergänzen bisherige Prozeduren zur Bestimmung der Netzwerkstabilität. Die

Analyse der Rekurrenzen ermöglicht die Bestimmung der intrinsischen Eigenschaf-

ten des Netzwerk-Inputs und deren Repräsentation im “reservoir”. Wir präsen-

tieren schliesslich Beispiele der Stabilität bzgl. des spektralen Radius und schlagen

ein Kriterium zur Bestimmung der Transitionsphase zwischen stabilem und insta-

bilem Zustand vor.

Das dritte Kapitel untersucht bekannte Annahmen und Erklärungen für die

Performanz der ESNs. Ein bedeutendes Thema ist dabei die zufällige Initial-

isierung vorallem im Reservoir, da dies zu einer breiten Streuung der einzelnen

Resultate führt. Wir zeigen, dass durch die Initialisierung mit orthogonalen Ma-

trizen bereits eine wesentliche Reduktion dieser Varianz erfolgt, und geben so

einen weiteren Hinweis darauf wie strukturelle Veränderungen wesentliche Vorteile

hinsichtlich der Kontrollierbarkeit der Netzwerke und ihrer Performanz bringen

können, ähnlich wie es bereits andere Arbeiten zu deterministischen Strukturen

gezeigt haben. Desweiteren gehen wir auf die sogenannte “sparsity” und die Reser-

voirgröße ein, die ebenfalls wesentliche Faktoren in der ESN Performanz sind.

Alle drei Kapitel untersuchen verschiedene Aspekte der ESN in Hinblick auf

die Gesten als Input-Daten und in Prediktions- und Klasifikationsszenarien. Wir

zeigen, dass die ESNs wertvolle Werkzeuge zur Gestenerkennung sind und wesentlich-

er Bestandteil zukünftiger Applikationen sein werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Elle lui fait signe de la suivre. Il

ne comprend pas ses mots mais il

comprend ses gestes.

La Petite Fille de Monsieur Linh,

Philippe Claudel

1.1 Motivation

The Reservoir Computing paradigm for modeling and learning sequential data

opened a new perspective on training recurrent neural networks (RNN). Tradi-

tional RNN architectures are trained with gradient-based techniques, where the

backpropagation-through-time (BPTT) algorithm is the most popular implemen-

tation. However, the circulation of the error signal along the layers of an RNN

leads to convergence failures, mostly due to exploding or vanishing gradients (Ben-

gio et al., 1994; Hochreiter et al., 2001). Despite the introduction of training

optimizations to overcome the problems of learning (Williams and Zipser, 1989;

Martens and Sutskever, 2011; Bengio et al., 2013), the research interests in the last

years shifted to other neural architectures, specifically deep neural networks, and

lightweight algorithms exploring machine learning techniques.

Inspired by sequence processing in the human prefrontal cortex, neural networks

based on Reservoir Computing build on a functional separation of mapping an in-

put into feature representations in a high-dimensional “reservoir” which consists

of random recurrently connected neurons and remains untrained. The information

from the reservoir is then read out using a simple linear model like a regression.

The established networks implementing the principles of Reservoir Computing are
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the Liquid State Machines (LSM) (Maass et al., 2002) and the Echo State Networks

(ESN, the focus of the present thesis) (Jaeger, 2002), both concurrently but inde-

pendently developed. Both architectures differ in their neuron types, where the

LSM implements spiking neurons and the ESN both analog and leaky-integrator

neurons. The functioning of an ESN was long to be a “black box”, and research

into this network type primarily considers conditions from dynamical system the-

ory. As a consequence, Prokhorov (2005) even questioned the application of ESNs

in the practical domain.

In the last decade, however, numerous applications in diverse research areas

occurred for the language processing (Dominey, 2005; Tong et al., 2007; Hinaut

and Dominey, 2013), robotics (Hartland and Bredeche, 2007; Waegeman et al.,

2009; Oubbati et al., 2010) and prediction of time-series (Jaeger and Haas (2004);

Hellbach et al. (2008); Deihimi and Showkati (2012)). Until today, surprisingly less

is known about ESNs for vision-related tasks like action or gesture recognition.

Complementary to these studies, the theoretical aspects of computations with

ESN based on the introduction by Jaeger (2001a) were outlined in Buehner and

Young (2006), Ozturk et al. (2007), Jaeger et al. (2007), and Yildiz et al. (2012),

each addressing the particular conditions and parameters necessary for proper

functioning of an ESN. It became apparent that application-driven research was

misguided by some of the requirements introduced by theory (Caluwaerts et al.,

2013), and that only tuning the ESN parameters using standard search procedures

neglect investigations into reservoir dynamics and the parameter interplay.

A vital field of ESN research advances the coupling of both, the theoretical and

practical facets. The principal investigations address the deviation from the ran-

dom reservoir initialization (Rodan and Tiňo, 2010; Rodan and Tino, 2011; Strauss

et al., 2012), stability conditions and memory (Verstraeten and Schrauwen, 2009;

Pascanu and Jaeger, 2011; Boedecker et al., 2012; Barancok and Farkas, 2014;

Bianchi et al., 2016b), and the reservoir state-space organization (Gallicchio and

Micheli, 2011). These approaches provide substantial advice for ESN design and

help to unveil the computational and architectural properties of the networks. In

addition, a thorough experimental guideline outlined by Lukoševičius and Jaeger

(2009) further supports linking well-established criteria for an ESN with the vary-

ing tasks such a network can solve.
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1.2 Objectives of the Thesis

In the present thesis, we aim at contributing to the controversial opinions in the

ESN research connected to the task of gesture recognition. Gestures essentially

carry information and are one of the building blocks in human communication.

With the advent of new sensor technologies, gestures attract also more and more

attention in the area of human-machine interaction. However, the most intuitive

gesture performance for humans is still realized through vision-based techniques.

Therefore, we are interested in the different gesture representations extracted from

videos sequences and their influence on the classification performance in ESNs.

Another driving force of our thesis considers the recurrence and stability in

Echo State Networks for varying parameter. We suspect that tracking the neuron

activity in the reservoir phase space allows a visualization of specific states the

underlying system revisits. The corresponding phase portrait allows interpretation

of the input and their representation in the network. In particular, our main

objective is to examine the validity of complex system science tools for the reservoir

analysis and detection of stability borders.

Finally, we focus specifically on the reservoir in terms of their initialization and

their connectivity for gesture recognition in a one-shot learning scenario. We are

particularly interested in the role of the reservoir size, as well as the connectivity

or sparsity in a single reservoir for the discrimination of gesture sequences varying

in their motion profile.

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis

• We introduce a set of user-dependent command gestures for vision-based

gesture recognition, followed by a scheme to expand this set with user-

independent sequences to obtain variations.

• We introduce the notation of simple and complex features for the gesture

representation and its influence on the performance of ESNs following the

notation of ensembles. The complex feature set was derived from a deep

neural network, where the training on the gesture sequences yields a set of

image coefficients.

• We present an analysis of gesture data using recurrence plots, linking use-

ful methodologies from complex systems to unveil specific characteristics of

gesture sequence variants. Notably, the analysis is not restricted to our prob-
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lem domain but may stimulate further explorations to other sequence-related

tasks.

• We show that the recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) is a viable tool to

determine input-driven reservoir stability, which complements current pre-

dictors based on the Lyapunov exponent. The design of a criterion allows

detection of the edge of stability.

• We demonstrate that little alteration on the initialization improves the chance

for good reservoirs, supporting current research on this topic.

• We introduce a pruning strategy and demonstrate which factors are specifi-

cally interesting for the gesture recognition of different gestures considering

only a single reservoir.

1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the area of gesture recognition. We start with the

introduction of the most significant terms for the definition of different gesture

types. The task of gesture recognition is split into several stages summarized in

a system pipeline for general guidance. Particular focus is then given on hand-

and arm gestures, where we outline endorsed preprocessing and feature extrac-

tion methods for both static gestures (postures) and dynamic gestures. The last

two sections of chapter 2 highlight traditional sequence models in the area of ges-

ture recognition and core literature, followed by a review of literature employing

artificial neural networks.

In chapter 3 we will present the neural information processing in the human

brain, which serves as a basis to understand the abstractions in computer models.

We will specifically focus on the neurophysiological basis of sequencing and emer-

gence of the Reservoir Computing paradigm. We will also highlight the gestures

being complementary to language.

Chapter 4 introduces the working principles of recurrent neural networks (RNN),

where we highlight main differences between conventional RNN and architectures

following the Reservoir Computing paradigm. As this thesis employs Echo State

Networks, formulations for the functioning of this model will be given. Of special

interest are the underlying dynamical system properties and rules to govern them,

explicitly stability boundaries for proper functioning and corresponding theorems.

The chapter closes with observations of memory properties in Echo State Networks.
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In chapter 5, we will first present our gesture definition, recordings, and sub-

sequent preprocessing schemes. We will then explain our experimental set up

comprising the adoption of ESN-ensembles, followed by a performance evaluation

on the used feature sets. The chapter is an entry to gesture recognition with this

model per se and thus concludes with several questions concerning the underlying

network properties and stability issues in light of the task.

In chapter 6, we introduce an expansion of the gesture dataset used in chapter

5 and set up a gesture analysis introducing, thus linking, the methodology of re-

currence plots (RP) and recurrence quantification analysis (RQA), which originate

from analysis of nonlinear dynamics and complex systems. We, therefore, gather

the embedding-delay procedure and give examples on different sequences together

with visualization examples demonstrating the usefulness of RPs for gesture anal-

ysis, and the effect on reservoir representations.

The individual RQA measures obtained are introduced and explained. We give

examples of reservoir dynamics for different sequences and show the behavior of

RQA measures when driving the reservoir into an unstable regime. We derive a

criterion to capture the critical phase for a reservoir adding to existent approaches.

In chapter 7, we address specifically the reservoir. In an experiment on predic-

tions, we show that only a little modification in the reservoir initialization decreases

the experimental variability, which is often emphasized to hinder practical appli-

cations. In a second experiment, we consider pruning reservoir connections. This

approach is inspired by pruning processes in the human brain and in the context

of ESNs we have a tool to identify “useless” connections. We introduce a pruning

strategy in a one shot learning scenario. We demonstrate, that in a single reser-

voir for the discrimination of different gestures the connectivity, respectively the

sparsity, may play a different role than usually stated for ESN applications.

Finally, in chapter 8 we will summarize the thesis and discuss advantages, con-

tributions, but also limitations of our work. We close this chapter with suggestions

on how to extend the techniques presented in this thesis for future work.
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Chapter 2

Gesture Types and Their

Learning Models

Gestures complement our everyday communication besides speech, body language

and facial expressions displaying emotions. Gestures are highly diverse and subject

to interpretation in different contexts, for instance, diverse cultural environments.

The different gesture types range from pure gesticulation to speech-replacing ges-

tures, but no unified taxonomy exists until today. Gestures can have a standalone

character or support verbal communication: for instance, doing a stop gesture, i.e.

showing the palm in front of another person is understood as “do not approach

any further”. We also use gestures in emotional events, for example moving the

arm up with the hand as a fist when winning in sports, or putting both hands on

the face hiding eyes when we feel despair or sadness.

We introduce the area of gesture recognition by explaining the different gesture

types, each demanding a distinct way of processing gesture data. We proceed with

the outline of most common feature extraction methods in this area, distinguishing

between static and dynamic gestures. This links to some open access benchmark

data descriptions and classification techniques. Furthermore, we outline proba-

bilistic graphical models, which were traditionally used for gesture recognition.

Finally, we give an overview of alternative, neural network-based approaches.

2.1 Gesture Taxonomy

Gestures, from the Latin word “gestura” or “gerereare”, are defined by the Oxford

dictionary as “A movement of part of the body, especially a hand or the head, to

express an idea or meaning” (Stevenson, 2010). This definition highlights gestures
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as actions either performed manually or using the head, which is encountered

in e.g. storytelling, where gestures are an important part of communication, or

navigating an aircraft because the communication distance and noise hinder verbal

communication. The expressions can also be symbolic and be used to transmit

emotions: “She was touched by his friendly gesture” or intentions: “He invited

him as a conciliatory gesture.”

Gestures as a subject of research became interesting when computers were

equipped with graphical user interfaces, bringing computer technologies in every

household. The research area of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) emerged,

which investigates gestures as input modality and usage in virtual reality or games.

Within this field, an important subarea, Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), shows

increased employment of gestures and their recognition. However, no consistent

taxonomy for the various gesture types exists to date, although a standard ref-

erence in the area of gesture research is the work of McNeill (1992) and Kendon

(1983). Kendon’s continuum is an attempt to classify distinct gestures types and

is illustrated in Figure 2.1 in a revised form with the addition of deictic and iconic

gestures. The continuum is arranged from the left to the right displaying ges-

ture types with increasing level of linguistic features which the gestures convey,

culminating in sign language which replaces verbal communication.

Gesticulation,
Beat gestures

Iconic
gestures

Pantomimes Emblems,
Postures

Sign LanguageDeictic 
gestures

Figure 2.1: Gesture types with increasing linguistic meaning, which makes gestures

independent of accompanying speech. The figure follows Kendon’s continuum but differs

from it by the addition of the dashed boxes.

Gesticulation may be some form of seemingly random hand- or arm movements.

In fact, we tend to gesticulate even in the absence of a communication partner,

e.g. when vividly describing a happy event on a phone (de Ruiter, 1995; Wei,

2006), which led to the metaphor of “speaking hands”. A thorough investigation

of gestures influencing higher cognitive tasks and gesture production of blind people

is provided in Goldin-Meadow (2003).

In McNeill (1992) the connection between speech and gestures was termed co-

speech gestures and describes four speech-related gestures, which we explain now.

The beat gestures were introduced as a term for hand movements in front of the

body, aligned with the rhythm while we are talking or when we emphasize some-

thing in our talk. This type of gesture is not captured by the Kendon continuum,
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and as this type is not relevant to the present thesis, we summarize gesticulation

and beat in Table 2.1.

Iconic gestures are elicited in a narrative and thus aligned with speech. Again,

as there is no unified convention on gestures, iconic gestures are sometimes also

categorized into the set of gesticulation or called synonymously as metaphoric

(McNeill, 1992). Examples are “We rolled down the hill ” or “The book is so

thick”, which implies also a high congruent relationship between what is said and

what is shown.

Deictic gestures, often synonymously called pointing gestures, are used for a

spatial reference to real persons, objects, locations or directions, or as part in a

narrative. The latter usage explains why often there is a fuzzy transition between

iconic and pointing gestures. We subdivided these gestures to account for their

different requirements in an application, i.e. we assume that iconic gestures are

connected to speech input while pointing gestures can also be understood without

specific speech input (Figure 2.1). The pointing gesture has also attracted research

in the area of developmental psychology, which investigates the role of this gesture

type in infants. These studies may provide an understanding of communication

in the prelinguistic phase (Melinder et al., 2015). How pointing can facilitate

(joint) attention was investigated in Tomasello et al. (2007). Whether infants

comprehend the intention of actions when a game is explained using gestures was

for example addressed in Liszkowski (2014), including behavioral tasks in a non-

structured environment. Finally, pointing gestures are used to spatially reference

to an object (Cappuccio et al., 2013) (spatial cognition) as depicted in Figure 2.2

and were shown to support counting both in children (Alibali and DiRusso, 1999)

and adults (Cappuccio et al., 2013)1.

Emblems are typical pictograms like a stop sign when trespassing is prohibited.

They can be understood without additional verbal input but also they heavily

depend on the cultural background. The OK sign, i.e. index finger and thumb

forming an “O” (see Figure 2.3) is well understood in the North American society

that something is fine or finished but can cause negative confusion in the South

American countries, where this gesture has a very rude connotation.

Within the set of emblems, also pantomimes are used to explain actions, most

prominent the subset of tool-use. Examples are peeling a banana or to show how

to use a hammer. Pantomimes are a significant part of object-related actions and

have been investigated in neuroscience (Bartolo et al., 2007; Kroliczak et al., 2007;

Osiurak et al., 2012) where they are also sometimes termed as transitive actions,

1In Cappuccio et al. (2013) the authors declared pointing gestures to be ’instrumental’
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Figure 2.2: Pointing gesture to different objects in a scenario with the humanoid NAO

platform.

Figure 2.3: An emblem with different meanings including ok, zero, and money or coins.

In some countries, this gesture is regarded as an insult. (Image source: Pixabay)

and in computer vision, respectively, cognitive robotics, to extract significant ob-

ject properties (affordances, Gibson (1979)) for reaching and grasping simulations

(Goodale, 2011; Ugur et al., 2012).

Sign language provides a visual communication channel for deaf people and

replaces speech by specific sequences of hand signs or finger spelling. In addition,

so-called visemes display important features from lipreading and support the se-

mantics of sign language. As an example, consider a person (pointing to oneself =

“I”), who shows an action (open flat left hand and bend the right hand towards

to = “to buy”). The meaning cannot be inferred from the hand gestures only,

but also from mouth movement (the mouth forming an ”o” as an expression for

“what?”) and from other facial expressions. The latter is of special importance

for a wider range of expressions, i.e. realizing also irony, sarcasm or metaphors

which, while speaking, we would emphasize with special intonations, prosody or

word concepts.

For an application in user interfaces, a model has to capture also the tran-

sitions between either different finger configurations (finger spelling) or gestures

depicting words. This leads to additional challenges for an appropriate gesture

10
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Table 2.1: Overview of different gesture types

Gesture Type Example Style Extra Modalities

Gesticulation (Rhythmic) hand movements Dynamic None

Iconic Gestures

(Co-speech)
“The dog was so tall” Dynamic

Speech

Body posture

Head information

Facial expressions

Deictic Gestures “Go to the right”
Static,

Dynamic
Spatial reference

Pantomime “Grasp the cup”
Static,

Dynamic
None

Emblems “OK” (Thumbs up)
Static,

Dynamic
Facial expressions

Sign Language Fingers and hands express words
Static,

Dynamic

Body posture

Head information

Facial expressions

representations and sequence models, which we describe in the sections below.

2.2 Gestures Involved in Cognitive Tasks

Developmental psychology investigates learning processes and the acquisition of

cognitive skills in infants. That gestures are more than movements but help bal-

ancing cognitive load was pointed out by Goldin-Meadow and Wagner (2005).

Children start counting with their fingers when asked how old they are or point

to objects while counting them (Alibali and DiRusso, 1999; Berteletti and Booth,

2015). Also, they use their fingers to perform simple arithmetics like addition and

it was actually found that performing multiplication and subtraction activated

brain areas responsible for finger representations in the parietal cortex (Andres

et al., 2012).

What distinguish gestures from actions? Recent studies showed that gestures

do play a special role in communication settings by contrasting gestures from

object-related actions. Although actions, like lifting a glass or cutting bread with
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a knife, contain more visual information, researchers reported less confusion by

participants when presenting incongruency between speech and action than show-

ing an incongruent gesture together with a phrase (Kelly et al., 2010). The work

concluded that gestures have a tighter link to language than simply being a com-

panion. It can be argued that during evolution gestures were always involved in

communication, whereas actions have a manipulative rather than communicative

character and are associated with objects more than to speech or language.

2.3 System Development Stages

Careful experiment design and specification analysis for the implementation of a

gesture recognition system are not only important from a software engineering

point of view but also to facilitate subsequent steps involved in the chain from

recording gestures to their recognition, and allow experimental reproducibility. A

summary of crucial steps in system design is displayed in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Processing pipeline for design decisions involved in the development of a

gesture recognition system.

First, the gesture vocabulary needs to be defined. The set of gestures and

their use in an application highly influences the subsequent choices on hardware

and algorithms, as different gesture types consequently involve different design

decisions.

2.3.1 Gesture Recordings

The different gesture types assign either specific finger, hand, or arm postures,

which are usually subsumed under the term static gestures. They are primarily

recorded with one camera because the focus is on the representation of hand shapes
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and their corresponding finger configuration. In the case of fingerspelling as it

occurs in sign language, also the order between different shapes matters. Posture

databases thus typically contain a large number of images recorded with varying

background and distinct camera angles. From these images, the challenge in the

recognition or discrimination of postures comprises the development of hand shape

descriptors based on the hand contour and computation of geometrical relations

between finger and the center of the hand. We outline the techniques employed

for static gesture recognition in section 2.3.2.

For dynamic gestures, the computation of a special finger configuration is not

necessarily essential to the final recognition part. Depending on the selected set

of gestures, constraints of the sensor choice can simplify recordings and the ex-

perimental settings. For instance, it may be sufficient to record hand- and arm

gestures with a single camera, and, if the background should not be considered,

depth images may facilitate the preprocessing even further. Inertial measurement

units enable to use gestures for the control of smartphones, which does not need

any lighting or background considerations at all. On the other hand, modeling

finger configurations for sign language or grasping actions may need more sophis-

ticated devices, e.g. a data glove. A multi-camera setup can be used to test for

multiple perspectives or different subjects in the scene. An example is the exhaus-

tive MOCAP database2, comprising recorded actions from subjects wearing light

markers on their body.

A plethora of hardware for gesture recordings exists, so we constrained our

selection to the devices available which are most distinct in their recording ability

and application to gesture types. Among the different devices, cameras provide the

most natural interface for gesture performance. Figure 2.5 shows robots equipped

with their cameras for vision-based gesture recognition, which can either be used

on its own (e.g. a webcam as a robot camera or a Kinect (left) or a fish-eye lens

(right)) or in an HRI setting.

For the NAO robot, the cameras are configured in a vertical fashion, which does

not allow approximating a depth image from two horizontally arranged cameras.

Applications in vision-based gesture recognition have benefitted from the release

of cheap depth sensors in corresponding devices like the Microsoft Kinect R© over

the last 5 years. The availability of depth images in conjunction with publicly

available software (notably the OpenNI framework) facilitated typical computer

vision tasks like background subtraction and object detection in scenes.

Besides employing cameras, data gloves are preferably used when the hand

2e.g. MOCAP database http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu/
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Figure 2.5: Devices for vision-based gesture recognition. Left: The NAO humanoid

robot (Aldebaran company) and the NimbRo-OP (University of Bonn) equipped with

cameras. The vertical arrangement of the two cameras on the NAO robot does not allow

stereoscopic image caption because their visual fields do not overlap. (Photos from KT

lab)

trajectory and a certain finger configuration play an important role (Figure 2.6d3).

Although such devices can be expensive and hinder a natural gesture performance

due to cables and calibration issues, a valid application scenario is to investigate

the reaching trajectories and the hand preshaping. For pantomime gestures, this

device can help in tracking the different hand configurations for object-related

grasping actions. A lighter version was presented by Fujitsu4 for the hand tracking

(Figure 2.6c).

In the past, a trend emerged with the publication of the Wii R© remote controller

allowing access to gyroscope and acceleration data when gestures were performed

(Schlömer et al., 2008). In general, this kind of data is available from all devices

equipped with an inertial measurement unit (IMU). Recent applications focus also

on modern smartphones and use their IMUs to control the mobile device with

gestures.

2.3.2 Techniques for Gesture Representations

In the previous section, we presented a pipeline with the first important steps

involved in the process of gesture recognition. After recording the gesture data,

the next question is which features best represent the gestures. In this section, we

outline the preprocessing and feature extraction methods for the representation of

gestures. In the following, we restrict the descriptions of techniques to hand- and

arm gestures to keep in line with the focus of the thesis.

3http://www.dg-tech.it/vhand3/
4www.fujitsu.com/global/about/resources/news/press-releases/2014/0218-01.html
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Figure 2.6: Gesture tracking devices. a) Hardware for specific finger movements (Jing

et al., 2012). b) Nintendo Wii R© controller, which uses inertial measurements to track

dynamic arm movements (Schlömer et al., 2008) c) A glove for hand tracking from Fujitsu

company in a slim version inspired by traditional data gloves. d) DG5-V Data Glove.

Both devices can capture both finger- and hand movements but can be expensive and

need to be newly calibrated when users change.

The first division of gestures concerns whether to deal with static gestures or

dynamic gestures, as this has an impact on the representation. Static gestures or

postures need descriptive features for the hand- and especially finger configura-

tion. Figure 2.7 shows examples from the Triesch database (Triesch and von der

Malsburg, 1996) for ten gestures and with varying backgrounds. The homogeneous

background (pixel values either 0 or 255) in the first two rows enable a rather easy

background subtraction. In contrast, the structured background scene displayed

in the last row is a challenging task because the postures must not be confused

with the background of the image. Some databases5 also provide sequences of pos-

tures and can be assumed as dynamic to a certain degree, but still, the processing

and recognition of these sequences differ from gestures exhibiting dynamic motion

profiles.

Techniques applied for the representations preferably provide also image invari-

ance (usually affine transformations like translation or rotation) and are robust

against occlusions or patterns in the background. Figure 2.7 shows examples of

postures in front of different backgrounds.

In contrast, dynamic gestures describe varying spatiotemporal patterns and are

5e.g. Sebastien Marcel Dynamic Hand Postures http://www.idiap.ch/resource/gestures/
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Figure 2.7: Examples of 10 postures on 3 backgrounds from Triesch and von der Mals-

burg (1996).

therefore usually represented by their motion profile. After identifying the hand

or arm in the scene, the movement will be tracked over a number of frames, which

denote the time component. Depending on the desired level of representation, the

computation of the hand center points, movement velocity, motion estimation or

the extraction of spatial-temporal points of interest are the most common choices

for feature extraction. When gestures are supposed to be recognized in a continuous

video stream, an additional step is to also model the gesture spotting, i.e. onset

and end of a gesture performance. Having established a gesture scenario, the next

aim is to extract meaningful features from the postures and movements, which are

descriptive enough to generalize across different subjects. In the area of gesture

recognition, two main directions are known: first, feature extraction techniques

derived directly from the images or videos are summarized as appearance-based

approaches. Second, models using geometrical figures for the representation of the

hand and fingers are considered as model-based approaches.

Appearance-Based Approaches

Feature extraction on the image pixel level is usually performed on downsampled

images to reduce the computational complexity. Further, images or videos cap-

tured by a camera in RGB-format are transformed into another color space (e.g.

HSV, YCbCr) or reduced to grayscale values to facilitate segmenting visual cues.

Another subsequent step is the noise reduction to erase high frequencies from im-

ages. Depending on a chosen pixel neighborhood (4- or 8- pixel neighborhood) the

segmentation of an object (for gestures: arm, hands, and optionally the head or

face) results in a binary image coding with 1 representing the area of a segmented

object and 0 the area of the excluded parts.

After segmenting the regions of interest, the next step is then to extract signifi-

cant features describing the object(s). A prominent feature computation technique

usually applied to image reconstruction is to compute statistical properties of a
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pixel distribution, called image moments. The advantage of those image descriptors

is that the applied image statistics are invariant to affine object transformations

like scale or translation invariance. While the calculations of the known Hu mo-

ments (Hu, 1962) are nowadays part of common image processing libraries6 and

thus ready to use, the less prominent orthogonal moment calculations based on

Zernike polynomials was shown to be superior in performance for e.g. sign lan-

guage (Otiniano-Rodriguez et al., 2012). Zernike moments can also be used as

reliable shape descriptors and for the retrieval of 3D objects (Novotni and Klein,

2004) and were extended to the temporal domain first introduced for gait classifi-

cation by Shutler and Nixon (2006). Hu moments are calculated using Cartesian

coordinates while orthogonal moments use the polar coordinates, which may ex-

plain their benefit over Hu moments, which in turn suffer from linear dependencies

in the calculations. However, the technique of moment calculation, especially when

considering the factorials for the Zernike moment computation, puts constraints

on real-time performance. In recent years, using deep neural networks became a

more popular way of feature extraction with the same invariance properties on

objects in images, but with the advantage of processing the images directly and

implementing a learning of the filter sizes dependent on the image input, which is

further used for classification.

Another method to extract object shapes is to use descriptors (a comparison

of image moments and Fourier descriptors for posture classification was done by

Conseil et al. (2007)). As an example, consider the hand in an image. The Fourier

analysis relies on the determination of frequencies in the image by a superposition

of weighted sine and cosine functions, where the basic signal is the fundamental

harmonic followed by signals with increasing frequencies. To describe a shape is

then the composition of different frequency image content achieved by the men-

tioned weights or coefficients. Intuitively, the more details an image contains (like

edges or contours) the higher the frequency portions to represent these. A disad-

vantage of the method is to find the right number of coefficients which sufficiently

represent an object shape, e.g. the fingers of a hand. An approach extending the

idea is the usage of wavelet descriptors. While the underlying idea of frequency de-

composition remains the same, a wavelet allows flexible frequency filtering adding

a time localization component.

The computation of the contour or silhouette is another prominent approach

in appearance-based methods. For instance, the Elastic Graph Matching algorithm

(EGM) relies on template models built on a graph structure and was used for

6e.g. OpenCV libraries for C++ and Python
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object, face and posture recognition (Triesch and von der Malsburg, 2001). The

edges in the graph model assign a distance between the nodes, which in turn are

salient points in an image. They are described by a collection of so-called jets,

which are composed of Gabor wavelets with varying frequencies and orientations.

In general, a Gabor function was found to model the neural responses to changing

orientations of visual stimuli in the V1 area of the cat’s striate cortex, which is

why the EGM has the connotation of being bio-inspired. Gabor filters provide

invariant image descriptors (Kamarainen et al., 2006) but can be substituted with

wavelets due to their improved time-frequency resolution. The EGM algorithm

then tests a new image with a model graph in a corresponding database. Although

the EGM approach does not need additional background subtraction, the creation

and labeling of the initial graph models are time-consuming, and thus the database

is difficult to extend with new posture templates.

Another example of contour extraction is depicted in Figure 2.8 (middle). Ex-

tracting the hand and setting the background to a unique pixel value (here black)

simplifies the computation of the fingers, as they serve as the image boundaries.

The reference point for the detection of the tip of the fingers is the center of mass,

depicted as a big red circle. As the method provides a flexible description on the

hand- and finger shape it can be used for both postures and dynamic gestures

(cf. first example showing the OK posture vs. the movement of the index finger

displayed in the third image column).

When considering dynamic gestures, i.e. hand and arm movements which are

interpreted without the necessity of special finger configuration, the computation

of the optical flow is a common approach. Instead of using the {x,y}-coordinates of

the image, the optical flow algorithms compute the motion velocity {u,v} for both

image directions. The underlying idea is that motion can be computed as the rate

of luminance changes. This yields a flow vector field where the vector magnitude

corresponds to the strength of motion. In Figure 2.8 (left) an example of optical

flow computation using the Lucas-Kanade algorithm (Lucas and Kanade, 1981) is

shown. The blue arrows depict the motion vector which is mainly distributed on

the moving arm. The advantage of the optical flow computation is that no special

segmentation procedure is needed to be applied beforehand, as the information

about the object of interest is coded in the length and magnitude of the flow

vectors. Most commonly known implementations of optical flow are the Lucas-

Kanade algorithm which is fast but only a local motion estimator, and the Horn-

Schunck method (Horn and Schunck, 1981) which allows estimation of the global

motion for more than two frames, but which is also slow. For a comparison of both
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methods see Bruhn et al. (2005).

Figure 2.8: Examples of hand gesture representations. Left: A pointing gesture with

optical flow vectors using the Lucas-Kanade algorithm (blue arrows, from own record-

ings). Middle: Hand extraction from a usual web camera for a representation of the

finger configurations, displayed by the red and green points. Right: Image from a depth

sensor with significant body points (Parisi et al., 2014).

Related to the depth sensors, Figure 2.8 shows also an example of a segmented

human and the computation of body joints from which important features for

gesture representations can be derived. In a gesture scenario for both command

and iconic gestures presented by Parisi et al. (2014), a feature vector was derived

from the motion in the three dimensions and additionally the angle and distance

between head and hand. One benefit in the scenario with that recording was that

no special preprocessing was needed to track both hands, as the motion was the

most salient feature in the scene. This approach enabled to also refine the gesture

definition for e.g. a symmetric gesture when one hand mirrors the motion of the

other hand.

Model-Based Approaches

Model-based approaches aim at creating 3D representations of the hand for free

articulation or for reliable hand tracking in a 3D scene. The benefit of such a model

is to provide a flexible, markerless description to overcome the hand calibration

issues and cumbersome usage of data gloves (as described in the previous section).

One challenge for the derivation of these models is the complexity inherent in the

hand- and finger configurations because a hand is a nonrigid object. Multiple

joints and orientations involved in tracking a gesture span a large space of degrees

of freedom (DoF), but several anatomical constraints can facilitate the gesture

representation in that space. For instance, finger joints are constrained in their

rotations by their bone structure, and also finger interactions are limited by the

knuckles.
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In Figure 2.9 some examples of a hand model and corresponding poses are

shown based on the work presented by Hamester et al. (2013). The model is built

on an approach developed by Iason Oikonomidis and Argyros (2011) but integrated

findings on the finger movement interrelations to improve the model. Subsequently,

a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce dimensionality in

the DoF space. Both models employed Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for

hand tracking. In a direct comparison to Iason Oikonomidis and Argyros (2011),

the model showed a faster convergence of the average error.

Figure 2.9: Examples of a hand model. Hand movements of a subject are tracked and

rendered to display different hand poses (Hamester et al., 2013).

Another approach is to compute a mesh from the hand shape. In general,

the basic idea is to triangulate over objects resulting in a mesh structure which

can be parametrized to provide a flexible description of the object, specifically

the hand (Vidal et al., 2012). This makes it an attractive tool for hand tracking

serving as deformable hand template but the computations to derive a reasonable

model involve time-critical steps. A hybrid approach taking into account a deep

learning architecture processing depth images in a frame-by-frame manner with

synthetically rendered hand poses is presented by Neverova et al. (2014).

2.4 Modelling and Learning Gestures

In this section, we outline graphical models, which have become standard over

decades in modeling and learning gestures. As they are based on (joint) prob-

ability distributions, another direction is learning gestures using artificial neural

networks. In this section, we review recent approaches in gesture recognition for

both approaches including hybrid models.
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2.4.1 Probabilistic Graphical Models

Probabilistic graph models (PGM) are reliable sequence models with application

areas in computational linguistics and computer vision. Learning in PGMs is per-

formed in a supervised manner, i.e. the output is known and according to a loss

function, training optimizes the model parameters as to decrease the error. A

notable algorithm is the Expectation-Maximization (EM) in which the underlying

graph structure allows inference in appropriate computation time. This is the case

for rather simple graph structures like a chain or tree. For more complex graphs

inference can be approximated by e.g. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). A

standard graphical model is the of Hidden Markov Model (HMM). An HMM is

a directed probabilistic graph and belongs to the class of generative models (see

Figure 2.10). The term hidden comes from the fact that only the sequence out-

put is observable, but not the state sequence producing the result. Basically, an

HMM is defined as λ = {A,B, π}, where A denotes the state transition probability

matrix for states S, B is the emission (or output) probability matrix for obser-

vations O, and π is the initial probability distribution that the HMM starts in a

particular state. Context information is provided by the Markov property, i.e. the

past information influences the current state depending on the order. Due to the

combinatorial complexity of possible states and emission sequences, optimization

of an HMM is realized by means of dynamic programming. Main objectives for

proper use of an HMM are identified:

• Evaluation: P (O|λ), the probability P for an observation sequence O given

an HMM λ (forward algorithm)

• Decoding: Similar to the evaluation but the aim is to maximize the proba-

bility that a state sequence produced an observation sequence (Viterbi algo-

rithm)

• Learning: Estimation of the model parameters of an HMM λ from training

examples, i.e. supervised learning (Baum-Welch algorithm)

A thorough tutorial on learning HMMs with an application link to speech recog-

nition is provided in Rabiner (1989). One drawback of HMM is the discretization

of states for sequence modeling, as producing a vectorized codebook results in

information loss.

Another class of graph models comprises undirected probabilistic graph ap-

proaches. The general concept is built on Markov Random Fields (MRF), which
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P(Yt+1|Xt+1)   

Xt-1

Yt-1

P(Xt+1|Xt)   

Xt Xt+1

Yt Yt+1

Figure 2.10: An HMM defined as {A,B, π}. X depicts the states and Y the emissions.

Training an HMM aims to find a model which fits best the set of the hidden state

sequences (state transition matrix A) with the most probable emission sequence (emission

probability matrix B). The dashed lines show that only the emissions are available while

the states and their transitions producing them is hidden. The initial start probability

for a state is given by π. HMMs belong to the class of generative models and are directed

acyclic graphs.

have been shown successful in image processing (Wang et al., 2013). The compu-

tational principles are borrowed from statistical physics which is reflected in the

use of potentials in the models (Li, 2009) (see equation 2.2). Based on the MRF,

Conditional Random Fields (CRF) and derivatives were developed and applied to

object recognition (Quattoni et al., 2004; Wang and Ji, 2005; Zhong and Wang,

2006), activity and action recognition (Vail et al., 2007; Shimosaka et al., 2007),

and further applied to parsing and labeling tasks in the language domain (Sha

and Pereira, 2003; Cohn and Blunsom, 2005). Comprehensive introductions to the

model are provided in Lafferty et al. (2001) and Wallach (2004).

One benefit of a CRF compared to HMM is the modeling of the whole sequence

at once instead of computing the joint distribution (see Figure 2.11). Also, the

structure of a CRF graph can be arbitrary, but a typical CRF has a tree structure

or forms a linear chain.

Modeling the conditional probability of Y given the observations X, the distri-

bution is defined as (Hammersley and Clifford (1971)):

P (Y |X) =
1

Z

N∏
n

φ(n, yn−1, yn, X) (2.1)

As φ is a non-negative function, the potential is assumed to be exponential:

P (Y |X) =
1

Z

N∏
n

exp(πf(n, yn−1, yn, X)) (2.2)
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where Z is simply the sum of the entire product for normalization. Model pa-

rameters are optimized using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which is

facilitated when the graph structure is simple7, e.g. a linear chain.

Because of their sequence modeling capability, probabilistic graphical models

went through diverse extensions and are, until today, well-accepted models for

action, activity, and gesture recognition. Variations on the HMM architecture

include parametric (Wilson and Bobick, 1999) and parallel HMM (Vogler and

Metaxas, 1999).

Xt-1

Y

Xt Xt+1

ht-1 ht ht+1

Figure 2.11: A undirected probabilistic graph model. The hidden Conditional Random

Field contains an extra layer h serving as latent variables, which model specific parts of

a sequence conditioned on the input X. Leaving the extra layer h provides the standard

formulation for a CRF. In contrast to the HMM, Y assigns here a class label for the

complete sequence. CRFs belong to the class of discriminative models.

One of the extensions on the CRF architecture called Hidden CRF (HRCF) was

introduced in Quattoni et al. (2007). An extra layer L was constructed between

the set of observations X and label set Y (see Figure2.11). The latent variables

in that layer allowed drawing inferences about the relation between image patches

or relations between movements, which is an advantage over HMMs. As an ap-

plication, the authors set up experiments on objects and gestures. After fitting

the body shape of subjects from a 3D model the angles and joints resulting from

performing different manipulative gestures with one arm were used as the feature

set. On the set of arm gestures, the HCRF with multiclass classification showed

7functions of the form log
∑

i expxi are concave and thus training converges towards a global

minimum
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superior performance expressed in accuracy compared to an HMM and a CRF. An

additional window was also used to investigate the influence of contextual informa-

tion, which led to an increase of performance for the HCRF to for a window size

of 1. Interestingly, a drop was shown for the CRF and increasing window sizes,

presumably due to overfitting.

A method based on the HCRF called latent discriminative CRF (LDCRF) was

presented in Morency et al. (2007). In contrast to the HCRF, the model can learn

labels between the variables in the hidden layer, which is a desired property for

unsegmented data streams. Learning was achieved using belief propagation. The

authors reported superior performance in the recognition of head gestures com-

pared to HMM, CRF, and HCRF. Using this model, Song et al. (2012) presented

a study on command gesture recognition for aircraft handling. Hence, a strict re-

quirement of their approach was that users perform gestures in an unconstrained

way and did not have to care special gesture start- or end phases. The authors

used image streams from a stereo camera. After obtaining the depth images, two

computational modules carried out the estimation of the body postures and four

hand shapes. The obtained features were then merged for input into the LDCRF.

The authors showed, that their additionally developed multilayer filtering method

showed good performance on the NATOPS database.

A hybrid model exploiting the complementary features of an HMM and a CRF

model was introduced for the task of recognizing ciphers between 0-9 (Elmezain

et al., 2010). The focus was on modeling the gesture spotting, i.e. the start of

a meaningful gesture sequence, thus random motion had to be considered in the

model as well. An HMM was trained after obtaining 3D and color information.

The subsequent inference task for the cipher classification was then realized with

a CRF.

A hybrid approach combining neural computations with statistical models for

sequence processing is outlined in Do and Artieres (2010). The authors selected

a labeling task of an optical character recognition dataset and the TIMIT corpus

(continuous speech). A deep network was used to enhance the input representa-

tion, as they are known to provide more high-level structures, while the inference

task on the sequence was still obtained using a CRF structure. The architecture

called NeuroCRF is built on a Restricted Boltzmann machine and trained in a

semi-supervised fashion, i.e. supervised training with labeled data together with

unlabeled data.

In summary, the application field of graphical models is highly diverse and the

models outlined in this section are a reasonable choice for sequence tasks, including
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gesture recognition. The main advantage of their usage is that the models allow

tractable inference mechanisms on a sound computational foundation. However,

from our perspective drawbacks of graphical models include scalability, for CRFS

the derivation of the feature functions and possible intractability of complex models

(i.e. beyond linear chains and trees), and no or only a little adaptivity to the

underlying graph structure, which puts constraints on the modeling itself. As

our work is motivated by the properties of brain-related information processing

principles, we will now review some work being in our line of research using artificial

neural networks.

2.4.2 Gesture Recognition with Artificial Neural Networks

In this section, we review gesture recognition approaches based on artificial neural

networks (ANN). The difference to the learning of gestures with graphical models is

that according to a specific gesture representation a network learns an input-output

mapping with the desired target. This deviates from computing (joint) probabil-

ity distributions and MLE but includes supervised learning with a teacher signal

at the output or learning gestures in an unsupervised fashion, i.e. autonomously

learning a specific input distribution. The concrete learning algorithms behind

ANNs are presented in chapter 4.

Zhu and Sheng (2009) presented a hybrid hand gesture recognition system for five

command gestures, come, go fetch, go away, sit down, and stand up, applicable in

a Human-Robot interaction (HRI) scenario. The architecture comprised two main

components: first to segment and discriminate between a concrete gesture (gesture

spotting) and a non-gesture, and then to subsequently categorize the five defined

gestures in an online fashion. For the task of gesture spotting and subsequent

recognition, a feedforward neural network and a hierarchical HMM were imple-

mented. The hand gestures were recorded using a wearable sensor which delivered

the 3D axis acceleration and 3D angular information from finger movements, in

total 6 features. The final feature vector serving as input to the network consisted

of the mean and variance values from measured gesture sequences. The network

was then trained using the backpropagation algorithm (see chapter 4) with labels

provided by the experimenter. When a gesture segment was successfully identified

(i.e. discriminated against a non-gesture), a subsequent hierarchical HMM was

used for categorization. The hierarchy was introduced by defining five HMMs, i.e.

one HMM per gesture at the lower level and an HMM with five states and corre-

sponding observation symbols at the upper level. Additional preprocessing using a

sliding window of 1 second length (corresponded to 20 data points) and subsequent
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clustering was necessary to quantize the motion information as input to the low-

level HMMs. The upper-level HMM was trained with Bayesian filtering for online

classification. In the evaluation, the authors reported both accuracy of the neu-

ral network performance in the segmentation task and classification accuracy as a

percentage between ground truth labels and labels provided from the HMMs. The

accuracy from the individual HMM at the lower level showed a good performance

for four gestures (between 0.7742% and 0.8929%), while the sit-down gesture per-

formed worst (0.2581%). The performance significantly increased for the HMM

and Bayesian filtering at the upper level (0.7419%), also for the come here ges-

ture (from 0.8929% to 0.9286%). In contrast, the remaining gestures showed equal

performance (stand up) gesture or only slight improvement. Unfortunately, the

authors did not provide any suggestion or explanation for the noticeable difference

in the gesture performance for the sit-down gesture, nor a reason why the devi-

ation of accuracy between the low-level and upper-level HMM for the remaining

gestures was rather low. This leaves the question to what extend the hierarchical

HMM was an essential extension to standard HMM recognition procedures, or, put

differently, what this specific system contributed more to other gesture recognition

systems with comparable performance.

A neurally-inspired approach using Localist Attractor Networks (LAN) for the

recognition of dynamic gestures was addressed in Yan et al. (2010). The authors

focused on the variations in gesture performance across multiple subjects from

which the gesture data is recorded. The reason is to enable a more intuitive inter-

face to HRI. In fact, their system enabled users to define their own commands in

their own manner. In total, 235 samples were collected. The recorded motion data

was transformed into feature vectors for network input using Fourier-based com-

putation for frequency decomposition of the different signals (see section 2.3.2).

The LAN itself exploits two important aspects from psychology: the i) the prime

and ii) the gang effect. The prime effect refers to the fact that network conver-

gence into attractors is dependent on a number of visits, i.e. convergence into

a specific attractor is faster when it has been visited more recently. The gang

effect describes the strengthening of the basin of surrounding attractors. The pro-

posed architecture was tested in a simulation with a wheeled robot guided by the

gestures. First, the system worked in real-time, which is an important factor to

provide a natural communication. Second, the authors reported a classification

error of 99.15%. However, several aspects limit the freedom of unscripted gesture

performance. The gesture data was collected via numerous body orientation sen-

sors including arm tape and a wrist device for the motion capture. The additional,
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very specific hardware is not available everywhere and for every user. The sensor

choice is furthermore insensitive, as the performance of gestures only contained the

movement of the arm and hand This reveals the body sensors as an unnecessary

system overhead.

The use of a Jordan network (Jordan, 1986) for the recognition of 10 predefined

gestures was presented in Hikawa and Araga (2011). Various hand postures were

detected in the first stage of their system and then assembled into sequences. The

preprocessing was based on color detection in the images; binary quantization fol-

lowed by two Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT) to determine the horizontal and

vertical spectrum of the image. The features derived from the computations were

then further clustered using two approaches, namely a range check and a Self-

Organizing Map (SOM) combined with Hebbian learning. In sum, 38 postures

were defined. The Jordan network was then trained on 760 images to classify the

correct gesture based on the composite indices of the beforehand clustered hand

postures. The authors reported superior recognition performance for the hybrid

SOM+Hebbian method with an average recognition rate of 96.2% for 20 frames

sampled per gesture. A slight drop in the recognition was reported for 5- and 10

frames sampled per gesture (94.6% and 95.6%, respectively). The posture classifi-

cation and the subsequent network training was carried out separately. However,

the authors made no statements about the computational complexity of training

and testing their system. Also, no experiments to test real-time recognition were

carried out. Additionally, the system requires that users wear a red-colored glove

to simplify background segmentation. Another constraint in the system is the us-

age of predefined postures, although the different spatial positions of hands can be

captured by the preprocessing scheme.

Nagi et al. (2011) studied gesture recognition employing a Max-Pooling Convo-

lutional Neural Network (MPCNN). Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) resem-

ble the processing of retinal stimuli in the visual cortex, where a cascade of local

feature filtering and composition of high-level structures yields invariant image de-

scriptors (see 2.3.2). The gestures were defined as numbers 1 to 6 to command a

wheeled robot, yielding in total 6000 images. The image segmentation was simpli-

fied using an orange glove, where the hand was extracted after color transformation

into the YCbCr space and applying a single Gaussian Model (SGM) to model the

color distribution. The images were then fed into a with the ratio 60% for training

and 40% for testing. Their approach yielded an error rate of 3.23% averaged over

100 training and test samples, which ranked among best compared to a system

using feature extraction with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or using Hu moments
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as input to a support vector machine classifier (25.32%, respectively 20.34%).

An unsupervised gesture recognition system based on a two-level SOM and

usage of an ASUS Xtion recording device was developed by Parisi et al. (2014). The

dataset used in the experiments was inspired by the ChaLearn 2013 data concerning

the recognition of Italian co-speech (iconic) gestures. Also, command gestures were

defined, as the main aim of the work was to present a flexible, yet robust neural

architecture with minimal preprocessing for hand gestures using both only one

hand or both. Additional audio signals were not used, but the authors made use of

the fact that Italian co-speech gestures are usually understood taking into account

head movements. The input to the SOM included the {x, y, z} coordinates but also

the head angle and hand-head distance calculated by the Euclidean metric. Gesture

sequences were fed into the SOM architecture, where outliers were detected and

removed in the first SOM layer. Subsequently, the trajectories, defined as the trace

of best matching units (BMU), were matched against the trajectory representations

of a pre-trained SOM in the second level. Although the system does not explicitly

model time, the average recognition accuracy obtained from the model was 89%

for the command dataset and 90% for the Italian dataset. An advantage of this

approach is that the gesture sequences were recognized in real-time, which qualifies

such a system for HCI or HRI scenarios.

Reservoir Computing Approaches

Only a few models exist for gesture recognition employing Reservoir Computing,

which is the focus of the present thesis. One study using this learning paradigm

is presented in Weber et al. (2008). Five hand gestures were defined, namely

(anti-)clockwise movement, up and down, and a parametrized Lissajous curve de-

scribing the shape of the cipher 8 (therefore referred to as “figure-8”). Gestures

were recorded with a regular web camera and the hand centroids extracted us-

ing the Camshift algorithm of the OpenCV library. The input was normalized

and sequences fed with equal lengths into an Echo State Network. For training,

the authors applied the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm. Parameters were

fixed in advance, where an orthonormal reservoir was used yielding a matrix with

maximum spectrum 0.8. Test recognition rates showed good performance for the

horizontal- and anticlockwise movements (91% and 96%, respectively). The ver-

tical movement was recognized with 85% and the clockwise with 87%. The worst

results both for training and testing were achieved for the “figure-8” pattern, yield-

ing only 65% recognition rate. Although the results were promising, we could find

no evidence following up on this approach. It would have been interesting to scale
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up the approach to more useful gestures, specifically command gestures. Also,

more investigations on the parameters would have probably revealed some inter-

esting properties of the network behavior and accordingly the learning process.

It is for example still an open question in the research community whether the

conditions of a maximal spectral radius below unity needs to be obeyed. We will

explain the mathematical underpinnings of Echo State Networks in the chapters 4

and 5. However, before going into the computational details, we want to describe

the underlying information processing mechanisms in the brain in the next chapter.

2.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we outlined the different gesture types, their representations and

reviewed probabilistic graph models, which were state-of-the-art sequence models

in the last decades. From the gesture recognition literature, we selected those which

used command gestures and used neurally-inspired techniques. In the present the-

sis we focus on the learning paradigm of Reservoir Computing, however, research

on this area in connection with gesture recognition is rather sparse. We will out-

line the neural processes in the human brain, the cortical organization, and the

neurophysiological model for sequence processing, which substantially underpins

the Reservoir Computing approach, in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Neural Processes and the

Emergence of Computational

Models

The information processing capabilities of the human brain offered an incentive

to translate neural phenomena into mathematical models of artificial neurons and

neural networks. This chapter explains the neurobiological principles behind neu-

ronal information processes in the brain and gives examples of their modeling.

We start with the broad description of the electrochemical processing on the

neuronal level. With this basis, we explain further building blocks of brain com-

putations including plasticity mechanisms shaping the cortical organization.We

outline the sequencing model from Dominey (1995) for action selection, which in-

troduces the special role of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) as a reservoir of random,

recurrently-connected neurons. The Reservoir Computing paradigm substantially

builds on this idea, however, the neuroscientific and the computer science devel-

opments emerged concurrently.

3.1 From Neurons to Cortical Structures

In this section, we describe the basic neural information processing, the plasticity

mechanisms structuring the brain, and give an overview of the main functions of

the four cortices.
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3.1.1 Computations on the Neuronal Level

Computations in the neural tissue are fast and efficient in energy consumption.

This is due to a specialized structure of local functional areas but also due to a

specific global connectivity pattern. The neural information processing can be de-

scribed from the microscopic to the macroscopic view. The microscopic description

dates back to the findings of Golgi and Cajal, who presented histological evidence

of anatomical features of neurons and postulated the electrochemical propagation

of impulses involving synapses.

The signal transmission from neuron to neuron, and thus their communication

is realized as follows: a neuron consists of arborescent fibers called dendrites, which

receive action potentials (i.e. electrical impulses, AP) from their neighboring neu-

rons. For the excitation of a neuron, it is necessary that the incoming current

is high enough and exceeds a certain threshold. If this is the case, the consid-

ered neuron fires, otherwise it remains silent. This phenomenon is also known as

the “all-or-nothing”. For a neuron to fire, the membrane becomes semipermeable.

This enables extracellular positive ions in the cell tissue to enter the inner, nega-

tively charged, cell. The neurons’ state then changes from hyperpolarization to a

depolarization, i.e. the voltage increases to approximately +20mV, opposed to the

approximately −70 to −90 mV resting state of the neuron. An AP is generated at

the neurons’ soma and propagated along the axon, which has a special structure.

While the myelin sheaths act as an electrical isolation, the nodes of Ranvier in be-

tween allow the regeneration of the AP. The electrical impulse thus “jumps” from

node to node, yielding a fast transmission along the nerve fiber. This process is also

called saltatory conduction. The transmission ends at the axon terminals, called

synapses. They can either be a chemical or an electrical synapse. In the first case,

the synapse comprises vesicles with neurotransmitters, which are released into the

post-synaptic gap. An example of a neurotransmitter is dopamine (excitatory).

Electrical current is passed via gap junctions between the membrane of synapses.

Figure 3.1 depicts this process.

After the emission of an AP, a time interval follows, where the ion concentra-

tion is reversed back again. During this absolute refractory period, the neuron is

incapable transmitting newly arriving signals, and this relative refractory period

describes the time interval to go back to resting state.

A model to describe the neural activity and the underlying mechanisms of ac-

tion potential propagation were introduced by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952), who

described the neural dynamics as a set of differential equations. Due to the mod-

els’ complexity, which prohibited the analytical solution of the nonlinear dynamics,
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Dendrites
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Nucleus Axon Myelin sheath

Node of Ranvier

Synapses

Figure 3.1: Sketch of a neuron and the main parts responsible for the propagation of

action potentials. The embedded figure displays a chemical synapse.

more simplified spiking neuron models were introduced (FitzHugh, 1955; Izhike-

vich, 2007).

3.1.2 Neural Plasticity Shapes the Brain

A property of the human brain is its noticeable organization. In the following, we

describe the underlying adaptive mechanisms responsible for the brain plasticity.

As described in the previous section, the arborization of each neuron yields a local

synapse neighborhood. This led to the research question whether the strength of

the connectivity influences neural responses. One contribution approaching this

topic was Donald Hebb’s postulation (Hebb, 1949), which is often summarized as:

“what fires together wires together”. In essence, the more the synapses generate

action potentials concurrently, the more this process strengthens their connections,

respectively, synapses. Vice versa, the synapse weight is weakened if the two neu-

rons are activated distinctively. This claim was the foundation into research of

synaptic plasticity (SP) and cell assemblies, constituting an unsupervised orga-

nization principle of neurons shaping the cortical areas. In computational neu-

roscience and cognate disciplines, this postulate formed the basis for associative

learning known as Hebbian learning. Figure 3.2 sketches two neurons xi and xj
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with a synapse weight ωij, which is intensified in the case of concurrent neural

activation. Computationally the basic model is:

xi xj
ij

Figure 3.2: The Hebbian learning rule states, that the synapse connection ωij between

two neurons xi and xj strengthens when both neurons are activated simultaneously. The

connection weakens if the two neurons get activated separately.

∆ωij = ηxixj (3.1)

where the ∆ quantifies the change of strengthening and η is a learning rate,

which determines the speed of weight update. Grossberg (1968) introduces a weight

decay term γ ∈ [0; 1] to prevent unbounded growth of the weights:

∆ωij = ηxixj − γωi (3.2)

The SP has also an effect on the excitability of a neuron itself, specifically on

its electrical properties. This intrinsic plasticity (IP) describes the neurons’ ability

to generate action potentials, where the corresponding output distribution varies

(Turrigiano et al., 1994). An information-theoretic approach to model IP is, for

example, presented in Triesch (2007). Until today, the relevance of this mechanism

is not yet fully understood, but experimentally this type of plasticity was shown to

be part of homeostatic regulation and involved in learning and creation of memory

capabilities (Zhang and Linden, 2003).

3.1.3 Functional Areas of the Cortex

The anatomy of the human brain comprises three components: the brain stem

with the medulla oblongata, the cerebellum and the cerebrum (cf. Figure 3.3).

The brain stem and cerebellum are mainly (but not exclusively) responsible for

the afferent and efferent processing of motor signals, while the cerebrum processes

numerous perceptual stimuli from the environment to enable human beings per-

forming cognitive tasks (decision-making, reasoning, language acquisition, etc). It

is separated into a left and right cortex with a functional division into the oc-

cipital, temporal, parietal and frontal brain areas. The information flow is from

posterior to anterior, involving forward, lateral and recurrent connections. The
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display of complex behavior results usually from an orchestrated biological neural

network, for example, the default network (theory of mind) (Fair et al., 2008), the

limbic network (generation of affective states) (Thomas Yeo et al., 2011) or the

salience network (body-related attention and behavior) (Seeley et al., 2007). In

the following, we highlight some of the significant functions of the four cortices.

Brain stem Cerebellum

Frontal lobe

Temporal lobe

Occipital lobe

Parietal lobe

posterioranterior

Figure 3.3: Sketch of the human brain. (Image modified from Pixabay)

The occipital brain area forms the visual cortex. Retinal stimuli from the sur-

rounding are processed via a layered neuronal architecture. Neurons in the first

layer, area V1, compute rather simple image structures like edges and pass this

information to successive layers, where neurons get more and more tuned to a

particular image content, i.e. code for specific shapes and colors. This hierarchi-

cal process provides a robust image description because, once identified, similar or

equal images are recognized even under affine transformations and with occlusions.

A prominent characteristic of the visual cortex is the ventral-dorsal dichotomy

(Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982), commonly referred to as the ’what’ and ’where’

path. As the names indicate, the ventral (’what’) stream encodes perceptual prop-

erties, while the dorsal stream (’where’) computes the spatial location of objects

in the scene and is hypothesized to play a vital role in coding for actions, e.g. in

affordance processing. Affordances trigger a specific motor behavior, e.g. grasping

a cup, when the handle elicits properties which make it graspable. Information

processed in the ventral stream is passed to the temporal cortex, while the dorsal

stream merges into the parietal cortex. Areas relevant for gesture recognition are

V2 (BA 18) and V3 (BA 19) for discrimination of finger gestures and detecting

motion patterns.
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Located in the lower part of the brain is the temporal lobe, mainly involved

in memory-related tasks and audio-, respectively, language processing. Promi-

nent structures are the hippocampus, which is activated in navigation tasks and

processes emotions modulated by the amygdala, the primary auditory cortex (BA

41/BA 42) for sound perception like a pitch but also the auditory working memory

and Wernicke’s area (BA 22) located in the left hemisphere. The latter plays a

crucial role in language processing, specifically in sentence generation and semantic

processing. It was also found that it is involved in deductive reasoning. Another

interesting area is the inferior temporal gyrus (ITG, BA 20), which was found to

be active in metaphor comprehension (left hemisphere) and object integration into

a more complex scene (right hemisphere). Finally, the fusiform gyrus (BA 37) has

become popular when the neuronal activity was recorded specifically tuned to the

recognition of faces. It has become evident that there are different areas separating

the processing of faces from object recognition or object detection. Also, episodic

memory and sign language are encoded here. Finally, other cognitive processes

are distributed along the temporal cortex, for example, inferential reasoning, irony

understanding (right hemisphere), lexicosemantic processing (left hemisphere) and

the experience of emotional states in the temporopolar area.

The parietal cortex is mainly involved in sensorimotor integration. Information

from the visual cortex about the spatial location of objects and other visual cues

are transformed into motor responses. It is further subdivided in a superior (SPL,

BA 5/BA 7) and an inferior part (IPL). The SPL is mainly involved in tool-use

gestures (left hemisphere), visuomotor attention and visuospatial processing, and

provides working memory for verbal, motor, emotional and auditory stimuli. More

high-level computations comprise emotion and self-reflection for decision making,

temporal context recognition, and chaotic pattern processing. The IPL (BA 39/BA

40) shares some area with the Wernicke area and is active in processing action se-

quences and executive control of behavior (angular gyrus, BA 39) as well as gesture

imitation, motor planning, visually-guided grasping and integration of propriocep-

tive information (supramarginal gyrus, BA 40). More cognitive functions encoded

here are deductive reasoning, semantic processing, and verbal creativity. The so-

matosensory cortex (SI) covers the postcentral gyrus, which is made up of three

main regions (BA 1, BA 2, BA 3). These areas process elementary sensory stim-

uli like pain, touch, and vibrations, and are active for finger proprioception and

voluntary hand movements.

Particularly interesting is the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and the so-

matosensory cortex. Neurons in primate homologue (usually macaque mulatta,
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homolog brain areas F2-F7) showed distinct firing patterns for visual and audio

stimuli simulating an action (Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Gallese et al., 1996; Kohler

et al., 2002; Hamzei et al., 2003; Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004). As the firing

characteristics were especially shown for imitation tasks, i.e. a primate observing

a demonstrator performing an object-related action like grasping a cup, these neu-

rons were coined mirror neurons, located both in the temporal and frontal lobe of

the primate brain.

The control and execution of motor actions are processed in the frontal lobe.

The primary motor cortex (BA 4) and the premotor cortex (BA 6) are active when

planning movements and learning motor sequences involving visuomotor tasks

and memory (motor memory and working memory). Interestingly, also language-

related tasks are processed in different areas of the frontal lobe. In particular, the

supplementary motor area (SMA), which is a medial extension from the premotor

cortex, is involved in language initiation and voluntary speech production. The

same applies to the frontal eye field (FEF, BA 8), as it shares an area with the

SMA. Most prominent is the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) with its two main areas

BA 44 and BA 45, which presumably host the mentioned mirror neurons. In some

literature both, areas are summarized under the term Broca’s area, while other

approaches report that it is only the pars triangularis (BA 45). Both areas belong

to the putative human mirror neuron system and are actively involved in gram-

matical processing on a syntactical and phonological level, grapheme to phoneme

conversion, sentence comprehension, and syntactic working memory. For the ma-

jority of humans, language is processed in the left hemisphere. In contrast, the

right hemisphere is active in the more high-level processing of language and contex-

tual features, which includes (affective) prosodic information processing, metaphor

processing, melody generation and expression of emotions.

The prefrontal cortex (PFC, BA 10) is engaged in decision-making, emotion

processing (unpleasant vs. pleasant) and joint attention. Its special role was

also revealed in memory-related tasks (short-term memory, working memory) and

language-specific processes in the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC, BA 46), particularly

for syntactic and semantic processing. Eventually, its functional repertoire yields

substantial sequence processing capabilities. This is exploited in several models,

of which we present the most noticeable sequence model which is related to the

Reservoir Computing paradigm.
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3.2 Sequence Learning and Transient Dynamics

Human behavior or processing language are inherently structured and follow a

temporal order, e.g. learning a specific action or the syntax in a sentence. A key

brain area involved in sequence learning is the prefrontal cortex (PFC). It receives

signals from sensory and motor areas but has no direct connections to the primary

motor cortex (MI). The dorsolateral area of the PFC (dlPFC, BA 46) has connec-

tions to the frontal eye field (FEF, BA 8) and basal ganglia, which are involved

in goal-oriented behavior and evoking automatic behavior. The backprojections

to the inferior temporal area (IT) are presumably involved in the recall of visual

memory (Miller et al., 1991).

In the context of structured sequence processing, a neurophysiological model on

sensorimotor transformations involving the PFC presented in Dominey (1995) is

usually referred to as an inspiration for a new perspective on learning in com-

putational models, namely the Reservoir Computing paradigm. Interestingly,

Lukoševičius and Jaeger (2009) stated that researchers involved in Reservoir Com-

puting but with a different focus, i.e. neuroscientific evidence and investigations

on the PFC on the one hand, and concrete neural network implementations, on the

other hand, became aware of each others’ work not until 2008. We will summarize

the neurophysiological model introduced by Dominey (1995), as it demonstrated

that random recurrent networks with a separation of the input representation and

the training of neuronal connections is a valid method to model sequence process-

ing.

3.2.1 Random Recurrent Networks

Dominey (1995) suggested a sequence generation model for action selection based

on an experiment presented in Barone and Joseph (1989), which revealed spatial

preference properties of PFC neurons of macaque monkeys, also referred to as

“context neurons”. Their experimental setting considered sequences of spatially

arranged light flashes (above, left, and right wrt. a fixation point). The monkeys

first learned the order of illuminated buttons and were then trained to touch them

in the correct order, e.g. 231 if light 2 was turned on first, then light 3 and finally

light 1.

Based on this experiment, Dominey (1995) proposed a cortico-striatal model,

which aimed at reproducing the transformations of internal states triggered by the

visual cues to corresponding sequential actions. A core component in the model

comprised the mechanisms between the caudate nucleus (CD) and the prefrontal
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cortex (PFC). The latter was modeled as a recurrent neural network to achieve

the desired dynamics emulating neural activity patterns over time. The novelty in

the network implementation was that the connection weights in the PFC model

were not modified during training, but were randomly initialized and stayed fixed

(the “reservoir”). The rational behind this was to provide a pool of neurons repre-

senting the feature diversity coming from IT cells. This information storage over

a short timescale, the short time memory, is realized by the transient dynamics

exhibited by the network dynamics. Only the synapses projecting from the PFC

to the CD were learned to employ a reinforcement scheme. Dopaminergic neurons

strengthened the connections whenever a correct saccade was generated, the ac-

tual reward. This essentially implemented an associative mechanism of sequence

encodings in the PFC and the corresponding action selection by the CD.

The model was further exploited for sequential processing of abstract represen-

tation and their temporal binding, extending it to the language domain. It was

shown to preserve syntax in sentence generation and incorporation of semantics

(Dominey, 2005; Dominey et al., 2006). The connection between neurophysiologi-

cal findings to grammatical constructions using Reservoir Computing is presented

in Dominey (2013).

Complementary to Dominey’s model, Barak et al. (2013) studied the statistical

properties of response profiles in PFC neurons involved in a discrimination task

considering three network models, ranging from attractor-based networks to ran-

dom recurrent networks (RRN). In the latter case, only the readout weights were

trained corresponding to the scheme in Dominey’s model (Dominey, 1995). In

addition, the initial network states showed spontaneous fluctuations. The authors

claimed that, despite the random network performing well, none of the models

were fully able to reproduce the data. Therefore, the authors suggested that a

hybrid model of a random network and trained parts in the recurrent and readout

layer may serve as an explanatory model for the underlying data.

In a recent study, Enel et al. (2016) argued that the RRN provides inherently

mixed selectivity, which explains the representational diversity in the PFC (Rigotti

et al., 2013). This approach highlighted further the connection between the PFC

reservoir and current neural network implementations. Following the principle of

RRN include further studies of context processing in the PFC (Mante et al., 2013)

and working memory models (Pascanu and Jaeger, 2011). Other models adopting

the reservoir approach even considered the assumption of a “critical” or “chaotic”

brain, which is responsible for the acquisition of cognitive skills. We outline some

representative work on this topic in the next section.
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3.2.2 Transient Dynamics Involved in Learning

Learning and the acquisition of higher cognitive abilities in humans were long de-

scribed as a convergence of neural trajectories into stable attractors1, specifically

fixed point attractors. However, another explanatory model of cognition is sup-

ported by the observation of the mentioned transient dynamics (Babloyantz and

Loureno, 1994; Durstewitz and Deco, 2008; Rabinovich et al., 2008; Rabinovich

and Varona, 2011) and the concept of chaotic itinerancy (Tsuda, 2009; Faure and

Korn, 2001).

Almost three decades ago, Skarda and Freeman (1990) investigated the func-

tional role of chaos beyond the general assumption that chaos appears as noise or as

an effect of brain malfunctioning. The findings were based on data recorded from

the olfactory bulb and highlighted the role of nonlinear dynamics. The authors

put further emphasis on the fast transitory behavior of the brain when confronted

with a novel stimulus. Another aspect is the information generation. Due to an

internal construction of chaotic activity patterns, a selection mechanism is trig-

gered where the brain filters the significant information necessary for learning and

behavior. The work, therefore, suggested revising models for data-driven analy-

ses in neuroscience. Korn and Faure (2003) highlighted chaotic brain activities

in the olfactory bulb, exhibiting bursts of gamma and theta brain waves. A re-

cent approach supporting the view on transient dynamics accounting for olfactory

processes and odor categorization was presented in Buckley and Nowotny (2012).

The idea of chaotic activity in connection with the reservoir concept influenced

the work on central pattern generators. Sussillo and Abbott (2009) presented a

study of movement generation, arguing that motor capabilities are subject to re-

organizational principles of spontaneous cortical activity. They were able to show

that the network indeed reproduced different movement patterns, resembling data

from the motor and premotor cortex. Boström et al. (2013) reproduced arm move-

ments from electromuscular measurements following the line of argumentation of

a “self-active” reservoir.

In neuroscience, the studies of the complex dynamical investigate “selforganized

criticality” (SOC, Levina et al. (2007); Shew and Plenz (2013); Shew et al. (2015)),

basically a term from physics Bak et al. (1988). The interesting aspect in view of

this hypothesis is that the brain activity tends towards a critical state in sensory

processing, but keeps distant to the transition border to stay stable (Priesemann

et al., 2014). This leads to the yet unsolved question, why the brain favors a

regime with less computational power, and how the brain can “measure” itself

1An exemple is the Hopfield model (Hopfield, 1982).
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to not cross the critical border to unstable dynamics. Studies, which specifically

investigate phase-transitions and criticality for attention-driven visual processing

are, for instance, outlined in Tomen and Ernst (2013); Tomen et al. (2014).

As a metaphor of the reservoir in the context of transient dynamics, throwing

a stone into the water the surface produces ripples which fade over a certain time

interval until the water surface is flat again. This is the final attractor state

indicating that the system is stable and thus converges (however, as discussed,

instabilities can be a desired effect for learning patterns). The transient dynamics

can then be thought of the short-term memory of the features, which created a

specific wave profile on the water depending on the angle and power the stone was

thrown into the water.

A review of transient dynamics, their models as well as their influence on mem-

ory and in decision-making processes is provided in Durstewitz and Deco (2008).

The perspective on learning in terms of transient dynamics becomes more and more

an active research area and leads to shifts in the understanding of computational

neural network models, specifically Recurrent Neural Networks.

3.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we explained the computational principles of information pro-

cessing in the human brain. Starting at the neuronal level, we showed that the

cortex has four functional areas and we gave an overview of their role in perception

and cognition. We highlighted the prefrontal cortex (PFC) as a “sequence” area

based on neuroscientific experiments and models. The introduction of random re-

current networks influenced the perspective on computing with recurrent neural

networks as an alternative to attractor-based learning. In line with this research,

we presented some work considering transient dynamics and brain criticality as a

functional element for learning. We will come back to these aspects in the next

chapter.
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Chapter 4

Recurrent Neural Networks and

Reservoir Computing

In this chapter, we bridge the neurobiological principles in the human brain to their

computational counterparts. The advent of digital machines created new research

directions like cybernetics and artificial intelligence, with the aim to explain brain

processes formally and to equip machines with autonomous behavior. McCulloch

and Pitts (1943) suggested an artificial neuron model capable of computing Boolean

functions F : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1}, which became one of the most influential basis of

neural network implementations. Their approach was extended by Rosenblatt

(1958) with the introduction of the perceptron model with randomly initialized

weights as synapses, whose connection strengths were determined via training. A

sketch of the perceptron is shown in Figure 4.1.

The artificial neuron consists of input vectors x, the size of the input dimension

and the corresponding weights w, respectively synapses, which are passed to a

summation unit and thresholded according to an activation function. The neuron

fires if the following holds:

x ·w ≥ θ (4.1)

where x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) is the n-dimensional input and w = (w1, w2, ..., wn)

are the corresponding weights. Instead using a specific threshold θ, the vec-

tors are usually augmented with an additional bias β defined as a constant x =

(x1, x2, ..., xn,1) and w = (w1, w2, ..., wn,−θ) yields:

x ·w ≥ 0 (4.2)

The geometrical interpretation of the equation is that a decision boundary is
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computed between different classes spanned by the input space.

xn

xi

x1

1

∑

wn

wi

w1

w0

inputs

weights

activation sum activation function

Figure 4.1: The perceptron model with the input layer and an additional bias (constant

1 node). The sum of the input and their corresponding weights is passed to an activation

function, here the Heaviside function. This model computes linear decision boundaries.

For more complex problems, the neural processes are modeled as dynamical sys-

tems where the weight dynamics are functions of the time. The amount of sensory

information available through sensors demand models to learn the spatio-temporal,

varying audio and visual information and their sequential correlation is sometimes

referred to as long-term dependencies. To achieve that, the model should also im-

plement memory capabilities. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) provide such an

architecture to handle sequences and to provide contextual information over sev-

eral time spans. The RNN is set up with additional layers of recurrently connected

neurons yielding the desired memory property in the network. One of the first neu-

ral architectures fulfilling the requirements was the Elman network (Elman, 1990).

It extends the notation of a feedforward network by introducing a context layer,

which holds at time t copies of the hidden layer activations from time t − 1. An

example of this network type and of a more general RNN is depicted in Figure 4.3.

Training RNNs is commonly performed by employing the Backpropagation

through time (BPTT) algorithm, which computes a gradient along the error land-

scape w.r.t. the network weights unfolded over time. “Unfolding” here means,

that the synaptic network weights are copied spatially according to a time step

t. Although the BPTT algorithm was useful for neural networks to solve non-

linear and sequential tasks, it also came along with several drawbacks introduced
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by the partial derivative calculations. The computed gradient assigns the rate of

weight changes to minimize a loss function by propagating back the error through

the network. Adding hidden layers may be useful for complex tasks but also the

learning speed may differ between the layers. As an example, it was shown that

the gradient was biggest in the last layer of an RNN, but exponentially decayed to

zero going backward in the network. This means that the first layer(s) contribute

only little from learning. The according term to describe this phenomenon was

coined vanishing gradient, which can cause a problem when the network should

learn long-term dependencies. Vice versa, if the gradient grows exponentially it is

called the exploding gradient (Bengio et al., 1994).

However, also other problems cast application of BPTT-based neural archi-

tectures difficult, namely: classic BPTT RNNs are slow in convergence, may get

stuck in local minima, and are sensitive to bifurcation occurrences (Doya, 1992).

Methods to improve gradient-based learning includes Hessian-free optimization

(Martens and Sutskever, 2011) or stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Nesterov

(1983) also suggested a first-order optimization method altering the momentum

update which was further simplified in Bengio et al. (2013).

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

input outputrecurrence layers

hidden layer context layer

input

output

1

Figure 4.2: Left: Elman network with an additional context layer. The weights are

fixed to 1, as the hidden layer activations from the previous time step are copied into it.

Right: Neural network with recurrently connected neurons in two hidden layers (dashed

box).

The mentioned problems and difficulties in applying RNNs inspired a new way

of thinking about RNN training.

An alternative to well-known BPTT training, Atiya and Parlos (2000) proposed

the Atiya-Parlos algorithm (APRL). The computation of the loss function w.r.t.

weights was reformulated as an optimization problem, resulting in a gradient ap-

proximation rather than the exact calculation. The authors reported performance
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improvement and faster convergence and were able to derive an online learning

rule. Further analysis of the network dynamics for online learning in RNNs was

provided in Schiller and Steil (2005). Comparing the weight changes for real-time

recurrent learning (RTRL) with a developed version based on the APRL the au-

thors revealed a faster update in the output layer than in the hidden layers. As

a result, the authors claimed that their algorithm and the results derived from

their study may serve as a transitionary model between training networks with

RTRL and networks based on Reservoir Computing (RC) principles, subsuming

the Backpropagation-Decorrelation algorithm (BPDC) (Steil, 2007), together with

the Echo State Networks (ESN) (Jaeger, 2002; Jaeger and Haas, 2004) and the

spiking equivalent Liquid State Machines (LSM) (Maass et al., 2002).

Reservoir Computing

Backpropagation Decorrelation 
(J.J. Steil, 2004)

Echo State Networks 
(H. Jäger, 2001)

Liquid State Machines
(W. Maass, 2002)

Figure 4.3: Algorithms and network architectures primarily connected to the Reservoir

Computing paradigm as proposed by Verstraeten et al. (2007). The Backpropagation

Decorrelation learning rule is built on the Atiya-Parlos algorithm which approximates

the weight changes in recurrent learning. Echo State Networks (ESN) have been widely

adopted in machine learning while the Liquid State Machine with its specific neuron

type and topology has gained more attention in the neuroscientific community.

4.1 Echo State Networks

The Echo State Networks (ESN) Jaeger (2002) differ from usual RNNs in the

way that the single recurrent layer remains untrained and acts as the dynamical

part providing transient responses to the memoryless output which connections

are trained using a linear model. The learning is fast and circumvents training

issues for conventional RNNs.

The role of the reservoir is the following: the input is mapped into a high-

dimensional space spanned by the number of reservoir neurons. This “rich rep-

resentation” based on nonlinear transforms by the reservoir neurons (usually em-

ploying the tanh function, see Figure 4.4) facilitates the subsequent regression

step. The motivation behind follows machine learning procedures, where a ker-

nel function is employed on the input, resulting in a transformation into a higher
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dimensional feature space. Eventually, the separation of the data is linear, thus

decision boundaries are easier to compute (an example is depicted in Figure 4.5).

−2 −1 1 2
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1

x

f(x)

Figure 4.4: The tanh activation function usually used for the reservoir.
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Figure 4.5: Separation of data samples in spaces of different dimensionality. Left: a

nonlinear function is needed to correctly classify data samples in R2. Right: Transforma-

tion of the data with an additional dimension, i.e. here, R3, provides a linear separable

classification. The data is then separated by a hyperplane (here only indicated with the

triangle for visualization purpose).

4.1.1 Important Equations and Evaluation Measures for

ESN

We now introduce the basic computations considering an ESN with leaky integrator

neurons (LI-ESN) (Jaeger et al., 2007). The standard definition of an ESN with

analog neurons (Jaeger, 2002) can be derived from the update equation by setting

α = 1, the leakage rate which we will explain below.
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Let u be an external input and x be the reservoir states evolving over time with

a predefined time constant c:

ẋ = c−1
(
− αx+ f

(
Winu+Wresx+Wbacky

))
(4.3)

Discretization according to step δ yields:

x(n+ 1) = (1− αδ

c
)x(n) +

δ

c
f(Winu((n+ 1)δ) +Wresx(n) +Wbacky(n)) (4.4)

The reservoir states are then updated according to:

x(n+ 1) = rx(n) + f(Winu(n+ 1) +Wresx(n) +Wbacky(n)) + ν(n+ 1) (4.5)

where f is the network activation function, the matrices W∗ connect the layers

and ν is an additive noise term. It was shown that ν is important when dealing

with the feedback modus as to stabilize the system (Jaeger, 2002). A significant

regulation term is the retainment factor r = 1−α and α ∈ (0, 1] is the leakage rate

(see section 4.1.2). Figure 4.7 shows some neuron activations x in the reservoir.

The output is computed as:

y(n+ 1) = fout(Wout(u(n+ 1), x(n+ 1), y(n))) (4.6)

where fout denotes the output activation function, usually the id or a sigmoid

function. Wout are the weights between the reservoir states and the output, which

are the only set of weights which are trained.

Training the weights Wout simplifies to a (regularized) linear regression1, here

Tikhonov regularization:

Wout = Y XT (XXT + τI)−1 (4.7)

where τ is the regularization coefficient and I is the identity matrix. Regularization

prevents overfitting, i.e. unbounded growth of Wout weights.

Setting τ = 0 yields the Wiener-Hopf equation as a special case:

Wout = Y XT (XXT )−1 (4.8)

which can be rewritten using the pseudoinverse notation as:

Wout = (Y X†)T (4.9)

1Regression matrix notation.
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For supervised learning tasks, let the known teacher output be denoted as ŷ

and the network performance is based on an error measure between the desired

output ŷ(n) and the actual network output y(n). A standard error measure is the

mean squared error (MSE):

MSE =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

(ŷ(n)− y(n))2 (4.10)

for two signals of length N . Another measure used is the root mean square

error (RMSE):

RMSE =
√
MSE (4.11)

In case the two signals differ in their amplitudes, the error can be normalized

by the variance σ2 of the desired signal (NMSE):

NMSE =
1

Nσ2
ŷ

N−1∑
n=0

(ŷ(n)− y(n))2 (4.12)

which can be further expressed as normalized root MSE (NRMSE):

NRMSE =
√
NMSE (4.13)

Equation 4.7 is used for offline learning and is usually applied to classification

tasks, while online learning is used for experiments in non-stationary environments.

The reason is that for offline-classification the datasets are usually cleaned before-

hand in the sense of noise- or outlier removal. The data were usually recorded

in settings where environmental variables like lighting or background are set opti-

mally.

In other applications, the objective is to train a network given uncertain envi-

ronmental settings (e.g. when a robot navigates through unknown terrain). Adap-

tive filter theory (Haykin, 1996) allows handling these uncertainties. Among others,

the Kalman filter and, specifically, the Recursive Least Squares Filter (RLS) are

linear estimators of current inputs. For nonlinear state estimations, the Extended

Kalman Filter (EKF) offers a statistical alternative to gradient-based RNN.

The objective function for RLS is to minimize the sum of the squared errors

weighted by φ, which is an exponential forgetting factor 0 < φ ≤ 1 and thus weighs

current values in the update procedure stronger than past information. The error

is iteratively computed as:
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Figure 4.6: Echo State Network as introduced by Jaeger (2002) and referred to as

standard ESN throughout the thesis. The M -dimensional input u projects via the weight

matrix Win ∈ <N × (1 +L) to the reservoir of size N ×N , whose connectivity is denoted

by κ. The additional 1 denotes a bias term. The norm of the reservoir matrix Wres is

denoted here as ρ (spectral radius). The parameter α denotes the leakage rate. The

output weight matrix Wout (dashed red arrow) is the only network component which is

trained via e.g. a regression. All matrices except Wout are randomly initialized and the

connections stay fixed. Other architectural options use a direct input-output connection

and interconnections between output neurons. The model also provides the feedback

matrix Wback, which can be used for pattern generation tasks.
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Figure 4.7: Reservoir activations from arbitrarily chosen neurons over time.
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ε(n) = φn−i
n∑
i=0

(y(i)− ŷ(i))2 (4.14)

where y is the target response and ŷ is the current signal, modeled as:

ŷ =
L−1∑
k=0

wkf(n− k) (4.15)

where wk are the filter coefficients of length L, which need to be updated

stepwise and f(n) is an input signal to be filtered. Solving

wn = R−1(n)P(n) (4.16)

with:

R(n) =
n∑
i=0

φn−if(i)fT(i) (4.17)

P(n) =
n∑
i=0

φn−if(i)y(i) (4.18)

Due to the factor φ and the necessity of matrix inversion as shown in (4.16)

we cannot apply numerically feasible algorithms. This is why the matrix inversion

lemma is used. In general, given a square, nonsingular matrix A and its inverse

A−1, the following holds:

(A + BCB)−1 = A−1 −A−1B(C−1 + BTA−1B)−1BTA−1 (4.19)

with B is a n × k and C is a k × k non-singular matrix. Figure 4.8 depicts

the prediction using the RLS algorithm on a Nonlinear Autoregressive Moving

Average (NARMA, see appendix) task and the computed weights. The NARMA

task is a benchmark time-series for prediction tasks, often used when novel ESN

architectures are introduced.

Another training scheme called First-Order-Reduced-Error (FORCE) was in-

troduced by Sussillo and Abbott (2009) to enable pattern generation with ESN

inspired by the involvement of the cerebellum in learning motor sequences. The

reservoir is initialized to exhibit spontaneous activity, resembling a chaotic precon-

dition similar to neuroscientific findings (cf. chapter 3). Given a target function

used to learn a specific function and using RLS, FORCE training enables rapid

error decrease at the very beginning of the learning stages, yielding finally a net-

work stably reproducing a desired pattern. The approach was further extended to

a reward-modulated Hebbian learning (Hoerzer et al., 2012) and arm movement
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Figure 4.8: Training and prediction of the NARMA sequence using RLS learning and

for 100 time steps.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the weights using RLS on the NARMA task.

modulation based on electromyography data (Boström et al., 2013), promoting the

RC paradigm to model motor behavior and motor sequencing tasks.

4.1.2 Network Parameters and Reservoir Configurations

So far, we described the set-up in an ESN and the training procedures involved in

learning. Essential to achieving a network with a good performance, may it be in

terms of prediction, accuracy or signal reconstruction, is to understand the param-

eters involved and their effect on the network behavior. The central parameters in
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an ESN are:

1. reservoir size rN

2. leakage rate α in LI-ESN

3. connectivity κ

4. spectral radius ρ

5. input scaling ι

1. As explained, the reservoir acts kernel-like by providing a new feature space

for better separation of the input. This is also referred to as the separation prop-

erty of the reservoir. As a loose rule-of-thumb it was long stated that the more

reservoir neurons, the more diverse and thus high-performant a network can be.

However, results of a study considering the task of multiple imposed oscillators

(MSO, see Appendix B) Koryakin et al. (2012) showed that rather small reservoir

sizes performed superior to bigger reservoirs.

2. The parameter α was introduced to extend the ESN model with leaky inte-

grator neuron. It constitutes a local memory mechanism for a neuron as α regulates

the influence of past neural activity to the current neural state. Moreover, this

parameter introduces a time constant to the network by controlling the network

ability to respond to new information from e.g. sensors. For small values of α, past

information stays longer in the network and is, therefore, suitable for slowly vary-

ing patterns while higher values of α can deal better with high-frequency signals,

i.e. when abrupt changes occur in sensor data. Whether or not the leak rate may

be an effective parameter depends on the task at hand. The work presented in

Butcher et al. (2010) introducing a random projection layer to the standard ESN,

for example, showed no effect of α for a 4-th order polynomial modeling task but

for a noisy version of the isolated spoken digit classification task.

An adaptive mechanism to tune the leak rate α was presented in Dasgupta et al.

(2013). The adaption criterion was based on intrinsic plasticity (IP, cf. chapter 3)

and an information-theoretic measure, the local adaptive information. The idea

behind this approach was to equip a reservoir with flexible timescales depending

on event occurrences and their delays, which showed good performance in a robot

navigation task for short and long mazes, supporting the hypothesis that individual

neuron leak rates scale the temporal resolution of the network supporting also long

range dependencies. Also, the spectral radius was shown to exceed unity.
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For the following parameters we want to formulate some statements found

across ESN literature, but we want to analyze them more critically in order to

anchor the investigations in the present thesis.

3. Random connections are sufficient to achieve good network performance.

As shown in Figure 4.6 only the connections from the reservoir to the output

Wout are trained. The synaptic weights for the randomly initialized but fixed

matrices are usually drawn from a discrete probability distribution (probability

mass function, pmf), e.g. the Bernoulli distribution:

Pr(w = ±1) =
1

2
(4.20)

yielding a densely coupled network.

Another common choice for continuous weight values is the Gaussian probabil-

ity density function (pdf):

w ∼ N(0, σ2) (4.21)

where σ2 is the variance and w denotes the elements wij ∈ Wres. Also, the uni-

form distribution withing a particular range or even constant values are allowed

(Jaeger, 2002). An additional connectivity factor κ ∈ [0; 1] can be applied to set up

reservoirs with a desired level of sparseness, i.e. wij ∈ Wres = 0. This parameter

determines whether the weights drawn from probability distributions should be

selected rather small or high - for a dense network it is advised to scale down the

weights and vice versa, sparse networks are equipped with higher valued weights.

Networks with a randomly chosen but unaltered weight matrix showed good

performance on important benchmark data, e.g. the n-th order NARMA task,

the k-delay memory task, or the prediction for the Mackey-Glass time series (see

appendix). However, quoting from Lukoševičius and Jaeger (2009): “just simply

creating a reservoir at random is unsatisfactory” shows, that even researchers in

the field of ESN demand a sensible handling of that issue. The main drawback we

see in the application of random reservoir weight matrices is that the error between

multiple trials deviates significantly (cf. chapter 5). Also, the parameters involved

need to be quite fine-tuned, which narrows the acquired freedom that comes with

the simplified training and also the area of application.

Although in principle the statement is underpinned by current literature using

ESN on an application level (for an overview see Lukoševičius and Jaeger (2009)),

some of the approaches motivate their network choice due to the findings in the

prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the sequencing mechanisms (see chapter 3). Also,

current literature from the neuroscience research is provided to further support

of this view by considering the mixed selectivity of randomly connected neurons
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(Rigotti et al., 2010; Enel et al., 2016). The synaptic wiring based on Hebb’s rule

(Hebb, 1949), as well as the functional cortical organization with certain properties

(e.g. small-world Watts and Strogatz (1998) or scale-free property Egúıluz et al.

(2005)), however, are driven by certain criteria, diverging from the randomness.

Despite the success of random network application in ESN, authors in this

field recognize serious variations in ESN performance. Therefore, the ambitions in

the research of ESNs were directed altering the reservoir using several techniques.

The attempts opened the discussion on the repeatability of experiments when

ESNs were employed, without the overhead of additional parameter optimization

routines in favor of a more principled way setting up reservoir networks.

A variant of the reservoir initialization was presented in Rad et al. (2010),

which made use of the properties of Kronecker matrices. An initial, small reservoir

was set up and the parameters optimized using e.g. evolutionary search. When an

optimal parameter configuration was found, the Kronecker product can be used to

create a large reservoir.

Ferreira et al. (2013) also employed evolutionary search but for optimizing

all reservoir neurons which is limiting when considering the search space of a big

reservoir. A similar approach using differential evolution for reservoir optimization

was presented in Otte et al. (2016) and showed superior performance for the MSO

task (see Appendix B) compared to a random set up.

A study changing the algebraic properties of the reservoir weight matrix was

conducted by Strauss et al. (2012). Using normal matrices (permutation matrix,

sparse orthogonal matrix) and simple reservoir connectivity like neuron chains

showed good performance on the benchmark sets like Mackey-Glass-17.

Motivated by the question whether a deterministically constructed ESN with

minimal architectural complexity can compete with a randomly initialized stan-

dard ESN, Rodan and Tino (2011) presented three alternative ESN topologies on

a thorough selection of time-series and tasks evaluated in the RC community: 3

NARMA tasks (order 10 and 20 and a randomized NARMA, Jaeger (2002)), the

Hénon map (also, Hénon attractor), the Santa Fe laser dataset2, the sunspot data,

isolated digit speech recognition (Schrauwen et al., 2007), IPIX Radar data set

Xue et al. (2007), nonlinear system with observational noise (Gordon et al., 1993),

and nonlinear communication channel model (Jaeger and Haas, 2004). The newly

introduced architectures used in the comparison experiments using the data com-

prised reservoirs constructed as a delay line (DL), a DL with feedback, and a cyclic

chain reservoir called SCR. The input- and reservoir weights were set determin-

2http://www-psych.stanford.edu/%7Eandreas/Time-Series/SantaFe.html
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istically with either a varying sign pattern. For all architectures, either linear or

tanh reservoir activations were used. For evaluation, the NMSE was used. The

authors revealed a good performance for all the presented topologies in compar-

ison with results obtained from the standard ESN. Especially the SCR showed

superior performance for the NARMA tasks and was a second best model3 for

the laser dataset, the nonlinear channel model, and Hénon map, where the stan-

dard ESN showed an overall best performance. The recognition task on spoken

digits was the only high-dimensional input data (86 frequency channels obtained

by post-processing speech data (Schrauwen et al., 2007)) and all introduced ESNs

achieved good performance. The authors highlighted the role of the reservoir size

and the nonlinearity in the reservoir to be eminent for solving the tasks, although

the performance increase as a function of the reservoir size was shown to be not

monotonic (in line with this finding, just naively increasing the reservoir size led

even to performance deterioration (Qiao et al., 2016)). As a global result, the

study showed that simpler ESN architectures solve equally well typical benchmark

tasks but provide more control over the network settings.

We mentioned above the sparsity or connectivity factor κ, usually set to a small

value to obtain a loosely coupled reservoir weight matrix (a sparse matrix has

only a small fraction of non-zero elements; an example is depicted in Figure 4.10).

Gallicchio and Micheli (2011) showed that the sparsity factor was misinterpreted, as

both sparse and dense connectivity yield the same performance. Thus, sparsity can

no longer serve as an explanation for the good performance of ESN. Nevertheless,

sparsity can be a crucial factor in terms of computational performance for time-

critical applications.

4.&5. A stable ESN needs to have a spectral radius ρ < 1.

In the past years, discussions emanated in the Reservoir Computing commu-

nity about the necessity of obeying this specification, as the concept of the ESP

has led to misunderstandings and hence to a lack of investigation of the real net-

work potential. Especially when involved in applications, authors often lack to

explain the connection of their parameter settings to the actual functioning of the

network for their specified task. This is why several authors put the emphasis in

their work to unveil the question how reservoir networks achieve their computa-

tional capabilities, and which dynamical regimes are best suited to which tasks.

Because the number of tasks for employment reservoir computing techniques dif-

fers in their input statistics, network memory requirements and application modes,

3We assume that the best models for each architecture was obtained after averaging over trials

and parameter configurations.
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Figure 4.10: Weights drawn from a uniform probability U ∈ [-0.5;0.5] in a sparsely

connected reservoir of size 100 with κ = 0.1. Only 10% of the neurons are connected.

no general rule about the selection of spectral radius ρ was established. An intu-

itive attempt to set some parameter ranges beforehand lie in the dynamics of the

task itself, whether the network response and hence its dynamics should be slow

or fast. For instance, learning to accurately predict long sentences requires more

memory to learn the correlations between the words (or another representation of

the sentence). In contrast, navigation tasks can benefit from a network with fast

switching capabilities.

4.2 Stability in Echo State Networks

An important theoretical statement about the proper functioning of an ESN is

expressed as the Echo State Property (ESP). The recurrently connected neurons,

the states, echo their activation for a finite time. In a stable system, respectively in

a stable ESN, the influence of the input decreases gradually and does not persist nor

gets amplified. The system evolution is then independent of its initial conditions

and always converges to a fixed point.

The ESP was first outlined in Jaeger (2002). Here, we state the so-called

forward specification of the ESP and refer to Yildiz et al. (2012) for more details.

For the compactness condition regarding the input, let {u+∞ = (u1, u2, ...)|uk ∈
U,∀k ≥ 1} denote the right-infinite input and {x+∞ = (x0, x1, ...)|xk ∈ X∀k ≥ 0}
the right-infinite state sequences for compact sets U and X, respectively. The ESP

can then be stated as follows:

Theorem 4.2.1. A network F : X×U → X satisfies the echo state property (ESP)
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w.r.t.U iff it is uniformly state contracting, thus if there exists a null sequence

(δk)k ≥ 0 such that ∀u+∞ ∈ U+∞ and ∀x+∞, x′+∞ ∈ X+∞ compatible with u+∞,

it holds that ∀k ≥ 0, ||xk − x′k|| ≤ δk.

Intuitively, the theorem serves as a guarantee that two state space trajectories

x, x′ asymptotically converge independent by their starting conditions (here the

L2-norm (Jaeger, 2002) and holds generally for any L-norms). Regardless of any

perturbations of the states the trajectories stably converge. A dynamical system

with this characteristics is then said to be uniformly state-contracting. Compu-

tation of the Lyapunov exponent (see section 4.4) is used to express the state

behavior of a dynamical system in a quantitative way.

Some remarks on the definitions:

• The compactness of the activation space holds when a squashing function

like the tanh function is applied component-wise, which is a common choice

in the ESN literature. In general, every function which satisfies the Lipschitz

condition can be applied: |f(a)− f(b)| ≤ |a− b|, a, b ∈ R.

• No feedback into the reservoir is considered.

• The ESP is defined for any input thus including the null sequence.

Let further be Λ(Wres) the spectrum of the reservoir matrix Wres ∈ Rn×n with

eigenvalues λi ∈ Λ and with the spectral radius defined as ρ(Wres) = max{|λ| :

λ ∈ Λ(Wres)}. To obtain a network with fading memory property and stable state

behaviour, Jaeger (2002) characterized a network to have the ESP:

Theorem 4.2.2. An echo state network with a fixed random reservoir matrix

Wres and tanh state activation function has the echo state property if the maximal

spectral radius λ(Wres) < 1.

The system fulfilling the criterion is referred to as local asymptotically stable4.

In practice, Jaeger suggested to choose a value v and scale the reservoir matrix

accordingly to achieve the desired spectral radius. The ESP is violated for ρ >

1 given the definitions above rather than necessarily scaling Wres below unity.

This led to some misunderstandings in the RC community. We also provide the

notation of the sufficient condition for the sake of completeness (global asymptotic

stability)(Jaeger, 2002):

4The system is marginally stable if ρ = 1
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Theorem 4.2.3. An echo state network with a fixed random reservoir matrix

Wres and tanh state activation function has the echo state property if the maximal

singular value σ(Wres) < 1.

For the introduced criteria it holds that for a matrix A, ρ(A) ≤ σ(A).

One proposition was introduced in Buehner and Young (2006) shown to be

less restrictive than the singular value and applicable to specifically structured

reservoir matrices, e.g. triangular matrices (lower or upper off-diagonal):

σ(AWresA
−1) < 1 (4.22)

for any matrix A which has full rank.

As a consequence about the criticism that the necessary or sufficient conditions

do not hold in practice, Yildiz et al. (2012) defined another criterion on the ESP

for any input based on the Schur stability for the reservoir matrix:

Theorem 4.2.4. An echo state network satisfies the echo state property for any

input if the internal weight matrix Wres is diagonally Schur stable, i.e. there exists

a diagonal P > 0 such that W T
resPW , where P is negative definite.

Gallicchio and Micheli (2011) investigated the relationships between the con-

tractivity properties implied by the network boundary conditions and the task

performance of an ESN. The authors identified the Markovian bias, respectively,

the Markovianity of an ESN independent of any specific topology by derivation of a

contractivity coefficient based on the singular value σ of the reservoir weight norm.

The question of an appropriate ESN architecture was investigated further under

four aspects, namely the input variability, inherent multiple time scales, neuronal

nonlinear interactions, and reservoir dimensionality. The two latter factors were

also identified to be crucial factors of ESN performance in the work of Rodan and

Tino (2011), but Gallicchio and Micheli (2011) focused rather on an answer whe-

ther the enhanced feature space or the increase of the interactions using nonlinear

neurons adds to the reservoir diversity necessary for successful employment of the

subsequent (linear) regression.

An alternative to avoid any tuning of the spectral radius ρ based on informa-

tion theoretic measures is proposed in Ozturk et al. (2007) called the ASE-ESN.

Being critical about the procedure creating random reservoirs and setting different

parameters for the spectral radius, the authors introduced the average state en-

tropy (ASE) to measure information content for solving a specific task, and then

optimize an additional bias to maximize the ASE. This way, the stability margin of

the network and thus the spectral radius was now controlled by the bias. The work
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reduced the strategy of parameter searching for an optimal network for a given task

to an optimization problem for one parameter, rendering the computation of the

cost function easy. Their network design compared to the standard ESN showed

superior performance in a memory task, parity check, and system identification.

The authors highlighted additionally that the best performance was achieved at

the stability border. The system is then said to be in a critical state.

The Edge of Stability

Criticality is achieved at the system transition border (Langton, 1990) for which

the (approximated) Lyapunov exponent λ ≈ 0. This computational regime is often

referred to as edge of chaos, but as limit cycles and oscillations may occur without

being classified as chaos, we prefer the notation of the edge of stability (EOS). This

also better describes the stability margins when tuning the parameters 5.

As the stability is tuned by the spectral radius ρ several approaches in the ESN

literature reported setting this parameter to obey the ESP. But the argumentation

for setting the parameter values for real world scenarios should rather emerge from

the task itself and not from the definition. Both statements, either to tune the

spectral radius below or above unity, have no general validity (see section 4.1.2).

Also, the input scaling and the choice of activation function plays a crucial role.

The limits of the tanh function provide state boundaries already, which is why the

spectral radius can also be much higher than unity. Until today, the question of

the correct scaling of the global parameters of an ESN has to be solved for every

specific task. An analytical approach in connection with the stated conditions

(section 4.2) is given in Yildiz et al. (2012).

But why is the edge of stability interesting? In chapter 3 we introduced the

hypothesis that learning in the human brain is performed in a (sub)critical state

and that spontaneous, chaotic activity may have a functional role in cognitive

tasks. This is further supported by the assumption that information processing is

maximized at the critical border.

The work in Boedecker et al. (2009) presented a study for ESN to examine the

information maximization hypothesis in a computational context. The authors

defined measures based on the transfer entropy (first presented in Obst et al.

(2010)) and average information storage (AIS). As a result of a memory task and

on a 30th-order NARMA task, the authors reported best performance (normalized

root mean squared error, NRMSE) for networks scaled to the EOS. A proposition

5A thorough paper on that topic for LSM is presented in Bertschinger and Natschlaeger

(2004).
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following from the results was that the measures may guide the self-organization

in the network.

Barancok and Farkas (2014) connected network stability at the EOS and mem-

ory when driven with input. For their experiments, the authors used an ESN

with one input and one output, and tanh reservoir activation. The signals un-

der investigations were the Mackey-Glass prediction, a 30-th order NARMA task

and a memory task (Jaeger, 2001a). Setting up reservoirs with different sparsity

levels, the work highlighted that sparsity is a crucial factor influencing stability

and memory, which in general is known to be reciprocal, i.e. the more stable a

network is the less memory can be obtained from the network. For all signals and

sparsity levels, the memory capacity (MC) was computed. As a result, the MC

was maximized at the EOS in relation to the sparsity, and the theoretical limit

as indicated by Jaeger (MC ≤ N), the number of reservoir neurons being an in-

dicator of input history stored therein) was also verified in the experiments. The

authors emphasized that results on the MC may vary when using other activation

functions than the tanh function (the validity of this approach is mentioned above

and considers all activation functions satisfying the Lipschitz condition).

4.3 Memory in an Echo State Network

Jaeger (2001b) introduced a measure for the calculation of the short-term memory

(STM) obtained from the reservoir. Let sn be a signal of length n fed into the

network, let k denote the delay which the network should be able to recall, and yk

are the output units. A measure for the input signal sn in relation to the current

output by the trained network was defined by Jaeger (2001b) as:

d[W out
k ](s(n− k), yk(n) =

cov2(s(n− k), yk(n)

σ2(s(n))σ2(yk(n))
(4.23)

where cov measures the covariance between the delayed version of an input sig-

nal s and the calculated output value for the delay k, and σ2 denotes the variance.

The STM capacity for a delay k is computed as:

MCk = maxd[W out
k ](s(n− k), yk(n)) (4.24)

The total STM capacity is then computed as:

MC =
∞∑
k=1

MCk (4.25)
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The defined memory capacity MC ranges between [0; 1] and quantifies the signal

reconstruction. If MC = 1 the signal was perfectly reconstructed and k ≤ N . In

case k ≥ N MC would drop to zero.

A bound on the memory capacity was studied by Jaeger (2001b) for indepen-

dent and identically distributed input (i.i.d.) and a linear output function f being

the necessary conditions for the following proposition:

The memory capacity for recalling an i.i.d. input by an N-unit RNN with linear

output units is bounded by N.

Assuming for the reservoir and output the identity function id and again i.i.d.

input it was also shown in the paper that in that case MC = N with a monotoni-

cally decreasing memory trend.

For the creation of the reservoir, several initialization techniques and usage

of reservoir activation function exist. The approach in White et al. (2004) the

STM was investigated for an orthogonal reservoir with linear activation and noise

injection. One way to model that is to use a distributed shift register (DSR),

a network which implements a variant of a delay line network, where the input

signal is expanded to the different, orthogonal directions. This has a crucial impact

on the subsequent signal reconstruction realized by the memory capacity in that

network. For zero noise, all neurons in the reservoir contributed to the network

memory, where with increasing noise the capacity dropped. In general, for a defined

memory function m(k), where k denotes the length of signal history for retrieval,

a value of 0 assigns no recall from the network and 1 is achieved for perfect signal

reconstruction. As the suggested network is error-prone to neuron loss (structural

noise), the authors used a fully connected DSR. An optimal spectral radius ρ was

found to be ≈ 1 and in the case of nonzero noise 1.

Also, a usual random network was used in their study. For fully connected ma-

trices initialized as a random Gaussian, the authors claimed that presence of noise,

in fact, regularizes the system but did not contribute to give extensive memory

capabilities. Indeed, the generic fashion of such a network is desired for diverse ap-

plications, however, constraints to the spectral radius and noise type may hinder a

general statement about memory in these networks and need more investigations.

A study presented in Ganguli et al. (2008) in line with the aforementioned

work focused on the limits of memory in linear networks. They further introduced

the Fisher memory curve (FMC) as an analytical tool to describe the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) both for the network and the input. The authors showed poor

memory performance for generic networks with a normal reservoir matrix which is

in contrast to the results from Jaeger (2001b) and Maass et al. (2002). Therefore,
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they suggested to model memory properties in the PFC or hippocampus rather

with nonnormal reservoirs.

An extension of the investigations of the memory in a reservoir using high-

dimensional input was presented in Hermans and Schrauwen (2010). To shed light

on the memory distribution, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied

beforehand to decorrelate the input. A memory function was derived based on the

equations firstly presented in Jaeger (2001b) where the total amount of memory

capacity was summed from the MC results of the individual input channels. The

architecture varied in the number of neurons, input scaling, and spectral radius

ρ; for activation, the tanh function was used. Based on their experiments, the

authors showed that higher input scaling values led to a memory decrease, which

results from the saturation range of the employed function. As a consequence, a

drop of the spectral radius was observable.

Furthermore, the connection between the PCA representation of input data

and memory revealed that the first principal components (PC), i.e. eigenvectors

with its associated eigenvalues representing most of the underlying data variance,

benefit most from the memory, which has an impact on the signal reconstruction.

In relation to ρ being close to unity, the authors inferred empirically that the

memory is distributed over the first PCs approximately proportional to the square

root of the PC energy, i.e. standard deviation of the PC. In turn, a decrease of

parameter ρ led to a uniform spread of memory covering also parts of the signal

less contributing to signal approximation represented by weaker PCs.

4.4 Important Definitions and Concepts from Dy-

namical Systems

Dynamical systems and their behavior are described as a set of differential equa-

tions yielding the systems states. Their changes over time can be traced in their

corresponding phase space. The state space trajectories are commonly referred

to as orbits. The points a system settles into are called attractors or basin of

attraction.

In the perspective of a dynamical system in (computational) neuroscience at-

tractors serve as models for memory (Durstewitz et al., 2000) or motor behaviour

(Schoener et al., 1995). To process or retrieve the information it is assumed that

higher cognitive tasks like sequencing or classification follow along attractors, where

perturbations like noise enable the network to switch between different attractor
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states.

Stable state behavior is described in its simplest form for fixed point and limit

cycle attractors (periodic phenomena like heartbeat or pacemaker). In this case,

two phase space trajectories which initial conditions differ about an ε close to

zero, converge. Vice versa, if the two trajectories diverge the system is called

chaotic. The Lorenz system describing heat conviction in the atmosphere is a

classic example (see Figure4.11). The phase portrait for some given parameter

values for which the system exhibits chaotic behavior is depicted in Figure4.12.
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Figure 4.11: Sequence plot of Lorenz system with the parameters π = 10, ρ = 28 and

γ = 8/3. The Lyapunov exponent is λ1 > 0.

Attractors can have different shapes such as lines, spheres, tori or manifolds,

and combinations. Chaotic attractors have no shape descriptions and thus no

geometrical description. Also, there can be strange attractors which have non-

integer system dimensions.

The different categories of system state behavior have implications on the pre-

dictability, i.e. while for stable systems the predictability is rather high, it drops

significantly for chaotic systems. Besides the computation of the Lyapunov expo-

nent, other tools are available for the detection of stability in a dynamical system

(Milnor, 1985). This will be the topic of chapter 6.

Whether a system is stable or not can be determined by the Lyapunov exponent.

The system behavior in an n-dimensional space is characterized by the so-called

Lyapunov spectrum of n Lyapunov exponents {λ1, λ2, ..., λn} sorted in decreasing

order. From a geometrical point of view, these exponents measure the sensitivity

to the initial conditions in a dynamic system. Say we have two orbits, in a chaotic

system the distance of their trajectories will increase exponentially:

d

d0
= eλ(t−t0) (4.26)
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Figure 4.12: Phase portrait of the Lorenz attractor projected to the 2D plane. It shows

the two distinctive areas where the system is attracted to but does not converge, i.e.

there is no fix point.

Table 4.1: Lyapunov exponent

stable state transition unstable state

λ<0 λ ≈ 0 λ>0

where d0 determines the initial displacement, d the current displacement picked at

a time-point t > t0 and t0 the start. The definition used to determine the system

behavior is:

λ = lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1

(ti − t0i)
ln| di
d0i
| (4.27)

The term of a local Lyapunov exponent (LLE) is used to better distinguish between

the theoretical base of infinite iterations to calculate λ and the approximation. As

mentioned above, the order of the exponents is decreasing, hence the maximal

value in the spectrum is denoted by λ1. This information is used to classify a

system into chaotic or non-chaotic, i.e. λ1 > 0 iff the system is chaotic. Vice versa,

λ1 ≤ 0 iff system is not chaotic. For λ ≈ 0 the system reaches the stability border.

An approach based on the estimation of the Local Lyapunov Exponent, and

the effects of parameters ρ, σ, and input scaling was presented in Verstraeten and

Schrauwen (2009). In addition, the authors also considered the structural value µ

known from control theory. Instead of tuning the parameters, the authors derived

the LLE using the Jacobian J(Wres). The tanh function was used for the reservoir

activations, resulting in a simplified notation of the Jacobian in (only considering

the diagonal of the Jacobian). With that approach, the work contributed to mea-

sure stability and highlighted the role of the LLE as a predictor of performance

for three experiments commonly used in the ESN literature, namely 30th-order
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NARMA task, Mackey Glass prediction (τ = 17), and speaker identification. A

mathematical analysis of the LLE state using plasticity learning rules in random

networks was presented in Siri et al. (2008).

4.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the Recurrent Neural Networks and explained the

differences between traditional training procedures and the principles of Reservoir

Computing (RC). We introduced the theoretical framework of Echo State Net-

works (ESN), which are a particular architecture following the RC paradigm. In

this context, we outlined the underlying equations, parameters, and conditions for

proper implementation of such a network. We specifically highlighted the contro-

versy regarding the statements of parameter settings and obeyance of the echo

state property. We concluded this chapter presenting the studies on the memory

capacity of ESNs.
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Chapter 5

Processing Dynamic Gestures

with Different Representations

In this chapter, we present our first experiment on gesture recognition with en-

semble Echo State Networks (ESN)(Jaeger et al., 2007). The aim is to investigate

the influence of two, very distinct gesture representations on the classification ca-

pabilities for the mentioned networks.

First, we introduce our gesture vocabulary and how the gesture was performed

for the video recordings. We then explain our vision-based preprocessing scheme

for the detection of the hands and the feature extraction techniques for a repre-

sentation, which we call the simple set. Second, we call the counterpart of this set

the complex feature set, derived from a specific deep neural network architecture.

We delineate potential and limitations of each gesture representation coupled with

the performance of the ensemble ESN.

5.1 Gesture Recordings and Preprocessing

The application of Echo State Networks to the task of gesture recognition is rela-

tively sparse (cf. chapter 2). Hence, the comparison of other gesture recognition

studies using an ESN in terms of their representations, their processing in the

network, and finally the performance is difficult. We, therefore, decided to con-

duct experiments adopting an ensemble ESN approach introduced by Jaeger et al.

(2007), which complements their study.

As we are interested in gestures, which potentially can replace speech, we

recorded dynamic command gestures. They are sketched in Figure 5.1 and the

specification of the actual gesture performance is summarized in Table 5.1.
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xx

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the gestures performed. From left to right: circle, point left, point

right, stop, turn. The red crosses depict the directions.

We recorded gestures both from the built-in robot NAO camera and a commer-

cial webcam, but due to the low frame-rate from the robot, we decided to proceed

with webcam recordings. The device had a frame-rate of 30f/s and a 640 × 480

image resolution. We chose the distance to the camera as to mimic a conversation,

i.e. approximately 1 meter.

5.1.1 Gesture Performance Description

The performance of a dynamic gesture comprises the pre- and post-stroke phase,

assigning the start and end of the gesture (chapter 2). In our setting, the pre- and

post-stroke phase were always the same: the subject in the scene held the arms

and hands down, and faces the sensor as shown in Figure 5.2. The actual gesture

performance is referred to as the stroke phase. We describe the correct execution

in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.2: The start and the end position during the recordings.

All gestures were constrained to be performed with the right hand but with
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Table 5.1: Description of the gesture performance

Gesture Realization Samples Class

Circle Right arm trajectory in xy-plane

forming a round shape (2x) 20 1

Point Left Right arm moves to the left,

index finger shows the direction 20 2

Point Right Right arm moves to the left,

index finger shows the direction 20 3

Stop Right arm moves up,

hand palm frontal to the camera. 20 4

Turn Right arm trajectory in xz-plane

forming a round shape (3x) 20 5

the subjects’ individual speed. Further, we did not use any markers or colored

gloves to promote an intuitive gesture execution. For a better visualization of the

differences between the circle and turn gesture, we show two samples from the

recordings in Figure 5.3

Figure 5.3: Examples from the recordings. Left image: the circle gesture. Right image:

the turn gesture.

Dynamic gestures performed across individual subjects introduces at least two

sources of variations in the execution. As a demonstration, we recorded the per-

formance time of the five defined gestures from two persons uninformed about the

actual experiment. With this disjoint set, we got an unbiased time track of ges-

ture performance, as participants in the concrete experiments aim at performing
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the same gesture as similar as possible. The results are depicted in Figure 5.4

and Figure 5.5. Two sources of variations can be identified from the plots: first,

the intra-subject variability, which denotes the performance variations within each

gesture class shown by the boxplots. As an example, the circle gesture carried out

ten times in Figure 5.4 ranges from 2.7 seconds to 3.3 seconds. Apparently, the

gesture realizations fluctuate for each gesture. In contrast, the evaluation of the

time durations shown in Figure 5.5 vary less in each gesture class. However, when

compared to the first subject we observe an inter-subject variability, i.e. deviations

in the gesture production between the two subjects. A two-sample t-test with a

significance level α = 0.01 supports the relevance of performance variance, i.e. the

hypothesis that the samples share the same distribution with equal means was

rejected.
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Figure 5.4: Variance of gesture performance of one subject for the five defined gestures

carried out ten times. The y-axis denotes the time needed to perform the gestures in

seconds. The + marks an outlier.

5.1.2 Preprocessing and Feature Extraction

We recorded the gestures as described and converted the videos into frames using

the Linux mplayer tool (see Appendix B for concrete command). We inspected the

data and deleted redundant frames from the pre- and post-stroke phase, as we were

creating a so-called isolated gesture dataset. In contrast, in a continuous setting,

these phases would belong to the incremental learning of meaningful gestures and

gesture pauses.

The resultant sequence lengths obtained from this postprocessing ranged be-

tween approximately 60 frames for the stop gesture and approximately 130 frames

for the turn and circle gesture.
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Figure 5.5: Variance of gesture performance of one subject for the five defined gestures

carried out ten times. The y-axis denotes the time needed to perform the gestures in

seconds. The + mark outliers.

The extracted images in the RGB format were converted into the YCbCr color

space to account for luminance changes and to facilitate extracting the skin color.

We applied a pixel interval on the Cb and thresholded the images in this new

color space on the Cb and Cr components according to a predefined pixel interval

on skin color (Kakumanu et al., 2007). The resultant binary images contained

then only the hand and the face region. In more detail, areas from the skin

detection were labeled 1, while all other areas not containing skin information

were labeled 0 (logical representation). Also, the sensor introduced noise, which

corrupted our regions of interest. Some pixels actually belonging to the same

object region like the face or hand were incorrectly labeled as 0. In general, this

directly influences the subsequent object labeling, as one object could be detected

as two or more. Hence, the hand or the face could be falsely classified and, in

a later stage, wrongly tracked. We, therefore, applied additionally a hole filling

procedure, a morphological technique in image processing to create image blobs

(binary large objects). We performed a connected component analysis based on

the 8-pixel connectivity (see Figure 5.6). This step basically labels pixels in the

desired object regions.

A threshold on the resultant blob sizes yielded the face and hand region, where

we only considered the latter for the feature extraction. Figure 5.7 shows a sequence

of raw images and the binary images resulting from the preprocessing. Especially

the face region depicts the influence of noise.
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Figure 5.6: For the connected component analysis we used the 8-pixel connectivity, i.e.

considering the vertical, horizontal, and diagonal neighborhood of pixel pi.

Figure 5.7: Image sequence of a stop gesture and the resultant binary images yielding

the hand and the face region. Note the noise corruption at this stage, which is observable

from the small white areas and interferences in the hand and face area.

Simple Features Set

From the procedure described above, we obtained the hand area and extracted a

small feature set from it. We computed the center of mass {x, y} from the hand,

which described the corresponding position over a gesture sequence. Additionally,

we implemented an ellipse descriptor to flexibly fit the global hand shape. An

ellipse in its parametric form is described as:

x(θ) = α0 + αx ∗ sin(θ) + βx ∗ cos(θ) (5.1)

y(θ) = β0 + αy ∗ sin(θ) + βy ∗ cos(θ)

where (α0, β0) are the ellipse center points (here equal to the center of mass),

(αx, αy) the major axis vector and (βx, βy) the minor axis vector. An example is

depicted in Figure 5.8. The resultant feature set {x, y, θ} is referred throughout

the work as simple feature set.
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Figure 5.8: The preprocessing steps and the resultant hand extraction from frames

of a stop gesture. An ellipse (light blue) is fitted to the global hand shape and the

corresponding hand orientation is computed. The hand center (x, y-coordinates) is shown

with the magenta cross.

A Deep Network For Complex Features

For a different gesture representation, we also set up a feature set extracted from

a Multichannel Convolutional Neural Network (MCCNN) (Barros et al., 2014), an

extension of a convolutional neural network (CNN). The latter is a feedforward

network trained in a supervised way. It is a model reflecting the hierarchical

information processing in the visual cortex. While neurons in the V1 area are

activated by low-level visual features like edges, neurons in the higher cortical

areas assemble this information into shapes and finally compositions of shapes

into objects.

In a CNN, this is achieved by an alternating computational scheme consisting

of convolution and pooling. First, an image is separated into receptive fields which

are convolved with a predefined number of filter maps or kernels with prespecified

sizes. Intuitively, the receptive fields are image patches which are convolved with

a filter matrix sliding through the image. Then, after the convolution, a pooling

operation is applied. Figure 5.1.2 shows an example of this operation, which in

effect subsamples the image. The whole procedure is then carried out again in the

consecutive layer, this time with a different set of filter maps. This hierarchical

processing yields image features invariant to scaling and translation. Finally, a

feature vector resulting from this computational scheme is fully connected to a

set of neurons in an additional hidden unit. These neurons finally project to the

output, where the number of e.g. object categories determines the size of the

layer. What is trained in this architecture are the filter coefficients or weights
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Figure 5.9: Example of a receptive field with different pixel values. The max pooling

operation compresses this image patch to its maximum value. This procedure is applied

to all receptive fields of an image, whose concrete size depends on the predefined filter

size.

of the mentioned filter matrix, usually learned by applying the backpropagation

algorithm (see chapter 4).

As motivated in section 5.1 gesture performance can vary significantly between

subjects. Thus, an invariant representation according to different scales or po-

sitions (translation) might be advantageous to account for the mentioned inter-

subject variability. Another benefit using a CNN architecture is that we do not

need any additional image preprocessing. Instead, the raw images obtained from

a camera are directly fed into the network. The only exception is that images are

downsampled beforehand for computational reasons.

The MCCNN used for our experiments extends the convolution operation to

a cubic kernel in the first layer. In our experiment, the images were reduced to

an image size of 28 × 28. They were fed into three channels, where a Sobel filter

was applied for the edge detection in both image directions. The third channel

converted the 3D RGB images into grayscale images. A cubic kernel in the first

layer is then applied to the output of the three channels. We used 50 filters in the

first layer with a size 5×5. The pooling size was set to 4×4. For the second layer,

70 filters were used each with a size 2 × 2, the pooling size was again 4 × 4. For

the classification into the 5 gesture classes, an additional hidden layer comprising

500 hidden units connected the two layers with the corresponding output.

We used a batch size of 20 in the learning process, i.e. the weights were updated

after presenting 20 images to the MCCNN architecture. The activation function

we chose for the hidden units was the tanh function and we set the learning rate1

to 0.1. As a result, we obtained a 70-dimensional feature vector. We call this

representation the complex feature set. Figure 5.1.2 shows an overview of the

MCCNN architecture selected for our experiments.

1determines the speed of weight update
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5.2. Gesture Recognition Experiment

Figure 5.10: A raw gesture sequence is fed to the MCCNN, where each image is pro-

cessed by three channels. Each channel contains two convolutional layers, followed by a

max pooling operation.

5.2 Gesture Recognition Experiment

For the experiments we decided to make use of ensemble ESNs, an idea presented

first for a speaker identification task in Jaeger et al. (2007). We made use of the

ESN toolbox along with the paper. The motivation behind using this scheme was

that the experiments should exploit the limits of computations in an ESN when

feeding it with different input, here rather simple versus quite complex. Using only

one ESN would need a high number of reservoir neurons for the complex feature set

while using the same setting for the simple set would render the task useless either

due to overfitting or due to perfect classification. On the other hand, using a single

reservoir with only a few neurons for the simple feature set would be sufficient,

but would clearly not result in the computational capacity needed for the complex

set. But as we want to compare both sets in terms of the gesture representation

and the classification abilities in ESNs, this approach appeared reasonable to us.

We initialized the ESN parameters as follows: we initialized the input Win and

reservoir matrices Wres randomly in the range [−1; 1]. The feedback matrix Wback

and the noise term ν were set to 0, as we use the ESNs here in a supervised learning

task. The input was scaled with a factor of 1.5 and the spectral radius was set below

unity. As we were interested in an application for gesture recognition concentrating

on the features for the gesture representation, we settled the parameter comparable

to the current literature on ESNs.

From the recordings and after postprocessing we obtained 103 gesture se-

quences. They were then split into disjoint sets train ∩ test = ∅ and randomly
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subsampled 75% sequences for the training set and 25% for the test set. The ESNs

were created from small leaky integrator ESNs (LI-ESN). Specifically, 500 small

ESNs were initialized with the parameters described and used as individual classi-

fiers. The ensemble character is reflected in the way the ESNs were combined. We

merged ESNs according to a predefined number of sets. In more detail, the 500

networks can be used separately, yielding 500 classifiers, or joined in equally-sized

sets which make up the ensembles. This means that only the division of 500 with

integers modulo 0 are allowed. Hence, we used the following set sizes: [1 4 5 10 25

50 100 125 250 500]. A consequence of this scheme is that the classifiers produce

varying responses used for the final classification. Thus, the responses from all

classifiers in a set were averaged constituting a “vote” (Jaeger et al., 2007).

As outlined in chapter 4, training an ESN basically involves a regression. For

the experiments, we used the following scheme (Jaeger et al., 2007): Let sin denote

the i-th state sequence from a training sample set with length l. The vector sin
is composed of the input sample ui(n) and the state activations xi(n) (cf. also

chapter 4 for the notation). Further, let hic be the hypothesis that the i-th sample

belongs to the c-th gesture class, where 1 ≤ c ≤ 5. Following Jaeger et al. (2007),

we chose a small value `, which si(n) will then be equidistantly subdivided with.

Simply put, ` serves as a factor at which position in the matrix X the states can

be collected and put into a vector for subsequent regression.

We created output matrices with the size l×c, where the column corresponding

to the desired class contained the value 1 (frame-wise classification). All other

classes consequently have zero columns. As the results of a regression are real-

valued, a max operation was applied on the output for the c classes and the entry

of the resultant column (each column codes for a gesture class) was set to 1, all other

entries to 0. From this procedure, we computed the number of misclassifications,

i.e. the number of wrongly recognized gesture classes.

In our experiment, we focused on the following parameters and their combina-

tions: the reservoir size (#neurons), `, and the leakage rate α as depicted in Table

5.2.

Table 5.2: Range of parameter values

#neurons ` α

4-9 3-6 {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}
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5.3 Results and Evaluation

We ran 30 trials and averaged the classification results across the samples and

the different ensemble sizes. For the evaluation, we calculated the mean number

of misclassification. We also show the median in the corresponding boxplots to

account for the influence of outliers on the mean.

Figure 5.11: Evaluation of the results from the test set using the simple feature set over

the ensemble sizes. The boxplots show the distribution and the median of misclassifi-

cations over the 30 trials with varying reservoir sizes (4 − 9), the leakage rate α = 0.2

and ` = 3 remain fixed (from left to right, top to bottom). The dashed line displays the

mean classification. Outliers are marked by o.

In Figure 5.11 we show the evaluation using boxplots over the different ensemble

sizes when varying the reservoir size incrementally from 4 to 9. The leakage rate
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was fixed to α = 0.2 and ` = 3. Increasing the number of neurons in the reservoirs

of individual ESNs decreased the number of misclassifications. Also, the boxplot

span, i.e. the minimum and maximum assigned by the boxplot whiskers, reduced

significantly. In the first plot of Figure 5.11, the graphs display a minimum from

around 3 misclassifications and a maximum number of misclassifications ranging

up to 8. With an increasing number of reservoir neurons this interval decreased,

however, we observed the occurrence of outliers (the o in all plots except the first

in Figure 5.11). These outliers negatively influence the mean classification results

depicted by the black, dashed line. In contrast, the median of the results is stable

around 3− 4 misclassifications across the set sizes with the best performance.

The single reservoir achieved the best results for the simple feature set across

all experiments. However, we also observed a higher variance on the results from

the 30 trials, depicted by the mentioned whiskers in the boxplot. This effect is

less noticeable for the different ensemble sizes. Based on the results, the ensemble

produced more consistent responses and thus less varying numbers of misclassifica-

tions. The ’hit-rate’ on the performance is thus more stable. The single reservoirs

delivered the best performance, but the random initialization creates a certain

“chance” to get a good performance network.

The variation of the leakage rate α with fixed reservoir sizes and ` showed no

significant effect on both of these datasets. In Figure 5.12, we show this for a

reservoir size=4 and `=4. The setting for α = 0.1 and α = 0.2 shows similar

results, while for α = 0.3 the performance is slightly worse.

The averaged number of misclassifications is rather low for the complex feature

set, i.e. across the trials, the training error is nearly 0, also across the different

ensemble sets (Figure 5.13). The test results showed in the worst case for overfitting

(1.5 misclassifications on average). In comparison, the simple feature set showed

highly varying misclassifications across the experiments. We wanted to investigate

the cause of the misclassification and inspected the test results. We identified

the circle and turn gestures, and the turn and the pointing gestures were mostly

confused with each other.

Our results also display outliers. We identified a positive effect on outlier

behavior when increasing the value of `. In Figure 5.14 the effect can be seen for

the complex feature set when increasing this parameter, while the reservoir size

and the leakage rate stay fixed.

We also directly compared the performance of the two representations as shown

in Figure 5.15. The leakage rate α and ` were fixed to 0.2 and 3 respectively. The

first experiment shows the evaluation for a reservoir size = 4 and the second
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Figure 5.12: Results for a varying leakage rate α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 (top to bottom) and

fixed reservoir size = 4 and ` = 4. There are no outliers.

experiment considered a reservoir size = 9. In the upper image, we observe that

for the simple feature set the best average number of misclassification is achieved

for the single reservoir, displayed by the decreasing trend of the black lines. In

contrast, the trend lines in the lower image for the complex feature set show good
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Figure 5.13: Evaluation of the results from the test set using the complex feature

set over the ensemble sizes. The boxplots show the distribution and the median of

misclassifications over the 30 trials with varying reservoir sizes (4− 9), the leakage rate

α = 0.2 and ` = 3 remain fixed (from left to right, top to bottom). The dashed line

displays the mean classification. Outliers are marked by o.

performance for different combinations of ensemble sizes and an increase in the

number of misclassifications for the single reservoir.

5.4 Insights from Single Reservoirs

In the previous section, we showed the results of varying reservoir sizes and leak-

age rates for ensemble ESNs. As these two parameters are crucial parameters in
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Figure 5.14: Top: Results from the tests of the complex feature set for a fixed reservoir

size = 5 and leakage α = 0.1. For ` = 3, the experimental results display numerous

outliers (o). Bottom: Incrementing the parameter to ` = 4 shows a smoother picture

and improved classification result.

standard ESNs, we want to specifically focus on them in this section. We also refer

to the negative influence of similar gesture performances on the classification, also

when only parts of the movements are similar (sub gestures). We will investigate

this and the discrimination ability of a standard ESN against gesticulation, i.e.

meaningless arm or hand movements, with the following experimental setup.

We first increased our data by creating gesture sequences from the original

5DG with variance ϑ = 10%. This way we doubled the dataset and additionally

extended it with gesticulation sequences. They consist of randomly subsampled

pieces from other gesture sequences of our data, thus containing no structure or

consistent gesture trajectory. Introducing a gesticulation class has the benefit that

unintentional arm or hand movements will not necessarily be classified as a gesture

in real scenarios. We also add more complexity to the existing dataset, as the
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Figure 5.15: Comparisons of both feature sets. a): Evaluation of the experiments

using different ensemble sizes for the simple feature set. Experiment 1: α = 0.2, ` =

3 and #reservoir neurons=9. The dashed lines show the trend for misclassification.

Experiment 2: α = 0.2, ` = 3 and #reservoir neurons=4. b) Evaluation of the

experiments using different ensemble sizes for the complex feature set with the

same parameter configurations as in a).

sequences were not completely random or simply noise, but contain small sequence

parts which a classifier can easily be confused with and thus is another challenge.

For the experiments, the extended dataset was randomly subsampled with a ratio

2/3 of the sequences for training and 1/3 for testing, i.e. we obtained 157 training

sequences and 79 test sequences (236 sequences (103∗2+30 gesticulation streams).

We ran 30 trials and averaged the individual results as displayed in the confusion

matrices. The letters correspond to the gesture type: C: circle, PL/PR: point

Left/Right, S: stop, T: turn around, and G: gesticulation.

In the ESN literature, it is often stated that increasing the reservoir size leads

to a better performance (chapter 4). Our experiments revealed indeed a decrease in

misclassifications when doubling the number of neurons (while all parameters are

fixed), see Figure 5.16. Despite the fact that parameter tuning is always heavily

dependent on the task at hand, Figure 5.17 shows the effect of the leakage rate α,

which decreased the number of misclassification. For both experiments, we fixed
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the spectral radius ρ = 0.8 (cf. Weber et al. (2008)).

Figure 5.16: Confusion matrix depicting the classification performance on a reser-

voir with equal parameters (α = 0.1, ρ = 0.8), but different reservoir sizes. Left:

100 neurons. Right: 200 neurons.

Figure 5.17: Confusion matrix showing the effect of the leakage rate. Keeping the

100 reservoir neurons but increasing the leakage rate from α = 0.1 (left image) to

α = 0.3 (right image) decreases the number of misclassifications.

Figure 5.18 shows the test output of the gesture recognition task on the ex-

tended gesture set. The concrete parameter setting is here of minor concern, as the

figures’ purpose is to highlight the variabilities within gestures. We fed the net-

work subsequently with the gestures ordered as depicted in the figure legend. The

y-axis denotes the output activity, where high values denote a clear response to

the presented input and less confusion with other gestures. The most significant
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Figure 5.18: Example output and the corresponding activations (y-axis) of test

sequences showing the influence of the gestures on each other. The gestures were

fed in sequentially (x-axis). The gesticulation gesture is abbreviated as ‘none’ in

the figure legend.

confusion is revealed between the circle (blue curve) and turn (magenta curve)

gestures. This is explained by the information loss we gain when recording these

gestures with a usual camera, i.e. the 2D projection of both gestures is a challenge

for a gesture recognition system discriminating the two motions (see Table 5.1).

Another effect can be seen between turn and point left (green curve), and point

right (red curve) and stop (light blue curve). In these cases, one gesture is a sub

gesture of the other, i.e. the upwards movement of the stop gesture is contained

also in the other two gestures. Good discrimination was achieved between the

gestures point right and point left. Also, the gesticulation shows a separation from

the other gesture classes, despite some influence from the circle and the turn ges-

tures. This can be explained by the fact that these two gestures are performed

more vividly opposed to the other gestures.

5.5 Chapter Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we presented experiments on a set of command gestures using two

different feature representations. We introduced two distinct feature extraction
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techniques: one is based on the detection of hands in gesture sequences involv-

ing numerous image processing methods. We computed the hand position and

the actual hand orientation per frame, which constituted the simple feature set.

In contrast, we extracted features from gesture sequences using an extension of a

convolutional neural network, the MCCNN. We called this representation the com-

plex feature set. Our motivation was to investigate the two significantly different

representations in a classification with ensemble ESNs, which were introduced by

(Jaeger et al., 2007).

Our results showed the best performance of the ESN when merged into one

reservoir for the simple feature set and hardly any benefit using ensembles. How-

ever, the plateau-like black trend lines may be indicators that for this feature set

rather small ESNs would suffice for a proper classification. From the insight into

individual samples, we believe that the simple features and thus probably insuffi-

cient representation caused rather confusions among the classifiers. However, we

also observed that these single reservoirs displayed a huge variance of the results of

the experiments. In contrast, the ensembles displayed higher confusions along the

different parameter configurations, but their variances were smaller. We assume

that the effects of the random initialization are smoothened across the ensembles,

yielding an implicit controlling mechanism,

In our experiments, we chose 30 trials per experiment, but no general rule exists

until today how to set this number. Thus, the experimenter faces rather a “chance”

of good performance and chooses the number of trials based on a gut feeling or

comparable studies in the ESN literature. However, in real world scenarios, we need

to rely on stable networks which allow experimental repeatability and plausibility.

This leads to the question to what extent we can consider (architectural) design

decisions based on the data, input statistics and the knowledge of the parameter

interplay, and different reservoir topologies.

The evaluation of the complex features showed fewer misclassifications across

the experiments, and especially when using ESN ensembles. We explain this effect

by the fact that the derived features for this set can be assumed as image coefficients

representing significant image parts. Using ensembles provide a mechanism to

encode these different representations. This may be an indicator that a different

ESN architecture than the standard ESN (cf. chapter 4) may also contribute to the

performance, or can at least be a sensible choice for a specific problem. Evidence

of ESN variations successfully applied to ESN benchmark data support this view.

In some cases, it even offers a better understanding and analysis of the reservoir

principles, than exhaustively tuning an ESN promoting its “black box” behavior
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to a non-expert.

We also compared directly the performance between the simple and complex

feature set. We showed a notable trend that the simple feature set achieved the best

performance for the single reservoir, while the complex feature set profited from the

ensemble structure. We conclude that a standard ESN (i.e. only one reservoir) is a

viable tool for gesture recognition based on our results from the simple feature set.

However, other tasks from the vision domain, e.g. action recognition, often extract

high-dimensional features to sufficiently represent sequences of body actions. In

this case, the usage of the ensemble techniques may be beneficial to obtain good

performance.

Our experiments did not highlight a special role of the leakage rate on the

actual performance. As we used a rather small dataset, we suggest performing

more investigation on this parameter using a bigger dataset with distinct gesture

types varying in their motion.

Also, we detected confusion between gestures which are similar in their per-

formance or contain subgestures. The effect changed slightly when also increasing

`, but having both, high values of reservoir neurons and `, resulted in divergent

training- and test error.

A more elaborate study on the main parameters in an ESN would also include

the influence of the input scaling ι and the spectral radius ρ on the performance.

As our main concern was to provide a study on the gesture representations in con-

nection with a classification scheme, we omitted this in favor of the interpretation

of our results and comparability to similar studies by Jaeger et al. (2007). How-

ever, based on the literature on the spectral radius and computations at the edge

of stability (EOS) as explained in chapter 3 and chapter 4, we also aim at inves-

tigating under which conditions the reservoir produces valid results for different

sequences, and which role the EOS hypothesis plays. We will deepen this topic in

the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Recurrence Analysis for Gesture

Sequences and the Reservoir

In chapter 4, we outlined the significant parameters and conditions for the proper

functioning of Echo State Networks. We also discussed that due to the variety of

tasks both in complexity and applicability no universally valid ESN configuration

exists that applies to all of them. A significant parameter in every ESN architecture

is the spectral radius ρ which from a theoretical perspective is an indicator for

network stability (sufficient condition, cf. chapter 4). The correct setting of this

parameter is often debated in the research community, and studies we outlined

in chapter 4 showed evidence that different tasks need a different setting of the

spectral radius. It is, therefore, common practice to use any search algorithm

to tune the network for a specific task. An opposing trend, however, aims at

introducing methods to characterize the ESN processing capabilities which may

substitute tweaking the algebraic properties of the reservoir matrix.

In this chapter, we particularly address the stability issues in ESN for gesture

data. For the understanding of the dynamics in a system, and whether it is in a

stable or unstable state, it is crucial to investigate the time evolution of network

states, usually done by an approximation of the Lyapunov exponent1. Wolf et al.

(1985) suggested a scheme using perturbations with a specific noise level. To

determine the stability in an ESN, the convergence behavior of two activation state

trajectories x and x′ + ε (ε is some noise) would be measured. The system is said

to be stable, when the initial and the perturbed state sequences converge, showing

that they are independent of their initial condition. If the displacement between

these two trajectories is exponential, the system is referred to as chaotic (but may

1as a reminder, the Lyapunov exponent is defined in the limit ∞
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also exhibit oscillations or limit cycles). In the latter case, the (approximated)

Lyapunov exponent is positive. A novel scheme introduced by Verstraeten and

Schrauwen (2009) focused on the Jacobian matrix of the reservoir. Their results

not only supported that the constraint on the spectral radius (i.e. ρ < 1) might not

hold in all application cases, but also that their so-called Local Lyapunov exponent

(LLE) serves as a better performance predictor than the reservoir properties like

the spectral radius or the singular value.

A methodology to investigate different state behavior is a significant research

topic in complex system sciences. The conception of recurrence plots (RP) (Eck-

mann et al., 1987) allowed the construction of phase portraits from distinct time-

series using the embedding-delay technique. These specific plots enabled further

the computation of numerous characteristics of the underlying system, culminating

in the recurrence quantification analysis (RQA)(Webber and Zbilut, 1994). Using

these two approaches provide a visualization technique and an analysis tool for the

investigation of the reservoir.

We explain the construction of RPs with different gesture sequences, both from

our originally recorded set introduced in the previous chapter (5DG) and variants

computed from them. We proceed with the introduction of the RQA measures

determined from the RPs. Especially interesting are those quantities which indicate

a transition from a stable to a chaotic system behavior. We investigate their

effect on variously initialized reservoirs and propose a criterion which hints to this

transition.

For the experiments, we used the ESN toolbox (Jaeger, 2002) and the CRP

library (Marwan et al., 2002, 2007). This way, we also validated results demon-

strated in Bianchi et al. (2016a).

6.1 User-Independent Sequences

Before going into detail, we describe first the sequences used in this chapter and

motivate our procedure. To determine the dynamical properties in the reservoir

we created gesture sequences of different level of difficulty. We point out, that for

gesture recognition it is common to also use user-independent sequences as is the

case here. The reason is that we are interested in the time-series themselves in con-

nection with the principles of the reservoir and their corresponding analysis rather

than performing a study keeping into account the possible different experiences or

background from different users in a gesture performance scenario.

As described in the previous chapter, we postprocessed the resultant images
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from the gesture recordings and deleted frames after their thresholding contained

no information. To keep these frames resulted in deterioration of the gesture

trajectories, thus this procedure did not introduce any information loss, but we

got reliable sequences for further input into a network. An example sequence and

the result of applying low-pass filters is depicted in Figure 6.1. For the construction

of the phase portrait however, we want to assure a clean representation of our data

and a reasonable interpretation. Therefore, we additionally filtered our gesture

sequences from the 5DG recordings (see Appendix B), resulting in the 5DG+E

basic set. The gesticulation gestures were not filtered because their randomness is

a desired effect in our dataset.
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Figure 6.1: A circle gesture sequence showing the horizontal movement from the 5DG

set (magenta) compared to two filter methods used in our analysis. The effect of the

filter is mainly smoothing irregularities between sample points introduced by noise or

postprocessing.

To achieve some variability on our gestures to account for the gesture perfor-

mance variations, we introduced the ϑ% which denotes the amount of variance

from which we created new sequences (5DG+E). Again, from experimentation

with different configurations, we chose ϑ = 10, which produced reasonable noisy

sequences, i.e. a trade-off between still structured but also challenging sequences.

Finally, we also perturbed our data from the extended dataset with Gaussian

noise2, the 5DG+E noise We provide a summary of the datasets and operations

on them in Table 6.1. Figure 6.2 shows the filtered, original and noisy version of

the x-direction from the circle gesture.

2A form of white noise, but of course other noise variants are also possible
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Table 6.1: Gesture datasets

Dataset Operation

5DG Preprocessing

5DG+E

Extension of 5DG set

Doubled gestures by

ϑ% variance +

Gesticulation

5DG+E basic
Lowpass-filtered data to

serve as basic signal set

5DG+E noise Addition of Gaussian noise
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Figure 6.2: Example of a circle gesture from the 5DG+E set: the original version (red),

the filtered (green), and noisy version (gray) from this sequence.

6.2 Visualization and Dynamics

In the following, we want to explore gesture data for further analysis of their un-

derlying properties employing recurrence plots (RP). Their usage as a visualization

tool is further motivated by the fact that dynamical invariants can be computed

from the line distribution in an RP, known as Recurrence Quantification Analy-

sis (RQA). The measures links the predictability of a system, indicating stable or

unstable behavior (chaotic or stochastic). The latter characteristics can also be
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exploited in the reservoir, connecting thus the stability analysis with the RQA.

In the Reservoir Computing community it is often stated that the performance

is highly dependent on a specific task, thus report of optimized parameter config-

urations should be critically evaluated. Input scaling, for example, is necessary to

provide the network with nonlinearity in case the input has values around zero; in

contrast for high-amplitude data, the scaling leads to the saturation area of the

commonly used tanh activation function, yielding a network with binary switching

power only.

Therefore, the input fed into the network and the network design should not

be uncoupled but analyzed from both sides. Visualization techniques can help to

identify the network behavior given the input relevant to the task and to clarify

the parameter interplay. For some common network architectures, such visualiza-

tions are well established. For deep neural networks such as those resembling the

hierarchical processing of visual stimuli, it helps to uncover which features actually

emerged from the cascades of convolution filtering and pooling operations. Also,

for classic RNN the usage of heatmaps can be a useful tool detecting the weight or-

ganization during or after training. While working on the thesis, we asked whether

it is possible to show the insights of the reservoir for different settings, especially

when considering criticality.

6.2.1 Phase Space Reconstruction and Recurrence Plots

For the visualization of data exhibiting different characteristics, Eckmann et al.

(1987) introduced the Recurrence Plots (RP) which show the time evolution of

states in the data phase space. For instance, if the underlying data reveals period-

icity the phase space will highlight similar trajectories shifted in time. In contrast,

chaotic time-series the trajectories diverge and thus show rather irregular patterns

in an RP with only (see chapter 4). In the case the RP shows only spurious lines

and points, the underlying data comes from a stochastic source. In general, the

RP serves as a visualization of a specific time-series and thus further analysis is

mandatory before interpreting and classifying data into one of these categories.

As an ESN is a dynamical system, we can investigate the gesture representation

in the reservoirs phase space in terms of recurrence and the significant parameters

driving the dynamics.

Before going into detail we provide the basic computational steps to derive

the visualization in a recurrence plot and the representation in the corresponding

phase space. Figure 6.3 sketches a trajectory in the phase space. A predefined

neighborhood ε assigns the recurrence of two trajectories visiting a similar point
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in this space.

x(i△t)

x(j△t)

Figure 6.3: Illustration of recurrence in an idealized phase space for two trajectories

x(i∆t) and x(j∆t) (∆t is the time interval) determined by the radius ε (red ring). If

this value would be too small, only one line would be detected and thus no recurrence.

In contrast, setting this value too high would include more lines and may distort the

interpretation of dynamics.

From this intuitive idea, the recurrence plot can be computed as follows:

Ri,j = Θ(ε− ||xi − xj||) xi, xj ∈ Rm xi, xj = 1...N (6.1)

The norm usually taken is ‖ · ‖2 but any other norm can be used as well. The

Heaviside function Θ evaluates every point R(i, j) to either 1, assigning there is a

recurrence and 0 in case there is no recurrence given a threshold ε:

Ri,j =

1 : −→xi ≈ −→xj
0 : −→xi 6≈ −→xj ,

(6.2)

In an RP this is depicted by a black dot for 1, and a white dot for 0. These dots

are formed into lines in case there is a trajectory in the phase space, as is the case

for e.g. periodic signals. The RP is symmetric, i.e. Ri,j ≡ Rj,i for a fixed threshold

ε. The choice is crucial for the interpretation of an RP: a very small value, i.e. a

narrow ε-neighborhood, may be too restrictive and produces an almost empty RP

(because then even close recurrent points may not be included and set to 0). High

values, and therefore a rather generous ε-radius, overemphasizes recurrence point

relations and is sensitive to data noise, misguiding subsequent interpretations.

The determination of criteria how to set ε more flexibly is an important subject in

current research but goes beyond the objective of this thesis.
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6.2. Visualization and Dynamics

The line of identity (LOI, Rii) is the main diagonal and longest line in the RP.

This is intuitively clear as every point is maximal close to itself and therefore al-

ways included in the computations of equation 6.1. Interpretations on the pattern

displayed by the RP consider primarily the diagonal structures parallel to it (pe-

riodic signal), vertical blocks (laminar states) as well as small diagonal fragments

(chaotic behavior). In case the underlying time-series is time-independent or, re-

spectively, uncorrelated the RP shows no regular or line pattern. An example for

an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) signal is depicted in Figure

6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Recurrence plot of an i.i.d. time-series with ε = 0.3. The RP exhibits no

regular line patterns but only single dots due to the uncorrelated nature of the input

signal.

In contrast to a stochastic signal, which has consequently no inherent struc-

ture, a deterministic chaotic system is characterized by short recurrence times in

the phase space, caused by the high divergence of trajectories. The RP displays

this behavior with a division of small fragments of diagonal lines and white com-

partments, which represent areas of no recurrence. An example of the chaotic

Lorenz system, we introduced in chapter 4, is shown in Figure 6.5.

Takens theorem (Takens, 1981) ensures finding an appropriate embedding for

the phase space reconstruction and is usually used for the construction of an RP.

In general, for any univariate time-series x time-delayed copies from the original

system with an appropriate embedding can be computed as follows:

x = (x(i), x(i+ τ), ..., x(i+ (µ− 1)τ)) (6.3)

where µ is the embedding parameter and τ determines the lag.
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Figure 6.5: Recurrence plot of the Lorenz system with an embedding dimension µ = 3

and delay τ = 4. In contrast to the irregular pattern in Figure 6.4, a chaotic system

exhibits small diagonal lines along the LOI. This indicates recurrences for only a few

times in the phase space, alternating with white compartments.

We used the first zero-crossing of the autocorrelation function for the estimation

of the lag parameter τ (an example is shown in Figure 6.6).

The result of the embedding-delay technique is a µ-dimensional trajectory of

the time-series in the phase space. The RP accordingly then represents a 2D

representation of the µ-dimensional orbit produced by the underlying dynamical

system. This visualization allows inspection of large and small-scale characteristic

of the dynamical system, which had basically produced this time-series (in a later

section, we will also show how properties from the RP can be quantified).

The embedding dimension µ can then be computed using the False Nearest

Neighbor algorithm (Kennel et al., 1992):

vfnn =
‖xi+1 − xj+1‖
‖xi − xj‖

> rtol (6.4)

where the point-wise distances of two vectors are calculated and compared to a

predefined threshold rtol. The value vfnn is the percentage of false neighbors along

the dimension µ, which is taken as embedding value when vfnn reached zero. An

example is depicted in Figure 6.7.

The procedure iteratively tests different values µk for embedding the time-series

and computes the distance change over given k. If points get detached significantly

for dimension µk+1, they are revealed as false nearest neighbors revealing that the

underlying attractor is insufficiently unfolded for dimension µk. In an RP this can

be seen e.g. when lines are orthogonal to diagonals. The embedding dimension
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Figure 6.6: Estimation of the delay parameter using the autocorrelation function yields

τ = 6.
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Figure 6.7: Estimation of the percentage of presumably nearest neighbors for determi-

nation of the embedding parameter µ. We chose the circle sequences shown in Figure

6.2: the original sequence derived from the 5DG recordings, and the filtered, respectively,

noisy version from that sequence considering the x-direction.
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Figure 6.8: Estimation of the percentage of presumably nearest neighbors for determi-

nation of the embedding parameter µ for point left.

has to be large enough to unfold the geometric structure of the attractor, resulting

in µ ≥ 2n + 1 (as this is a sufficient condition, the embedding value can also be

less than stated). So, the embedding technique preserves the original topology of

the underlying n-manifold.

With these parameters, we are able to construct the recurrence plots (visual-

izations CRP library (Marwan et al., 2002)). For all plots, we used the Euclidean

distance. Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show two gesture examples from our dataset

(5DG), which differ in their motion characteristics and are thus suitable to demon-

strate how recurrence plots can identify the different states over time or the occur-

rences of noise. We chose sequences from the stop and the turn gesture and plot

1000 sample points. The RP of the stop gestures displays a periodic structure with

4 prominent laminar states between at the time-instances 450, 600, 750, and 900.

Laminar states occur whenever there are no changes. For the gesture, this is plau-

sible, as the only motion for stop considers the arm (lift up and put down). The

concrete stroke phase mostly consists of holding the hand in front of the camera.

In contrast, the recurrence plot turn gestures shows periodic patterns with higher

frequencies, i.e. the lines are less distant to each other than in the plot for the stop

gesture. The laminar states assign start and end phases of the gesture (hands are

not moving, cf. gesture settings described in chapter 5). The recurrence plot of

the filtered turn gesture sequences reveal better the periodic compartments (Fig-
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Figure 6.9: Recurrence plot of a sequence of stop gestures (y-direction, µ = 3, τ = 18,

ε = 0.2). Due to the low movements in the gesture performances, the plot displays many

laminar states (black blocks).
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Figure 6.10: Recurrence plot of a sequence of turn gestures (x-direction, µ = 6, τ = 12,

ε = 0.7), which exhibit more movements displayed by the smaller distances between the

lines in contrast to the stop gestures.
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ure 6.11). In contrast, the noisy version of these sequences shown in Figure 6.12

display almost no periodic structure (we used the same values for the embedding

µ and delay τ as for the original turn gesture in Figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.11: Recurrence plot of a sequence of filtered turn gestures shown in the upper

plot (x-direction, µ = 8, τ = 5, ε = 0.7), which exhibit more movements displayed by

the smaller distances between the lines in contrast to the stop gestures. The high value

of ε = 0.7 is chosen for a better visualization.

The recurrence plots (RP) highlighted periodic segments, however, the plots

display also spurious lines which come from noise or other fluctuations in the

sequence. Thus, the motion profile of especially the circle and turn gestures may

not be periodic, which can have an influence in prediction or classification tasks,

when the data is used for input. For a qualitative comparison, we also selected

the circle gesture recorded from a Kinect device, repeatedly performed within one

sequence (Parisi et al., 2014). The gesture was represented using a skeleton model

and the feature set comprised five features per frame (motion in x, y, z directions,

distance and angle between head and hand). We upsampled the trajectory by

interpolating the sequences with a median filter (factor 3) to compensate for the

windowing mechanism introduced in Parisi et al. (2014), where only every 3rd

frame was selected as input into a classification stage. In Figure 6.13 the movement

in the x-direction is shown. The time-series depicts an irregular trajectory, which

is also visible in the corresponding RP.
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Figure 6.12: Recurrence plot of a sequence of turn gestures shown in the upper plot

(x-direction, µ = 6, τ = 12, ε = 0.7) reflecting the influence of noise. Almost all periodic

structure is lost.

Summarized, we introduced the recurrence plots (RP) as a viable tool to in-

vestigate gesture sequences varying in performance (e.g. turn vs. stop) and level

of signal properties, from smooth, filtered to noisy sequences. While RPs are used

in many fields especially life sciences (Marwan, 2008), to the best of our knowl-

edge that was not considered in any gesture analysis before. We assume that the

movements of gestures, the same as for actions, are considered to be mainly pe-

riodic. However, we showed how from recordings that this is not necessarily the

case, especially when taking into consideration sensor noise and presumably poor

preprocessing of the data. Investigating the RPs for data is a valuable tool in the

data (pre-) processing as it enables visualization of suspicious subsequences which

may have an influence on a subsequent prediction or classification task.

In addition, the RPs provide several measures by considering the specific line

distribution of a time-series. The Recurrence Quantification Analysis (RQA) (Mar-

wan and Kurths, 2005) provides a method to quantitatively specific measures de-

rived from the RPs (e.g. the recurrence rate) and relates also to dynamical in-

variants like the correlation entropy (Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983). In the

discussion whether the embedding procedure has an influence on the estimation
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Figure 6.13: Top: Time-series of the motion from a circle gesture recorded with the

Kinect device. Bottom: According RP of the time-series. The embedding parameters

were τ = 7 and µ = 5. Although periodic in nature, the time-series reveals an irregular

pattern of the gesture, which is performed several times within the sequence. The plot

shows spurious lines, which can be interpreted as a chaotic structure (but a careful

analysis should be given). The RP was thresholded with an ε = 0.7.

of dynamical invariants was investigated by the work of March et al. (2005). The

authors applied their scheme to the mutual information between two variables

derived from geomagnetic data and showed the effect in a cross recurrence plot

(CRP) visualizing the areas in such a plot contributing to it. From their analytical

derivation of a new formulation of the both quantities using the correlation sum,

the authors showed evidence that unembedded RPs made available all information

and thus support the work of Iwanski and Bradley (1998) that the embedding

dimension µ has no effect on dynamical invariants.

6.2.2 Recurrence Quantification Analysis

The RP depicts a specific distribution of a time-series comprising black lines, blocks

or dots to assign recurrence, laminar states or, respectively, individual spots, and

white compartments which show that the system evolution does not return to this

part of the phase space. To determine some quantitative measures from the pattern

Webber and Zbilut (1994); Marwan and Meinke (2004) introduced the following:
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6.2. Visualization and Dynamics

• RR: Recurrence Rate

RR =
1

N

N∑
i,j=1

R(i, j) (6.5)

• DET : Determinism

DET =

∑N
l=lmin

l(P (l)∑N
i,j=1R(i, j)

(6.6)

where P (l) is the distribution of diagonal lines of length l:

P (l) =
K∑

i,j=1

(1−Ri−1,j−1)(1−Ri+l,k+l)
l−1∏
k=0

Ri+k,j+k (6.7)

Given that DET ∈ [0; 1], a value close to 1 indicates good predictability for

a system, while a low value close to 0 hints to a chaotic or stochastic system.

• Lmax: longest diagonal line distribution except the LOI

Lmax = max{li}Lli=1,Ll =
∑
l≥lmin

P (l) (6.8)

where Lmax refers to the longest diagonal line except the line of identity

(LOI)

• DIV : divergence

DIV =
1

Lmax
(6.9)

DIV ∈ [0; 1] and is maximal for chaotic systems, as recurrence in the state

space is unlikely opposed to stable systems, where recurrent points within a

ε-radius have a probability of 1.

• LAM : laminarity

LAM =

∑
v=vKminv(P (v)∑K
v=1 vP (v)

(6.10)

where P (v) is the amount of vertical lines:

P (v) =
K∑

i,j=1

(1−Ri,j)(1−Ri,j+v)
v−1∏
k=0

ri,j+k (6.11)

and vmin is the minimal vertical line length chosen for the LAM computation.

Laminarity occurs when the states do not or only slowly change. That is why
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Table 6.2: Some RQA measures for a circle gesture

RR DET LAM Lmax TT

filtered 0.1318 0.7791 0.8634 13 5.9799

original 0.1236 0.7293 0.8161 12 6.3200

noisy 0.0552 0.2083 0.3079 3 2.0781

Table 6.3: Some RQA measures for a point left gesture

RR DET LAM Lmax TT

filtered 0.2672 0.9866 0.9959 124 14.1522

original 0.2672 0.9852 0.9949 124 14.0416

noisy 0.2259 0.6083 0.7315 19 3.4496

this measure is related to the trapping time TT , which computes the average

vertical line length:

TT =

∑
v=vNminvP (v)∑
v=vNminP (v)

(6.12)

Inspecting the line distribution yields dynamical invariants like the correlation

entropy, being a link to the Lyapunov exponent by providing a lower bound of

summed positive exponents (as a reminder, a positive Lyapunov exponent indicates

instabilities in the system up to chaos). The measure DIV has a special role when

thinking about how trajectories behave in the phase space. As we described in

chapter 4, trajectories diverging exponentially fast reveal the underlying dynamical

system to be chaotic (as an example we introduced the Lorenz system). Therefore,

that measure can be related to the Lyapunov exponent (LE), but both quantities

should be distinguished. In an RP this is depicted by small diagonal lines, showing

that trajectories recur only for a small time interval.

For consistency, we performed an RQA on the circle gesture sequences shown

in Figure 6.2. The advantage of RP and RQA is, that even short time-series can be

used for an analysis (Marwan, 2011). We extracted some of the measures to show

the effects of the altered version of the original gesture from the 5DG+E (ϑ = 10%)

set, which is depicted in table 6.2. For the recurrence rate (RR) we see a drop

from the filtered to the noisy version of the time-series. More important, the

determinism DET decreases significantly and also Lmax\LOI. That result follows

from the characteristics of the data, as the filtered and preprocessed streams yield

a smooth trajectory and exhibit periodicity. This, in turn, leads to a predictable
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pattern, opposed to the noisy version, where the phase portrait yields smaller

diagonal lines according to the Lmax and states are less likely to recur. This

prevents a consistent pattern detection and hence decreases the predictability. As

was outlined above, the Lmax has a reciprocal relationship with DIV ; clearly,

the longer states run in parallel, resulting in a high value for Lmax, the less the

trajectory diverges, and vice versa. Therefore, while in the first two data series

DIV is quite low, the value increases for the noisy version. Besides the diagonal line

distribution, also the vertical spacing and blocks in an RP play a role, expressed in

the laminarity LAM (%) and trapping time TT (average number of vertical lines),

where the noisy time-series shows the smallest value. The evolution over the time

is, in this case, not (literally) trapped.

When considering the point left, point right and stop gestures we have to point

out that their intrinsic dynamics are rather low. This is not surprising, as sev-

eral datasets usually contain both lively and rather moderate movements, e.g. the

KTH action dataset comprising running but also hand clapping and boxing. One

challenge for a classifier is then to cope with the varying motion elements while

at the same time representing and learning them sufficiently. For our scenario, we

found that especially these three gestures overlap in motion and thus cause mis-

classifications (see chapter 5). In this particular section, however, we are interested

in the characteristics they exhibit for the RQA. As mentioned, for the extracted

time series the movement elements are quite low, so we decided to capture half of

the sequences from the datasets explained above. As the start and end position is

similar in all sequences, we concatenated the sequences.

For the point left gesture we used half the sequences from the 5DG + E (ϑ =

10%), which yielded in sum a time-series of 1535 sample points. The results are

reported in table 6.3. As for the circle gesture, we compared the selected measures

on the original sequences and their modification, the filtered and the noisy version.

The determinism DET is higher than for the circle gesture, which is explained by

the mentioned small movements in the gesture. Observations of the sequences of

pointing gesture reveal a periodic-like pattern of different times, which is highly

predictable. The significant effect of noise can then be seen from the drop to

DET = 0.6083. In line with the observations from the circle gesture a decrease

in the laminarity LAM , trapping time TT and the Lmax is recorded. Please note,

that due to the processing of a longer sequence the value for Lmax may appear

large, opposed to considering a rather short time-series.
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6.2.3 Reservoir Dynamics

An important topic in current research is to shed light on reservoir dynamics

and stability connected to network performance. The main hyperparameter for

investigating the stability is the norm of reservoir weights bounded by some cri-

teria we outlined in chapter 4. One significant property in ESN is the echo state

property (ESP). However, some insistent misunderstandings about the ESP still

exist (Yildiz et al., 2012; Caluwaerts et al., 2013). For clarification on this topic,

some authors published studies demonstrating that networks can exhibit or not

the ESP depending on the driving input and scaling coefficients. As a reminder,

both results were reported in the RC community: reservoirs scaled with a spectral

radius ρ below unity showing oscillating behavior (Yildiz et al., 2012) and (input

driven) networks exceeding the spectral radius ρ ≥ 1 while still possessing the ESP

(Verstraeten and Schrauwen, 2009; Caluwaerts et al., 2013).

Investigation of the network dynamics links also to the question at which regime

a network achieves best results. Studies using the LSM reported good performance

for networks at the transition between a stable and unstable regime (Legenstein

and Maass, 2007), while for ESN it was shown that optimality is achieved in

a stable network state but close to the stability border (yielding eventually the

ESP) (Jaeger, 2002). For both networks, the detection of the “edge of stability”

(EOS) is a vital research field. It is, therefore, a standard procedure to search for

an optimal value of the spectral radius ρ of the reservoir matrix and to possibly

identify the EOS.

A method of investigating the dynamics in a reservoir substituting to tune the

spectral radius directly was introduced by Verstraeten and Schrauwen (2009). For

ESNs with tanh activation, they established the Local Lyapunov Exponent (LLE)

from the corresponding Jacobian matrix J quantifying the reservoir dynamics. The

advantage gained is that the temporal profile of activations traced in the Jacobian

is flexible, and the LLE was shown to be even a better predictor when the network

reaches the stability transition border. In general, the Jacobian J is a matrix of

partial derivatives and helps identify solutions for a set of nonlinear equations by

using linearization around a specific value a for a local linear approximation, e.g.

for f : Rm → R:

∇af =

(
∂f

∂x1
(a),

∂f

∂x2
(a), ...,

∂f

∂xm
(a)

)
(6.13)

For f : Rm → Rn the notation generalizes to:
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Jaf =


∂f1
∂x1

∂f1
∂x2

· · · ∂f1
∂xm

∂f2
∂x1

∂f2
∂x2

· · · ∂f2
∂xm

...
...

. . .
...

∂fn
∂x1

∂fn
∂x2

· · · ∂fn
∂xm


which gives the Jacobian matrix evaluated at a. Due to the simple derivative,

for a tanh-activated reservoir with states x = [x1, x2, ..., xn], xi = {1...n} the Jaco-

bian J is given by Verstraeten et al. (2007):

J(x(t)) =


1− (x1(t))

2 0 · · · 0

0 1− (x2(t))
2 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 1− (xn(t))2

×Wres

where xi(t) is the i-th activated neuron at time3 t. As shorthand notation:

J(x(t)) = diag[1− x21(t), 1− x22(t), ..., 1− s2n(t)]Wres (6.14)

As the Jacobian mirrors the temporal evolution of the reservoir, the Lyapunov

exponent approximation λ̂ can be computed as Verstraeten et al. (2007):

λ̂ = log(
T∏
t=1

(rk)
1/T ) (6.15)

where T is the length of the trajectory and rk denotes the k-th eigenvalue.

In an extended work, Verstraeten and Schrauwen (2009) introduced the minimal

singular value4 µ of the Jacobian J of reservoir activations as another reliable

descriptor for reservoir dynamics. The computations provide a way to track and

determine the dynamics of an input-driven reservoir.

The link to RP and RQA is obvious: the introduced measures DIV for di-

vergence and Lmax which connects to a similar understanding of stability, as e.g.

stable systems have long diagonals in their RP phase portrait, and instabilities

can be detected by fluctuations in the RP and discontinuous diagonal lines. RQA

measures allow expressing different system states quantitatively for comparison

under different conditions.

In the context of ESN, it is an important research branch to unveil the charac-

teristics of the global parameters5 and the causes on the stability when driving the

3as a reminder, the discretized model is used and thus time refers to an increment of 1 in step

size
4A measure in control theory.
5see chapter 4
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Figure 6.14: Validation of the alignment of reservoir states as shown in Bianchi et al.

(2016a) for the input sin(φk), φ = 3/50 and k = 1...5000.

network in different modes or parameter configuration. Recent work presented in

Bianchi et al. (2016a) used recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) to determine

dynamical properties from the reservoir layer in a standard ESN. To highlight the

nature of input signals triggering the activation states, the authors chose the pe-

riodic sinusoidal signal and the Mackey-Glass time-series (τ = 17, MG-17). They

showed that reservoir activation patterns align with the input when the spectral

radius ρ < 1. In contrast, the RPs revealed an irregular phase portrait when set-

ting ρ > 1. We verified their results to assure comparability with our approach,

and so we repeated the experiment for the sinusoidal (Figure 6.14) and, to stay

consistent in the thesis, the Lorenz time-series (Figure 6.20).

For a visualization when we scale the reservoir matrix Wres above unity, we

let an ESN run on the circle gesture but with ρ = 1.5. From the RP depicted in

Figure 6.18, it can be shown that despite the LOI the patterns are spurious and

contain only small diagonal lines. The recurrence rate obtained was RR = 0.0145.

The visualization of the reservoir shows an irregular pattern in contrast to e.g.

Figure 6.16.

In the thesis, we were also interested in identifying the computational bound-

aries and underlying dynamics for the gestures. We are interested in the question

how the recurrence behavior can best be traced and whether from this it is possible

to obtain a similar quantification as was done using e.g. the (L)LE. Interestingly,

using the RP and RQA approach provides tools, where the neural activations in

the reservoir form a vector in phase at every time instant t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T , T is the

length of the time-series. The RQA computations apply as were introduced in the
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Figure 6.15: Left: Activations of 50 reservoir neurons processing the turn gesture per-

formed several times (i.e. the discretized time, respectively frame-wise processing). Be-

tween gesture pauses, i.e. end of a gesture and start of a new one, the activations remain

steady, depicted by the column-like structure between time intervals (the RP would

exhibit laminar states).

section above.

In the previous section, we showed several plots on the reservoir RPs from stable

to unstable (chaotic) regime. For quantification, we can make use of the measure

introduced and choose point left and circle which displayed different characteristics

in the RPs. It is obvious that different line distributions impact the RQA measures.

For the experiment, we performed a 20-step ahead prediction with rN = 50,

and split the data into 900/900/100 for training, test, and number of dropout

samples, respectively. Win and Wres were randomly initialized following a uniform

distribution W∗ ∼ U ∈ [−0.5; 0.5]. Training was performed with regularization6

with φ = 1e − 8. We varied the spectral radius ρ within the ranges [0.8 − 1.5]

with stepsize 0.1 except for the critical border where we also put ρ = 0.99. We ran

10 ESN instances and averaged the results. We focused especially on the measure

RR, DET , and Lmax because we are interested in the ESN stability. The value

for DIV is reciprocal to Lmax and can thus be easily calculated from.

As expected, values below unity showed high values for all three measures. For

ρ > 1 the difference between 1.0 and 1.1 is smooth, but drops between 1.1 and

1.2. A significant change in the values can be reported for ρ ≥ 1.2. Figure 6.21

supports this for the point left gesture and Lmax.

6cf. formular in section 4.1
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Figure 6.16: Corresponding recurrence plot of reservoir activations. The laminar states

occur for low activity in the reservoir. The diagonal lines display the periodic character-

istics of the gesture.

Inspecting the individual trial values reveals a high discrepancy for all three

RQA measure. In the case of the point left gesture, the RR was minimum min =

0.00085 and maximum max = 0.18727. The DET values showed an even more

drastic picture ranging from 0 to 0.97064. As DET is coupled with Lmax these

fluctuations apply as well and is also 0 in the worst case.

When computing the RQA measures it becomes evidence that values for a

certain parameter configuration hardly differ, while for configurations at the pre-

sumable EOS the RQA measures substantially change (see also Figures 6.21 6.22).

Therefore, we propose a criterion to automatically detect these changes. While

Bianchi et al. (2016a) defined a criterion based on the variances of measures intro-

ducing an additional threshold, we employ a simple differencing scheme.

First, the RQA measures are averaged over the trials:

RQActotal =
n∑
i=1

RQAci (6.16)

is the total amount of an RQA measure for n trials (for the experiments presented

here n = 10) and for a certain parameter configuration c, where the average is

simply:
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Figure 6.17: Reservoir activations when ρ = 1.5. The neurons display abrupt changes

in their activities.
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Figure 6.18: The corresponding recurrence plot of reservoir activations when ρ = 1.5.
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Figure 6.19: Lorenz system evolution of the x-component.
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Figure 6.20: RP of the corresponding reservoir activations for the Lorenz system, which

equals the unembedded phase portrait for the x-component.
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6.2. Visualization and Dynamics
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Figure 6.21: Lmax values over the spectral radius ρ averaged over 10 trials. The curve

shows a small decrease for values up to ρ = 1.0, but drops significantly for ρ = 1.2,

indicating that the reservoir enters the chaotic regime.
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Figure 6.22: Recurrence rate RR for different spectral radii ρ averaged over 10 trials.

The curve shows a similar trend as for Lmax with only small variances up to ρ = 1.1,

followed by a significant decrease.
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RQAcavg = RQActotal/n (6.17)

We then iteratively compute the differences of RQAcavg measured over all con-

sidered parameter ranges cj and perform the max operation:

∆
cj
RQA = RQAcjavg −RQAcj+1

avg (6.18)

∆call
RQA = maxj{∆cj

RQA} (6.19)

where call includes all parameter values considered, here the 9 values of ρ used

for the experiments. The input to equation 6.19 is a vector the size of call (i.e.

9) and thus from the index of the computed value the parameter value c can be

extracted. As an example, we take all averaged values for

Lmax {1.1, 1.3, 0.1, 1.2, 4.7, 7.9, 6.2, 1.3}. ∆call
RQA = 7.9 which is the 6-th position and

thus c = ρ = 1.2. The result confirms the trend visible in Figure 6.21.

6.3 Chapter Summary

We introduced the methodology of recurrence plots (RP) and recurrence analysis

(RQA) as a valuable visualization and quantification tool to identify data char-

acteristics serving as input to an ESN and the specific reservoir dynamics under

different settings. We showed that the reservoir in a stable condition aligns with

the input, while this property is lost when the reservoirs got unstable, support-

ing recent finding from Bianchi et al. (2016b). Introducing the RQA measures

allowed assessment of values characterizing both the underlying time-series and

the reservoir dynamics. Further, we defined an effective criterion complementing

the metrics for the temporal evolution introduced.

We want to emphasize that the introduced methods are not restricted to ges-

tures, but can be applied the same way for any activity pattern or for the analysis

of any other time-series with repetitive characteristics, e.g speech frequencies (ac-

tually, first applications of RP used geophysical, climate or medical data). Thus,

the work presented here can be expanded to the analysis of reservoir dynamics and

the influence of parameter settings for different tasks, which may stimulate further

debate and investigations on network settings opening a more global view on RC

and its applicability.
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Chapter 7

Reservoir Initialization and

Pruning

In this chapter, we investigate the structural properties of the reservoir. One cri-

tique about the applicability of ESN is that their stochastic initialization yields

networks with varying performance. It reduces to a “chance” to get good networks

which satisfiable solve a task, which makes the ESN a rather generic network. As

a consequence, ESN application for a specific task leads to exhaustive parameter

tuning which is computationally demanding and hinders insights into the actual

working principles behind. In Sussillo and Abbott (2009) this procedure was high-

lighted as yielding“another unintelligible network”. The usual scheme is to perform

a grid search on the parameter space, but Bergstra and Bengio (2012) showed that

random search yields similar or even better results being computationally more

efficient at the same time.

We show that for the prediction of gesture trajectories even small changes in the

initialization procedure decreases this variability, supporting findings from other

studies. As the experiments still consider the norm of the reservoir and thus are

rather static, we propose a novel algorithm based on pruning the reservoir. This

approach is motivated by two facts: first, by pruning the reservoir we resign to

set the sparsity beforehand. Instead, a specific topology emerges from the input

driving the reservoir, preferably with a high sparsity. Gallicchio and Micheli (2011)

sd evidence that it is not essential for the performance but plays a role for time-

critical applications. However, the question whether or not a certain topology or

reservoir setting is beneficial for a set of tasks is not fully satisfiable answered yet.

Approaches with a specific topology did not show any superior performance over

completely random networks, however, Lukoševičius and Jaeger (2009) stated that

“This, however, does not serve as a proof that similar approaches are futile”.
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Second, the pruning procedure has a significant impact on the algebraic prop-

erties of the reservoir matrix. The scaling procedure is still a matter of debate

and in connection with the results from chapter 6, we concluded that it might be

beneficial to establish a mechanism which tunes this according to the presented

input.

For our implementations, we used the ESN toolbox as a starting point Jaeger

(2002).

7.1 Getting Good Reservoirs is a Chance

The reasons to have a closer look on the reservoir topology and possible optimiza-

tions are manifold. We introduced the recurrence quantification analysis and how

the data and accordingly the reservoir structure can be qualitatively and quantita-

tively described by means of recurrence plots and derived measurements from the

line distributions. The insights gained by the procedures help the network design

and can be applied to any other data, which makes this approach less restricted

to a particular dataset.

In general, the reservoir is initialized with weights drawn from a probability

distribution (see section 4.1.2), which stay fixed. The connectivity κ, i.e. the

synapses between the reservoir neurons, is mainly sparse and may follow a certain

topology. Experiments are then performed over a predefined number of trials

giving an average for any evaluation measure (e.g. number of misclassifications,

MSE). To minimize an error or to maximize the recognition needs thorough tuning

of the system parameters. Using search algorithms raise the following questions:

Why a certain parameter configuration emerged and is the result comprehensible?

Usually, authors report the values without elaborating further on that. This leads

to the next question: How sensitive is the network to parameter changes? This

further connects to point that authors sometimes lack to explain the parameter

interplay, which decreases the applicability of a network. In the previous chapter,

we approached the topic about the spectral radius and the input scaling. We

will now access the reservoir properties: we first contrast a random initialization

scheme with an orthogonal one and highlight the differences in their performance

and their performance variability.
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7.1.1 Weight Matrix Initialization

We described approaches which aim at optimizing a particular network structure.

One of the reasons is that neural information processing operates at the EOS

or slightly below it (Levina et al., 2007; Priesemann et al., 2014). Furthermore,

neural connectivity is shaped by plasticity mechanisms as described in chapter

3 and chapter 4. Also, initialization of a specific reservoir structure, as was for

instance presented in Maass et al. (2002) resembling the microcolumns in the

visual cortex, is a vital research field. All approaches deviate from the randomness

in the reservoir, which however was shown to achieve good performance. The aim,

therefore, for ESNs is to find “good” reservoirs.

The aim in applications with reservoirs is to decrease the variance of experimen-

tal outcomes inherent in the random initialization process even when all parameters

stay fixed. In the following, we compare the standard procedure with a small al-

teration in the initialization, that is setting up an orthogonal matrix serving as the

reservoir. We observed a decrease in the variability of performance for a prediction

task, but not necessarily also a better performance. This supports findings from

other studies comparing different reservoir structures.

In the following, we present some experiments highlighting different weight

initialization strategies and their influence on performance. We conducted some

initial experiments with a rather simple ESN structure to investigate the perfor-

mance variations given a prediction task for gestures. We employed a standard

ESN and initialized the reservoirs both as a random matrix and as an orthogonal

matrix, i.e. a matrix M is orthogonal if MMT = I, i.e. vectors vi in a matrix M

have unit length (vivi = 1) and are pairwise orthogonal as the dot product of two

column vectors vivj = 0, i 6= j. These two criteria can be used in general to check

for orthogonal matrices.

The characteristic of the eigenvalues is an important measure to determine the

reservoir matrix algebraic properties, and thus its stability (as outlined in chapter

6). The distribution of the eigenvalues for a random and an orthogonal network on

the unit disk is depicted in Figure 7.1. The randomly initialized matrix exhibits

diverse magnitudes of eigenvalues, which was generally shown by Girkos law to

increase when n → ∞ for a n × n random matrix. In contrast, eigenvalues of

an orthogonal matrix have uniform magnitudes. This has direct implication also

on the short term memory capability of a network as shown in Boedecker et al.

(2009).

We performed a 1-step ahead prediction and evaluated the performance using

the MSE on 30 trials for both random and orthogonal reservoirs.
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Figure 7.1: Left: Random matrix M generated with n=200 and scaled M/
√

(n). The

eigenvalues of M scatter around the unit circle with different magnitudes. Right: Eigen-

value distribution shows equal magnitudes for an orthogonal matrix, i.e. MMT = I.

For the turn gesture, we observe that the MSE found for the random initializa-

tion strategy is lower, but the boxplot reveals (in line with results from chapter 5)

high variations within results. We observe that in this case also the performance of

some ESN instances is worse compared to the orthogonal initialization. The latter

strategy yields on average a higher MSE but also less variance over the trials.
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Figure 7.2: Result of 30 trials using a 1-step ahead prediction on a turn gesture using

random initialization of the reservoir (left) and orthogonal matrix (right).

The prediction of the point left gesture shows a clearer picture, where for the

orthogonal matrices the minimum and the median value is less. Again, the real-

ization of 30 trials yields only little variation in the MSE results compared to the

random initialization.
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Figure 7.3: Result of 30 trials using a 1-step ahead prediction on a point left gesture

using random initialization of the reservoir (left) and orthogonal matrix (right). The +

display outliers.

Although the network initialization is still randomly driven, we showed that

even a little modification on the reservoir initialization decreased experimental

variances over the trials and thus performance is more robust regarding the error

evaluation; casually speaking, we can be more confident about the actual perfor-

mance when results vary less. To find further evidence, we inspected the first 10

results from the trials, as 10 is an often chosen trial number in the ESN litera-

ture. The two subsets revealed a better performance for the orthogonal reservoir in

terms of the least MSE value (random: 0.0327, orthogonal: 0.0304). In addition,

the worst performance with an MSE value of 0.474 found over all 30 trials was

already present in the subset of 10 first trials, while the minimum (the best perfor-

mance network) was not. Increasing the number of trials thus might be beneficial

to gain proper ESNs, while for the orthogonal network this would lead to overhead.

Although we set up only a small experiment, we believe that due to the inherently

different structure of the reservoir matrices the findings in a greater setting would

apply as well.

The results imply that orthogonal reservoirs yield some kind of determination

of error behavior over trials, while the error diffusion for random reservoirs shows

the dependence of a reasonably good performance reservoir on the number of trials

and thus chance. In addition, the small error ranges resulting from experiments

with orthogonal matrix reduces the necessity of guessing also the number of trials.

The randomness in ESN requires quite some expertise in the application field of

ESN and thus more principled ways of experimental settings are desirable. Finally,

our results complement findings from other studies on reservoir weight matrix

modifications (cf. chapter 4).
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Figure 7.4: Display of the results shown in Figure 7.3 from a subset of the trials (1-10)

using random initialization of the reservoir (left) and orthogonal matrix (right). The

orthogonal initialization has the better performance and the graph displays a similar

error distribution. In contrast, the random reservoir has a great maximum value, which

becomes an outlier when averaged over more trials (cf. Figure 7.3).

7.1.2 Sensitivity of Reservoir Connections

Reservoir Computing is usually emphasized to be a neurologically plausible model

for information processing in the cortex. Besides the question whether it suf-

fices to use a random network or not, cortical processing is prone to synaptic- or

neuron loss. In the healthy brain, this causes no severe failure to accomplish a

task, while we will show the crucial impact on neuron loss on the computational

performance of the reservoir. That has special implications for using ESNs as

an autonomous pattern generator, especially when used in a “chaotic” network

precondition (Vincent-Lamarre et al., 2016), where connectivity disruptions yield

different phase space trajectories and can thus not be used as a stable attractor

representing, for instance, a particular movement. This has direct implications of

using an ESN as e.g. a central pattern generator (CPG).

While the dynamical system view on the networks involved are quite well un-

derpinned, the question how robust these networks are against changes in their

fixed topology is less investigated. However, reasoning about the neurobiological

inspiration of RC models contains also principles like neural rewiring or plastic-

ity (e.g. Hebbian learning, intrinsic plasticity). These aspects form the basis

of robust neuronal information processes and development of functional cortical

microcircuits. Losing synapse connectivity or even neurons do not affect brain

computations. Translated to the ESN architecture, a lost connection is the dele-

tion of a node or set of nodes in the reservoir matrix Wres. Very recent work in the
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line of this research (Vincent-Lamarre et al., 2015, 2016) highlighted this aspect

for the autonomous neural architectures introduced by Sussillo and Abbott (2009)

and Laje and Buonomano (2013) work on the timing networks with spontaneous

fluctuations. They showed the huge impact of a synapse or neuron removal on

trained networks (e.g. using FORCE algorithm, see chapter 4) resulting in signif-

icantly error-prone networks in test scenarios. This has direct negative impact on

the learned attractors, i.e. trajectories cannot be longer correctly generated.

In the case of prediction or supervised classification, the perspective on neural

loss is different. As outlined in chapter 4 numerous variants of reservoir optimiza-

tion were introduced to account for the variability due to random initializations,

and to benefit from neurobiological principles yielding robust networks and algo-

rithms which facilitate understanding the working basis of ESNs.

For the experiment, we used a 1-step ahead prediction on both the Mackey-

Glass benchmark (τ = 17, MG-17) and for the gestures with different levels of

connectivity. As we were particularly interested in the impact of neuron or synapse

loss, we set ρ = 1. The train- and test lengths were equal and set to 900 timesteps,

where for the training phase the first 100 steps were discarded.

The MG-17 data when trained with a fully connected reservoir shows increase in

the MSE for the 1-step ahead prediction when the used architecture suffered from

a synapse removal. The table 7.1 depicts the result of the 1-step ahead prediction

task on the ESN configuration described above. The data was selected on the basis

of their complexity, i.e. stop reveals the least motion, while the Mackey-Glass (MG-

17) task is the most complex one. Interestingly, the great difference between the

gestures and MG-17 is that the latter performs best for a fully connected network,

but when deleting one node the performance reduces drastically and is even worse

in the case a complete connection row is deleted from the network. In contrast, the

performances for the gestures are worse for the full network and show increase in

the error for the node deletion, with the difference that the network seem to even

out the absence of connections. As a consequence, the drop in performance is less

influential. We explain the performance difference with the fact, that the gestures

show less complexity (especially when interpolated and thus smoothened) while

the chaotic MG-17 time-series is a trajectory with abrupt changes. Disruptions

of certain parts of the network are thus crucial as they may have captured an

important signal part needed for correct prediction. The same applies to the

signal generation, when considering an ESN as an autonomous pattern generator,

as was pointed out by Vincent-Lamarre et al. (2015). The rather simple experiment

is in line with recent work on the validity of RC resembling neural processing
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fully connected loss of a synapse loss of a neuron

stop 0.017637 0.022742 1.0723

pointR 0.035826 0.057853 0.30626

turn 0.018839 0.025622 1.5651

MG17 4.0254e-08 0.61222 14.4069

Table 7.1: MSE results from synapse or neuron removal

mechanisms (Vincent-Lamarre et al., 2016) and encourages to investigate further

the effect of connectivity for classification. Although the error differences may

not be crucial here, we think that when scaling up learning for a broader range

of gestures and their representations, the error may add up fast and lead to bad

performance for generalization. In addition, data from a continuous video stream

transfer specific noise to the input. The trained architecture, however, should be

able to cope with this data.

7.2 Pruning Procedures in Reservoirs

In chapter 4, we introduced the significant network parameters along with the

general guideline setting up an ESN. In the literature, it is often stated that sparsity

has a minor role in ESN settings and that a certain topology has no significant

improvement over completely random networks. However, the converse argument

does not imply to neglect investigations into the reservoir organization. Especially

for the task of gesture recognition, it is interesting to reveal the emerging features

of an “optimal” reservoir.

The common practice in the reservoir design is to have a) a large number of

reservoir neurons for capturing intrinsic signal properties and to provide a high-

dimensional feature space to allow application of simple, linear models b) a sparse

connectivity between reservoir neurons and c) a random initialization following a

certain probability distribution for all considered network matrices. This procedure

comes along with some drawbacks: a big reservoir may contain redundancy, thus

it is advised to use a regularization like ridge regression to avoid overfitting. This

introduces an additional parameter in the subsequent optimization procedure. For

grid search, every new parameter adds exponentially to the search routine. The

underlying properties of the reservoir or a network topology, however, remain un-

explained (although the intuition for sparsely connected random networks is that

they exhibit small-world properties, which we refer to in the sections below). Re-
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dundancy in the reservoir was also revealed for symbolic input using PCA, which

was explained by the suffix representation in the reservoir state space (Gallicchio

and Micheli, 2011). This means that symbolic streams with similar suffixes are

closely mapped in the corresponding state space, exploiting also the clustering be-

havior of RNNs with small weights prior to training (Tino et al., 2004). This led

to the notation of the Markovian architectural bias in state space models.

Another misconception is the sparsity factor in ESN providing possible sub-

reservoirs or small-world structure which sufficiently represent the various signal

parts. Studies revealing that reservoirs with dense connectivity perform equally

good however contradict this assumption, as we outlined in chapter 4. Therefore,

other properties need to explain the reservoirs “richness”.

Finally, the random reservoir initialization process yields no superior perfor-

mance over deterministic approaches (Rodan and Tino, 2011) but impede exper-

imental repeatability and reproduction of results for validation and comparison

with other architectures diverging from the randomness in the ESN.

Dutoit et al. (2008) showed that pruning connections in Wout confirm regular-

ization effects due to sparsification of the output layer. The criterion to prune neu-

rons was based on the validation error after training and when using the network in

free-run mode (i.e. includes the feedback matrix Wback and teacher-forcing). The

procedure followed a less principled way by assuming equal probability of pruning,

however as remarked by the author’s other heuristics can be used to refine the

strategy. An example is directly provided by the authors themselves, showing the

effect of neuron pruning based on Fishers Discriminant. A downside of this study

was the lack of investigations on the reservoir dynamics. Scardapane et al. (2014)

introduced a correlation-based measure to determine the pruning of synapse con-

nections in an online fashion, and further expanded their work to neuron pruning.

Their studies showed that although the pruning did not necessarily lead to an im-

proved performance, the applied criterion supported an automatic tuning of the

reservoir itself to an optimal sparsity and reservoir size. Pruning the reservoir was

also studied in Butcher et al. (2010). Also, hardware implementations based on RC

principles has gained more attention in the last years, where an optimal reservoir

with a reduced set of connections is beneficial.

In the previous section, we demonstrated how an orthogonal network may be

favorable for a prediction task. However, a fixed spectral radius may limit the flex-

ibility necessary for picking the information when a network is fed with sequential

variations.

Instead of searching for an optimal reservoir size and sparsity in a reservoir
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used for gesture recognition, we introduce an alternative scheme keeping into con-

sideration the input-driven behavior of the reservoir (as e.g. presented in chapter

6). While parameter search algorithms test for permutations and can thus be in-

troducing exponential search for every parameter included, we first naively set up

a reservoir and optimize the reservoir directly by pruning. The hypothesis is to

obtain an optimal reservoir size and reservoir sparsity κ while keeping the good

performance for the given task.

As reducing the reservoir matrix element or neuron-wise has an impact on the

spectral radius ρ, we first investigate its changes by random pruning. It causes a

consequent shrinkage of the parameter ρ and is 0 in the limit if no intermediate

rescaling procedure is applied. Reservoir adaptation based on plasticity mecha-

nism, as e.g. implemented with Hebbian learning, yields a similar effect, reducing

the norm of Wres (Siri et al., 2008) and hence its spectral radius. Note, that the

element-wise pruning of the reservoir yields a synaptic disruption, while a complete

neuron loss can be realized by setting a row of Wres to 0.
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Figure 7.5: Random pruning of reservoir connections of a network with rN = 50. The

figure shows the matrix Wres after 20 iterations. Red circles depict examples of synapse

loss.

We want to show the influence of pruning towards the spectral radius ρ and that

this procedure can also cause an increase in ρ, possibly leading to instabilities in the

network. We created 50 reservoir matrices initialized as Wres ∼ G (Gaussian) and

scaled them to get a spectral radius ρ = 1. We iteratively pick a random element

from the reservoir and set it to 0. The matrix gets sparse as depicted in Figure 7.5,

resulting in a decrement of the spectral radius and convergence to 0. Interestingly,
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this behavior is not monotonic but contains fluctuations where values of ρ can also

increase again, supporting findings from Scardapane et al. (2014). Figure 7.6 shows

the results from the 50 reservoirs, where the red curve denotes the average spectral

radius. The question remains, whether pruning enables an automatic tuning of the

spectral radius given the task-specific input or imposes a constraint to use pruning

due to possible instabilities.
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Figure 7.6: Track of the spectral radius when iteratively cropping elements from the

reservoir of size rN = 50. The red curve shows the average decay from 50 reservoirs.

7.2.1 Experimental Section

We set up experiments starting with a dense reservoir connectivity. Instead of set-

ting the reservoir size and the sparsity factor beforehand, we argue that pruning the

reservoir connections will yield an optimal reservoir. This assumption is based on

the observations that big reservoir are redundant and needs additional regulariza-

tion. The redundancy can be avoided by orthogonalization (hence decorrelation),

which we demonstrated decreases experimental variability. The difference to other

studies is that we use a classification task.

Reservoir Variance for Gesture Prototypes

The motivation behind the pruning process of the reservoir is that large reser-

voirs produce redundancy and tend to overfit the data. A way to investigate

redundancy, respectively, correlations between variables is to employ a principal

component analysis (PCA). In brief, a PCA decorrelates an input by transforming

the original data space into a new space spanned by so-called eigenvectors ei with
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its corresponding eigenvalues λi. The eigenvalues are derived from the data co-

variance matrix, which captures the data distribution. The largest eigenvalue with

the associated eigenvector points into the direction of the greatest variance. This

eigenvector is referred to as the first principal component (PC). The second PC

is an orthogonal projection of the first PC, showing the direction of the second-

largest variance. The construction of the PCA space repeats until a predefined

threshold is reached, say 90% of the data variance. Considering all eigenvalues

and their corresponding eigenvectors is thus just a transformation of the original

data space.

To get an insight into the reservoir activations triggered by the different gesture

sequences, we selected five sequences from the 5DG dataset, each representing a

gesture class (prototypes).

Table 7.2: Average sequence lengths

bmeanc median

circle 74 68

point left 84 84

point right 128 134

stop 120 124

turn 190 183

The sequence choice is based on the simple heuristic of sorting the sequence

lengths in an ascending order and taking the sequence indexed by the median.

The order is arbitrary since the median is taken from the cardinality |c| of sorted

sequences per gesture class c. This procedure allows direct access to the data.

Taking the mean would shift the average sequence lengths towards outlier, i.e. too

short or too long sequences (the brackets in 7.2 stands for the floor operation).

We collected the state activations from the sequences from a reservoir with

rN = 100 and dense connectivity (only the states are relevant here). We then

performed a PCA on the state activations.

We report the amount of variance explained (equation 7.1) by the first four

PCs (eiλi, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in Table 7.3, which capture almost all variance from

the reservoir. The values correspond to the computation:

λi/
n∑
j=1

λj (7.1)
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Table 7.3: Variance explained

circle pointL pointR stop turn

1.PC 42.77 75.53 73.30 58.16 49.29

2.PC 37.82 19.62 10.80 32.00 35.88

3.PC 10.65 2.08 8.16 6.59 5.99

4.PC 1.66 0.97 2.28 1.10 3.44

where λi are the first selected eigenvalues from the set of all eigenvalues λj, the

total amount of variance. The result indicates that a smaller reservoir might be

sufficient for the processing of the sequences. However, we only used the prototyp-

ical sequences and more investigations are needed for the complete sequence set.

Specifically, we want to explore the processing capabilities in a single reservoir for

the recognition of the six gesture classes (introduced in chapter 5) and the role on

sparsity in terms of pruning reservoir connections.

Experiments on all Gestures Sequences

A key ingredient to the successful application of ESNs is to initialize the reservoir

with a large number of neurons. However, big reservoirs tend to overfit the data

which substantially decreases the performance gain. As a consequence, ESNs are

trained with additional regularization, a common procedure in machine learning

for those ill-posed problems. While this approach might be useful for performance

comparisons on e.g. benchmark data, the ESN remains a rather generic network,

neglecting specific properties emerging from the reservoir or the network learning.

The network characteristics for a particular application task, however, would give

helpful indications for proper configurations, similar to what we have demonstrated

for the reservoir initialization in the previous section.

The PCA on the reservoir activations of prototypical gesture sequences hinted

to reservoir redundancy. However, the interesting question is how a reservoir is able

to discriminate the gesture different classes. We investigate the role of connectivity,

respectively, sparsity in the reservoir and the influence of a pruning strategy on the

performance and the resultant reservoir topology. In particular, we are interested

in learning gesture sequences in a one-shot learning setting. This means that we

only use the prototypical sequences introduced in the section below to train an

Echo State Network.

The network is initialized with input and reservoir weights randomly drawn
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from a uniform probability distribution ∼ U ∈ [−0.5; 0.5]. Instead of setting a

specific sparsity factor, all neurons are densely connected. An adjacency matrix

Aij can be derived from the different iteration stages to keep track of the emergent

reservoir structure. Clearly, Aij = 1 ∀i, j for a dense matrix. From either matrices

Wres or Aij the resultant sparsity can be computed to determine the ratio between

start and end configurations. We run the reservoir with the prototypical sequences

(see section below) and use the training set (Set 1: 157 sequences) and test set (Set

2: 79 sequences) introduced in chapter 5 both as test data. We do this to show

later the differences in the evaluation for the random network in chapter 5, and the

results we obtained from a very small dataset but with interesting characteristics

emerging from the pruning strategy (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Synapse Sparsification
Input Data

Weight Matrix Initialization

Win, Wres ∼ P
Wback = 0

Parameter Initialization

κ = 1, ρdesired, rN

Reservoir Rescaling

Wres ← ρdesired
Wres

ρ(Wres)

Set adjacency matrix

Let the reservoir run with prototype sequences of c classes

Collect reservoir state activations X

Compute the pairwise correlation between X

Define a correlation threshold θ

if corr(X) ∈ [−θ; θ] then

Get the corresponding row and column indices from the correlation matrix

Prune: set Wres = 0 accordingly

end if

Test the ESN with the pruned reservoir matrix

We fix the spectral radius ρ = 0.9 as is a common procedure in ESN application

and chose an interval [-0.1;0.1] (θ in Algorithm 1). As described above, pruning the

synapse connections in the reservoir results in a decrease of the reservoir matrix

norm, however, we are interested whether the input driving the network will have

an influence on this parameter. The results for a reservoir with rN = 50 are

reported in Table 7.4 for 10 trials. It is evident, that the spectral radius fluctuates
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Table 7.4: Results from the pruning of a 50-neuron reservoir

Pruned

connection

Set 1

eval

Set 2

eval

spectral

radius

328 36 16 0.9267

342 37 18 0.8726

306 37 18 0.9603

334 38 17 0.8625

338 40 17 0.8867

326 33 18 0.9815

306 36 21 0.8874

290 31 25 0.9226

332 32 19 0.9684

348 34 19 0.9503

around the fixed value. The best performance was achieved for ρ = 0.9815, which

is close to the critical theoretical border. Note, that the number of pruned synapses

is rather low. This observation may be explained by the low number of reservoir

neurons, where the connections might have a positive influence on the information

processing of the gestures.

An interesting note is that increasing the reservoir size rN does not lead to

a performance improvement. We tried rN = 100 und rN = 200 and expected

an increase. However, especially for a spectral radius below 0.9, the performance

was worse. For the reservoir of size rN = 50, increasing the threshold θ led to

no improvement. Summarized, we suspect that the input-driven regime of the

reservoir the recognition of different gestures is mainly driven by the spectral radius

and low sparsity. Especially the tuning of the spectral radius towards unity is an

interesting phenomenon emerging only from a simple pruning strategy. Further,

the usage of larger reservoirs for a rather small feature set results in overfitting.

Finally, we want to demonstrate the evaluation results from Set 1 and Set 2 in

terms of misclassification. Although the stop gesture performed worst in both sets

and caused much of the performance errors reported in Table 7.4, more dynamic

gestures were learned reasonably well (see Figures 7.7, 7.8, see Figures 7.9, 7.10

for the 6th trial). This is an interesting result in comparison with findings from

chapter 5, as here only one gesture sequence per class served as input to the ESN.
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Also, the rather simple representation seems to be sufficiently represented in the

network of 50 neurons.
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Figure 7.7: Misclassification results from the 1st trial for set 1 (157 sequences).
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Figure 7.8: Misclassification results from the 1st trial for set 2 (79 sequences).

7.2.2 Graph Theoretic Analysis

Despite the performance, the topology provides also measures to characterize the

resultant reservoir. From a graph-theoretic perspective, the reservoir is a directed

graph including loops or, respectively, self-reference. This view on the neural
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Figure 7.9: Misclassification results from the 6th trial for set 1 (157 sequences).
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Figure 7.10: Misclassification results from the 6th trial for set 2 (79 sequences).

connectivity allows characterization of the emerging topology from our pruning

algorithm. In this context, synaptic connections are used synonymously for edges,

while neurons are the vertices. The connectivity of a vertex νi can be described

by its degree, i.e. the sum of δ− of incoming edges and δ+ the number of outgoing

connections. Based on the intuition that an outgoing edge of a vertex νi is an

incoming edge of vertex νj, the corresponding degrees can be derived from the

adjacency matrix A by either summing over the ith row of A (out-degree of vertex

νi) or summing over the jth column (in-degree of vertex νj). A compact notation

is provided in equation 7.2 and equation 7.3. The diagonal of A is set if neurons
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have a self-reference, i.e. aii = 1, aii ∈ A. This loop adds 2 in the computation of

the total vertex degree. Figure 7.11 gives an example of what has been said before.

δ−(νj) =
n∑
k=1

akj (7.2)

δ+(νi) =
n∑
k=1

aik (7.3)

0 1 0 0 0 1

0 1 1 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 1 0

i

j
+

-

Figure 7.11: Example of an adjacency matrix size 6 × 6 for a directed graph. An 1 is

assigned whenever there is a connection between two nodes, else there is a 0 entry. A 1

on the diagonal (green) depicts a loop or self-reference (i = j). The out-degree δ+ can

be derived from the row, while the in-degree δ− can be determined from the column.

The distribution of vertex degrees characterizes different topologies for graph

structures. One major aspect of the brain is its functional separation, yielding

neural clusters with a high local connectivity degree and so-called brain hubs, con-

necting information from different areas. The precuneus for example was identified

as such a hub. Due to their functional role hubs can be identified by high values of

their out-degree. Figures 7.12 7.13 show the out-degree δ+ for two reservoirs with

different sparsity factor κ. It shows that only a small fraction of neurons have a

high out-degree, which indicates a clustered organization with hubs.

The property of a system comprising locally dense clusters and hubs is called

small world, and research of the brain connectome showed evidence that our cor-

tex has small world properties. The structure is then called accordingly small-

world topology. An example of such a structure is the Watts-Strogatz model,

situated between completely random graphs (Erdős-Rényi model) and scale-free
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graphs (Barabási-Albert model, known for the preferential attachment in social

networks1).
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of the neuron out-degree for a reservoir of size rN = 100 and

sparsity κ = 0.1
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Figure 7.13: Distribution of the neuron out-degree for a reservoir of size rN = 100 and

sparsity κ = 0.25

Our pruning experiments did not give significant indications that the reservoir

arrives at a certain topology. From the 10th experimental trial, which gave most of

the pruned connections, we can only carefully state that a more exhaustive pruning

1A popular example is the “6 degrees of Kevin Bacon”
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Figure 7.14: Distribution of the neuron out-degree from the reservoir of the 10th trial.

With 348 pruned connections its sparsity is low. A clear separation of the different out-

degrees compared to e.g Figure 7.13 is not visible. However, the number of neurons with

a high out-degree is decreasing.

might lead to a reservoir topology similar to e.g. the small world. However, our

experiments, which are the first addressing an input-driven optimization of the

reservoir for the processing of different gestures, are a potential basis for further

investigation on the complex dynamics for the task of gesture recognition.

7.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we focused on the reservoir in different experiments. First, we

showed that the orthogonal reservoir initialization decreases the undesired perfor-

mance variability which is displayed by a random initialization. We also keep into

consideration the biological inspiration of the reservoir. In particular, we were in-

terested in the network behavior in case of synapse or neuron loss, which is typical

in the human brain. The second experiment thus concentrated on the pruning and

the effect on the gesture recognition in a one-shot learning scenario. We introduced

a pruning strategy based on the pairwise correlation between reservoir activations.

In contrast to Hebbian learning, which considers strengthening synapses between

co-activated neurons, we use the correlation measure to prune synapse when the

correlation is low. We showed, that the reservoir is able to discriminate the ges-

tures when only considering prototypical sequences from our dataset. We observed

an interesting behavior for the spectral radius ρ: the experiments revealed fluctu-
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ations around the fixed value of 0.9, where especially the increase of ρ yielded a

better performance for the two test sets. We suspect that pruning the input-driven

reservoir might lead to interesting self-tuning mechanisms as is implemented with

plasticity rules. Further, for the task of gesture recognition in a single reservoir,

the sparsity factor might play a role, as the amount of pruned connections was

rather low. We explain this by the role of connectivity on the complex dynamics

in the reservoir.
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Chapter 8

Thesis Discussion

The introduction of the Reservoir Computing paradigm shifted the learning of

recurrent neural networks from gradient-based techniques to models with a func-

tional separation between input representations through a random and untrained

recurrent layer, and a memoryless readout using machine learning methods. Es-

pecially Echo State Networks (ESN), a concrete neural network implementation,

received a lot of attention in the last years. In domains like language processing,

robotics, and time-series prediction, ESNs were already successfully applied and

evaluated on various data. Until today, however, only little is known about the

processing and performance in vision-based tasks like gesture recognition, despite

the fact that gestures are essential for human communication, and an integral part

in human-machine interfaces and interactions with cognitive robots. Learning ges-

tures employing the Reservoir Computing techniques benefit from the fast training

of the recurrent layer in the network architecture and would consequently enrich

various applications in robotics and the modeling of the complementary modalities

language and gestures.

From our perspective, the lack of research into the topic of gesture recognition,

especially for dynamic gestures, exploiting the benefits of Echo State Networks is

surprising. A great number of studies in the research literature, preferably in the

practical domain, highlighted the good ESN performance in sequencing tasks and

emphasized their fast training and easy implementation in contrast to traditional

learning in recurrent neural networks. However, from our literature research, we

also experienced a gap between the theoretical requirements of the proper function-

ing of ESNs and experimental design of applications. The misconception of some

of the ESN conditions or relevance of parameters created partially false arguments

and explanations of the working principles of ESNs. Our research was, therefore,

guided by the three principal questions:
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• Are Echo State Networks an appropriate architecture to solve the task of

gesture recognition?

• How can we visualize and quantify the recurrence in ESNs with gesture input,

which gives insight into the network stability?

• Which reservoir modifications are beneficial and which properties emerge

from the network for the task?

We summarize and discuss the particular motivations and research questions

we addressed in our individual chapters. Furthermore, we suggest ideas derived

from the thesis we find worth for future explorations. The last section concludes

this thesis.

8.1 Gesture Representations

In our first experiments on gesture recognition described in chapter 5, we defined

a set of command gesture sequences. They belong to the type of gestures, which

can be understood without additional speech input and thus qualify to be an inte-

gral part in intelligent vision systems. Due to the lack of appropriate benchmark

data on command gestures, we recorded our own dataset for further vision-based

processing of the acquired image sequences. We believe that a gesture recognition

system should allow the most natural gesture performance, thus we diverging from

other works in this field using gloves (Nagi et al., 2011; Hikawa and Araga, 2011;

Lamberti and Camastra, 2011), additional tools (Weber et al., 2008; Yan et al.,

2010) or simplifications on the hand detection and hand tracking using a skeleton

model on body joints (Parisi et al., 2014), which neglects the hand shape at all.

As outlined in chapter 2, a large set of different methods are available to compute

representative features from gesture sequences, resulting in feature sets of very

different dimensionalities. In our research, we were interested in the legitimacy of

the application of Echo State Networks for gesture recognition and we, therefore,

asked:

What would be a “sufficient” gesture representation for our set of dynamic

gestures? Are there differences in the network classification of Echo State Networks

given distinct complexities of features?

To address the questions we decided to investigate two boundaries of gesture

representations, which we called the simple feature set and the complex feature

set.
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The simple feature set was derived from a description of the hand gesture

trajectory acquired from gesture performance recordings and the corresponding

hand shape, emanating in a frame-wise feature vector (x, y, θ). To extract these

features we implemented the preprocessing stages necessary to obtain the hand

performing the gesture. The components (x, y) represent the center of the hand,

θ specifies the hand orientation.

In contrast, the complex feature set was obtained from a variant of a deep neural

network architecture, the Multi Channel Convolution Neural Network (MCCNN)

Barros et al. (2014). The advantage of such a network is that we can omit a

preprocessing procedure. The features are directly computed by alternating filters

in the network layers inspired by the processing of sensory information in the visual

cortex. The drawbacks, however, which come along with the architecture are 1)

a computationally intensive training for the correct tuning of the filters and 2)

the resultant features are abstract representations of the input images and are

thus not accessible to human interpretation. For our purpose, we assumed that

these features represent particular image coefficients for our gesture sequences.

We captured a 70-dimensional feature vector from the final layer of the MCCNN

architecture, hence the name complex.

We adopted the ensemble ESNs approach introduced by Jaeger et al. (2007)

for learning the gestures. The idea to use differently sized reservoirs provided a

unifying architecture for a comparison of the two distinct feature sets. As the aim

of this chapter was to investigate the gesture representations and their influence on

the classification abilities, we concentrated on three main parameters as suggested

in the literature. This way, our work allows comparison with other data from a

similar problem domain.

We chose the number of misclassification as the evaluation measure over all

experiments. Our results showed that both gesture representations are suitable

for the gesture recognition task. However, we observed differences in the partic-

ular processing of the feature sets. Our results revealed that the complex feature

set benefits from the ensemble ESN structure. Contrary to this observation, the

simple feature set achieved best results when the ESN comprised only one reser-

voir. Our experiments suggest that in time-critical applications, e.g. in interaction

with a robot, a rather simplistic gesture representation using a single reservoir

is a valid approach to achieve a good gesture recognition performance in feasible

time. However, we constrain this statement to a setting with controlled experi-

ments conditions and a clear gesture protocol on the correct gesture performance

as introduced in the chapter. We expect that for a larger set of subjects and
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environmental changes like the illumination and varying camera perspective, the

simple feature set would insufficiently represent the distinct gestures, which will

cause an error-prone classification. In addition, fewer specifications on the gesture

execution would introduce more intra and inter-subject variability as identified for

our gesture set. Therefore, our experiments suggest that the proposed scheme

of obtaining invariant, representative features from a deep neural network as in-

put to ensemble ESNs is advantageous for a robust recognition under challenging

experimental settings and for gestures performed “in the wild”.

8.2 Visualization and Quantification of Reservoir

Dynamics

A key functional characteristic of Echo State Networks is their stability. Only if

a network is stable it can be guaranteed to produce reliable results. The condi-

tions for the ESN stability were introduced by Jaeger (2001a) as the “echo state

property” (ESP), which basically recontextualize concepts from dynamical system

theory. The ESP indicates how to properly configure an ESN to obtain contractive

dynamics, where usually the spectral radius and the singular value of the reservoir

matrix are considered. A controversial debate emerged in the research commu-

nity about the ESP conditions (Buehner and Young, 2006; Ozturk et al., 2007;

Yildiz et al., 2012; Caluwaerts et al., 2013), especially considering their uncritical

application in practical tasks.

The different opinions about the network requirements and specific experi-

mental settings for a particular task motivated us to diverge from the process of

tweaking network parameters, but instead to unveil the reservoir dynamics when

a network processes the gesture sequences. The argumentation about the ESP

and our intuition about the temporal reservoir activation profiles for ESN moti-

vated us to examine the introduction of recurrence plots (RP) for the analysis of

both time-series and reservoir activations. The advantage of these plots is that

they give a 2D representation of the underlying data, which provides information

about the recurrence in phase space. From the line distribution of the plot, we also

investigated the validity of recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) as a compu-

tational method complementary to the approximation of the Lyapunov exponent

(Verstraeten and Schrauwen, 2009; Barancok and Farkas, 2014).

First, we suggested an approach for the extension of our original data to obtain

sequence diversity. Then, we introduced the embedding-delay technique for the
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analysis of the gesture sequences and showed that the RPs are a valuable tool for

a qualitative judgment of the data. This technique highlights different character-

istics like periodicity, signal noise or chaotic behavior, which can give additional

information on the data sources and the design of prediction or classification pro-

cedures. The subsequent computations of crucial RQA measures showed first ev-

idence that they are useful indicators for the differences in the data, for instance,

filtered and noisy sequences.

In a second step, we investigated the methodology on the reservoir for dif-

ferent settings of the spectral radius. We observe, that the reservoir captured

the intrinsic factors of the input signals (periodic, chaotic) as long as the system

is in a stable state. The representational power of the reservoir vanished with

increasing instabilities, which we demonstrated both with the corresponding RP

and RQA measures. We defined a criterion to compute when actually the network

enters an unstable mode, which further supported our findings. From our results,

we conclude that for the network design and determination of the dynamics the

RQA approach is a relevant tool in ESN research. Finally, our work adds to the

investigations introduced by (Bianchi et al., 2016b).

8.3 Reservoir Initialization and Pruning

The stochastic reservoir initialization and the role of the connectivity are another

subjects of debate among ESN researchers. We showed evidence that only a little

modification in the initialization process is beneficial for the prediction of gestures.

The number of trials is usually set according to the experimenter’s knowledge

or driven by any error criteria. However, keeping into consideration the special

structure of other matrix types, here an orthogonal matrix, may facilitate the

trial-and-error process.

We further elaborated on reservoir properties for gesture recognition using one-

shot learning. We demonstrated that only by a selection of some prototype gestures

the ESN was able to discriminate between gestures exhibiting more dynamics. A

pruning strategy was introduced to shed light on the resultant sparsity of a reservoir

because in the ESN literature a high sparsity value is recommended. However, our

experiments showed that a rather dense network is beneficial for the task of gesture

recognition using only a single reservoir. Increasing the number of reservoir neurons

showed no significant improvements on the results.

Finally, we observed that the pruning procedure led to an increase in the spec-

tral radius ρ, where the performance was best for the highest value. This observa-
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tion might give an indication that the reservoir pruning might be a tool tuning a

reservoir only by its input.

8.4 Limitations and Future Work

Our research was motivated by two factors: on the one hand, the task of gesture

recognition receives more and more attention in the research areas of human-

machine interfaces and cognitive robots. On the other hand, the introduction of

the Reservoir Computing paradigm introducing a simplified training of recurrent

neural networks attracted the use of corresponding network models like Echo State

Networks for sequential processing. As the experimental experience and knowledge

about important properties for vision-related tasks are sparse, we decided to limit

our gesture data set to a small number of gestures in favor of analysis and inter-

pretation of our results. An obvious extension of our work would be to establish

a bigger command gesture corpus, and we encourage to use the tools presented in

this thesis as well as to re-evaluate our findings and statements. Especially the

observations for the pruning strategy should be more investigated for the tuning of

an input-driven reservoir, substituting the manual tweaking of the reservoir matrix

or using time-consuming search algorithms.

We emphasized the importance of gesture recognition in interaction scenarios.

Therefore, another consequent step would be the application of gesture recognition

in robot scenarios. Recent research demonstrated the effectiveness of Echo State

Networks for language understanding on a humanoid robot, thus gestures would

be a valuable complementary component for the further development of multi-

modal, cognitive architectures. Moreover, a model for the coupling of language

and gestures would stimulate research into developmental and embodied robotics

to evaluate the role of gestures on language acquisition and other cognitive skills.

Finally, Echo State Networks can also be exploited as autonomous pattern

generators for gesture production. All gestures presented in this thesis can be rep-

resented as functions, which can be learned in an ESN architecture with feedback.

We encourage the investigations of resultant neural controllers and investigations

on the stability on a humanoid robot to push forward a proactive human-robot

interaction.
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8.5 Conclusion

The thesis contributes to the research area of gesture recognition demonstrating

the appropriateness of Echo State Networks for this task. The introduction of the

recurrence analysis is a valuable tool complementing current studies on stability

issues in the Echo State Network. The investigations on the gesture data and the

representation, as well as keeping into consideration modifications of the reservoir

might stimulate further research into the direction of effective network architectures

following the Reservoir Computing paradigm and the successful application of

gesture recognition.
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Appendix A

Additional Technical Information

and Equations

We provide technical details as well as equations for the benchmark data used for

testing Echo State Networks as outlined throughout the thesis.

• The gestures were recorded with a standard web camera. The resultant

video files in avi format were converted into images in png format using the

mplayer (Linux OS):

for i in *avi; do mplayer ${i} -vo png; mv *png ${i%.*}; done

• Activation intervals (a, b) for the initialization of the random matrices:

M:= a+(b-a) .*rand(.,.). Note, that with Matlab 7.7 and newer, usage

the random generators with seed is substituted by rng.

• For the data filtering, we used the Matlab functions filter and medfilt1

to smoothen our gesture sequences The filter operates along 1D creating

a moving-average mechanism for the individual x and y streams. The filter

operation relies on the definition of a rational transfer function on the input,

where coefficients for the numerator n and denominator m have to be chosen

beforehand. After some experimentations we set n = 3 and m = 1. The

median filter also smoothes the data by computing the median of three values.

The choice of the filter depends on the underlying data and we chose to use

the median filter for all gestures except for the turn gestures, which were

filtered using the filter function.

• The n-th order Nonlinear Autoregressive Moving Average function (NARMA).

For benchmark tests a typical choice is n = 10 and n = 30:
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y(t+ 1) = 0.3y(t) + 0.05y(t)
n∑
i=0

y(t− i) + 1.5x(t− n)s(t) + 0.1 (A.1)

where s(t) is the input at time t randomly sampled from a uniform distribu-

tion and y(t+1) the output, which is the target for prediction tasks in neural

networks. The inherent structure of producible timeseries is challenging due

to the demand of nonlinearity and long memory.

• The Mackey Glass differential equation is computed as:

dx

dt
= β

x(t− τ)

1 + (x(t− τ))n − γx(t)
(A.2)

where β and γ are two nonnegative parameters (e.g. set to β = 0.25 and

γ = 0.1), n is a shape parameter (e.g. n = 10) and τ is the nonnegative

time delay. It is common to set τ = 17 to create a mildly chaotic dynamical

system, and τ = 30 for strong chaos, exhibiting a hard task for prediction.

Figure A.1: Mackey-Glass time series with τ = 17.

• The multiple superimposed oscillator (MSO) task describes a coupled system

of sinusoidal signals with noninteger frequencies:

y(t) = sin(0.2t)+sin(0.311t)+sin(0.42t)+sin(0.51t)+sin(0.63t)+sin(0.74t)

(A.3)
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